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NYMPHON (FYCNOGONl1)A) IN THE EASTERN ARCTIC PhIl THESIS 
GARY JOHN CRANMER JDLY 1982 
ABSTRACT. 
~hon is the largest genus of Pycnogonida reaching its 
greatest diversi ty in the Polar regions. A revision of the genus 
wi thin the East.ern Arctic ha.s proved necessary due to the numerous, 
nomenclatural complexities wrlich havE: accumulated in the literature 
since its last major revision by Sars in 1891. 
This has been achiev8d using multivariate analyses involving 
the measurement of over 1500 specimens. Fifteen species are now 
recognized from the: a.rea and each has been redrawn and redescribed. 
I t has not proved necessary to propose any new species. 
Two distinct suh-groups are found within the genus in this 
area, differing in leg morphology and reproductive strategy. The 
first group, exemI,lifi ed by nymph on str\:)rrjj, has a leg morphology 
sui ted to walking or striding. A large number of lightly yolked 
eg~s are typically produced and the larvae spend only a short 
period of their development on the male ovigers before they 
disperse. The other group, exemplified by ~rphon hirtipes, 
has a leg morphology more suited to clinging. Fewer eggs are 
produced but these are richer in yolk and the male overwinters 
with the larvae which are lost only when metamorphosis is nearly 
complete. 
These interspecific differences have been discussed and it is 

thought that they may enable direct competition to be avoided 

by the exploitation of different facets of the same enviY'ol:l.ment. 

In addition, differences in the musculature have been discussed 

for species within Nymphon and for the Pycnogonida generally. 

The male ovigerc of all species examined show various adaptations 
which increase the surface area compared with ths.t of the female. 
These mocification8 have been discussed and are sho~n to afford 
a gre~ ter area for a ttachrnent of the rna turing egg masses. 
A histological examination of the internal structure of the 

femoral cement glands of Nymphon hirtipe_s has revealed that the 

adul t males have a broad ba.YJd of glandular tissue lying under the 

epidermis whereas specimens in the final larval stage have little 

or none. 

The life-cycle of Rymphon hirtipes is postulated, showing 

the species to take between two and a half and three years to 

attain matur'i ty. It breeds only once, during fts fjru:..l sumner. 

Thj n is compared wi th existing knowledge of the life cyclef; 

of shallow and tropical water species. 
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1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION. 

The Pycnogonida Latreille 1810, or seaspiders, are a little 
known group of.' marine arthropods which have,over the past 100 
years,attracted the attentions of such distinguished biologists as 
E.L.Bouvier; L . .3.Cole; A.Dohrn; J.W.Hedgpeth; P.P.C.Hoek; A.M.No:'Tllan; 
G.O.Sars; W.Schimkewitsch; K.Stephensen and m.B.Wilson. 
They are represented in all parts of the Norld ocean, being 
widely dis tri bu ted from the tropi cs to the poles 8..c'1d from the li ttoral 
zone to depths greater than 6000 metres. 
Although Fry (1964) points out that as far as is known pycnogonids 
are not :nore abundant in anyone part of the 'Norld than another, 
certain genera do appear to be more abundant in some areas th8-11 in 
others. The genus, NYITlPhon Fa-oricius 1794 attains its greatest 
diversity within polar regions and some of its species are locally 
very abundant. Nt' hirtipes Bell 1853 appears to achieve the greatest 
abundance of all, having been recorded at a maximwn density of 
approxima tely 401m2 near Isfj ord, Spitsbergen. This esti'!late is made 
with reasonable confidence, and N.hirtipes is therefore a species 
well worthy of consideration in any study of the larger epibenthic 
com~onents of the falli'1a. 
In feeding, pycnogonids appear to be 'discerning catholics' 
showing a preference for hydroids and anthozoans, b2t also feeding 
on many other soft bodied animals such as holothurians, :nollu8cs and 
tunicates, 
The axtent to which pycnogonids suffer predation is completely 
unknmm. Of ,:;~e many thousands of fish stomachs whic:'1 ~a.ve be~n 
s&llpled, less than one in a thousa."1d has been found to contain 
pycnogonids (Steph~n8en, 1937; Rae, 1356) although t'.70 speoim!ms of 
pycnogomun littorale Str\)m 1762 halTa been observed in the 3tomach ()f 
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cod (personal:Joservation), out ooth VJere alive and the possibility 
axist3 that they were only taken when the fish was in the trawl. 
:De82:'oorn (1967) has reported that Pycl1ogonids form a small percen~age 
of the diet of the large antarctic isopod Glyptonotu8 antarcticus and 
Hedgpeth (1952) reports that the large green anemone of the Galifornian. 
coast, Anthropleura Lantb2graTllIllica, will eat PyCl1og~~ stearnsi Ives 
1892. However, these remain the only reports of I predation I wi it is 
therefore possible that pycnogonids are in general not preyed upon, but 
rather form a slow shunt in a similar way to many echinoderms, releasing 
their en~r~J back into the food-web only after death. 
There is a great variation in the size of pycnogonids. The 
smallest are found in shallow tropical waters, having a leg-spai''l, of less 
than three millimetres. The largest in leg-span is the ubiquitous 
deep water species Colossendeis colossea Wilson, 1881 which can achieve 
a size of over" fifty centimetres. However, in total body mass the 
largest species is J)odecopoda mawsoni Calman and Gordon, 1933 f:C:Ol!l 
ari t..arc tic wate rs • 
The Pycnogonida are perhaps the nearest any animal comes to being 
all legs ani no body. C~neral pycnogonid morphology.consists of a 
reduced bOiiy comprising a slender trunk of fO"'J.r to six segments or 
somites, an ~nterior tripartite pro~oscis ( which in some species 
may be over four times the body length, but is usually about half 
the length of the body) and a pos tenor, unsegmented ablomen. All 
appendages arise from the trunk somites. The first, or cephalic, 
somite is the largest, bearing the chelicerae, palps, ovigers, first 
pair of walking legs and, mediodorsally, an ocular tubercle bea:::-i"g 
four pigmented eyes, though in deep water and cryptic spec188 eyes 
are lacking 01' the ocular tubercle is absent. The remaining 
somi tes each h(~ar a pair of walking , and thl:: hindmost b(~ars also 
the abdomen. In the vast ~jority of species the trunk comprises 
four somi teB, with four pairs of Nalk:i.ng legs. RoweV'er, three families, 
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the Pycnogonidae, Nymphonidae and Colossendidae, include species 
possessing five somites, and the latteT two have species with 
six somites, with ten and twelve legs respectively. 
T'ne three pairs of anterior appendages - chelicerae, palps and 
ovigeTs - are not present in all genera. The chelicerae, which aid 
in feeding, comprise a cylindrical scape of one or two segments 
and a chela bearing a movable and ilI1'1lovable finger, which mayor may 
not bear dentition. The palps may be formed from as many as twenty 
segments, as in Nymphonella tauetis Ohshima, 1927, but between five 
and ten segments is usual. The function of the palps is not fully 
known but in the larg~r colossendeids they obviously function as 
sensors for locating food (J.W.Hedgpeth, personal communication). 
The ovigers, which are peculiar to the Pycnogonida, comprise from 
four to ten segments. When present, their primary function in the 
male is the transportation of" maturing egg masses. Within the genus 
Colossendeis, however, although the male possesses ovigers, they 
have not been observed to carry eggs, and development of the eggs 
remains a mystery. The secondary function of ovigers in both sexes, 
is ~hat of grooming appendages, serving to remove epizoites and 
detritus adhering to the appendages. This is achieved by combing the 
a"ppendage with the 'shepherd t s crook' ( the terminal four ovigeral 
segments) • The walking legs are formed from eight segmen~s in all 
species. There are three small proximal coxae, the second bearing the 
geni tal pore, a long femu.L', two long tibiae, a short tarsus and propodus, 
and, distal to the propodus, a well developed terminal claw. In 
seme genera, a pair of auxiliary claws [s also present. 
Although there has been a great deal of research in recent 
years into the functional morphology of arthropod locomotion, 
especially by ~'U:",nton (1950 - 1978), the Pycnogonida have:c0ceived 
little attention. 
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Movement in pycnogonids may occur actively by walking or 
swimming, or passively by being carried with ocean currents whilst 
attached to hydroids or al~e. The most comllon method of active 
locomotion consists of a slow walk. However, Cole (1901), Prell (1910), 
Knight-Jones &MacFadyen (1959) and Morgan (1971) have all reported 
the more gracile-like syeciea to swim freely, using their walking 
legs to propel themselves through the water. The legs beat at 
right angles to the longitudinal axis of the body, with the result that 
the animal moves through the water dorsal side first (Morgan, 1971). 
Krlight-Jones & MacFadyen (1959) have shown that during swimming the 
legs beat in metachronal rhythm, star-:ing from the rear. Prell (1910) 
agrees, stating that the walking movement is more arhythmic than the 
swimming motion. There has also been one report of a pycnogonid, 
Nymphonella tapetis Ohshima, 1927, digging in sand CArita, 1937). This 
contains the only record of the ovigers being employed to aid the 
walking legs in movement. 
The nervous system of pycnogonids consists of a supra-oesophageal 
mass, or brain, ·,';hich is connected by circum-oesophag'?al com'llissures 
to a chain of paired ventral ganglia. From the dorsal surface of 
the brain four optic nerves lead to the ocular tubercle, one to each 
eye (Henry, 1953). Nerves to the chelae arise from the front of tne 
brain, together with a median rostral ne.rve and paired stomodaeal 
nerves which lead to the proboscis, ·where they are joined by ladder 
like connections at inte~Tals along its entire length. The ventral 
ganglia correspond to the somi tes in number and position. Palyal and 
ovigeral nerves arise from the anterior of the first ventral ganglion, 
ani each ga.ngion supplies a y::1ir of nerves to the ventr:;tlmuscles of 
the somite, and two nerves to each leg. One nerve serves the dorsal 
part of tbe leg above the endosternite, the other the ventral section. 
The tennin'll trunk ganglion also supplies three paired nerves to 
the abiornen. 
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~he digestive tract of pycnogonids consists of three distinct 
regions, a fore-, mid- &'1d hindgut, separated by a tripartite valve. 
The Y-shaped trilobed mouth leads directly into a large sac or 
pharynx. This is ap:;Jroximately two-thirds the length of the proboscis 
and leads directly into the narrow'oesophagus', which is Y-shaped in 
cross-section and extends into the cephRlic somite. In the anterior 
region of the oesophagus are bases of nUlierous setae. These protrude 
forwards into the proximal region of the pharynx to form what is 
termed the 'oyster basket' sieve (Schlottke, 1933). The pharynx and 
oesophagus together form the foregut, and its junction wi th the 
mijgut lies just posterior to the ocular tubercle. 
The midgut, which exten"ds through the rest of the trunk, possesses 
diverticula (caeca) which extend into the walking legs beyond the 
leg bases and, if chelae are present, into these also. 
The junction of the midgut with the hindgut is at the distal end 
of the trunk, the hindgut extending through most of the length of tte 
abdomen and opening to the exterior via a Y-shaped anus. 
The chelae, when present, are used to tear off portions of food, 
for example hydranths, and force them into the mouth. When larger 
animals, such as actinians, are preyed upon the probosciS is th:ust 
into the prey and the juices sucked out. Once in the pharynx, the 
food is filtered by the' oyster basket' ensu.ring that cnly fine 
particles and fluid reach the :nidgut. j'he :nidgut is tb? site 0:;.' 
digestive and absorptive processes. Digestion is intracellular. 
Protease~, carbohydrases, nucleases and acid and alkaline phosphata.ses 
have all been-identified. Nutrient uptake is by means of 
micropinocytosis (Richards & Fry, 1978). Undigestl-::d m'i1:;erial se;.' 
out through the hindgut to t,he exterior via. the anus. 
Food is passed along the entire length of slimen 
by a series of peristal tic '·!!'l.~re8 prcduc<;/d the 
surrounding the gut. 
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Richards &Fry (1978) have observed the ability of some polar 
pycnogonids ( Nympton hirtipes from the Arctic and ~ymphon orcadense 
and Nymphon austra~e from the Antarctic), to survive long periods - up 
to 18 months - without actively feeding and without evident adverse 
effects. 
A number of authors, most recently Wyer (1972), have commented 
on the occurrence of pits within the pycnogonid cuticle, although 
Steph"ns (1972) d.oubts that arthro:;?ods ca!J. take up nutrients through 
their cuticles. The high surface ~o"volume ratio, and cuticular pits 
of unknown function in pycnogonids, suggest that cuticlUar uptake of 
nutrients might possibly occur, and is 'Northy of investigation 
(Richards & Fry, 1978). Another possibility that might exist is 
the absorption of nutrients from the surrounding water through the 
intestinal wall (J. W.Hedgpeth, personal comrmmication). 
The circulatory system is open and the blood, or haemolymph, is 
similar to that fotmdin other arthropods. It is blue in colour 
(nawson, 1934) and functions both as a carrier of nutrients and 
respiratory gases. Circulation is achieved by a muscular dorsal 
vessel, or heart, situated within the cephalic somite, just ventral to 
the ocular tubercle. The body, together '."i th the appendages, is 
divided by septa into a number of compartments or haemocoels. The 
largest of these is the endosternite, which lies horizontally in 
the trunk, between the heart and the gut, and above the gut in ~r£ 
appendages (Firstman, 1973). Within the region of the lateral 
processes the septum is perforated by slits, allowing the haemoljillph 
to flow be h"leen the dorsal and ventral haemocoels. These, pIus the 
possible muscular contraction of the septa, aid circulation. King 
(1973) has observed random rapid leg mcvemen ts, and although it iG 
not known whether these occur at times of respiratory stress, 
they could act as auxiliary pumps to aid circulation. 
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The absence of a coelom, which most workers believe has completely 
re5£essed, is accompanied by the absence of any discrete excretory 
organs, malpighian tubules or nephridia. This absence sU.5'g9sts that 
waste products are eliminated either from the gut, by the detach.'Ilent 
of cells from the epithelium, or are passed out through the epidermis. 
It is possi'ole, in forms 'Jllhich continue to moult during the adult 
stage, that both of these processes could contribute to excretion 
(Sanchez, 1959). 
Pycnogonids have no discernible organs of respiration; ho~ever, 
because of their large surface to volume ratio, sufficient gaseous 
exchange can occur across the cuticle by means of diffusion (Manton, 
1978), or even through the intestinal wall (J.W.Hedgpeth, personal 
communication). 
The sexes are separate in all but one species of pycnogo~id. The 
gonads lie on either side of the heart and, like the digestive system, 
each gonad sends lateral bran-ehes into the walking legs. The gani tal 
pores are located on the second coxal segment of some or all of the 
legs. King and Jarvis (1970) have shown that during early egg development 
the yolk is synthesized within the enlarging ova, in a patteTI1 
similar to that found in other aquatic chelicerates such as Lim'J.lus, 
there being Ii ttle extra-oocytic contri'c:mtion to the yolk formation. 
In those species in which mating has been observe·i the male 
clings to the "ventral surface of the female in such a way that the 
genital pores of each sex are aligned in a sort of pseudocopulation. 
The egg s are fertilized as th.ey are released. In many pycnogonid 
species the spermatozoa are non-motile. 
As the eggs are laid and fertilized the male gathers them, 
forming a ball that is carried on the ovigers until the young hatch. 
Some male have been observed carrying as ma..'1Y as fourteen ?gg masse:3, 
some newly oollected, others in the process of hatching. 
In some specie.3 the yO'J11g hatch out &.S()ost-larvae, with foar or 
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more pairs of appendages. In others, the young hatch as protonymphon 
larvae, with only three pairs of appendages. The protonymphon larva 
superficially resembles a barnacle nauplius except that it cannot swim. 
Further segments and additional legs are added at the posterior end 
as the larva develops into an adult. -During development after hatching, 
I I 
juveniles grow by a series of moults, but adults ~ay grow by a 

process not involving moulting (Jarvis & King, 1972). 

The majority of pycnogonid research has concerned taxonomy. 
Despite this the classification remains unstabl~, with some major 
problems ren;aining unsolved. Two such problems which have hindered 
the development of a comprehensive classification of the group are, 
firstly, a taxonomic uncertainty as to where the pycnogonids fit 
within the Arthropoda, since they possess affinities with both the 
Crustacea and Arachnida, and secondly, the puzzling apparent 
metameric instability of the group. The occurrence of pentamerous 
forms, together with the lack of a detailed fossil record, has led 
to the suspicion that the group is evolutionarily very young and still 
undergoing rapid adaptive radiation. 
The first problem is best sUIl1med up by Marcus (1940), " The 
Pantopoda (Pycnogonida) do not in any phase exhibit the crustacean 
biramous limbs or the arachnomorphous body composed of a cephalothorax 
(prosoma) with six pairs of appendages, and abdomen (opisthosoma). 
Therefore, it seems advisible to conSider them as a separate class 
wi thin the Arthropoda." 
Manton (1918) believed that the pycnogonids are 1L."'ldisputedly 
evolved from chelicerate stock, perhaps from as far back as the very 
early paleo:3oic, when arachnid lines began to diverge. Non- cheliceY.'8. te 
features, such as ovigers and multiple genital openings, evolved 
wi thin the m;,Lrine c.:nvironmen t from an unknown early ar?,ohnid group 
as adaptations for survival in the see.. These features alene, bowever, 
are net suffioient to preclude the possibility of a P1Cnogbnid! arachnid 
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affini ty. 
Hedgpeth (1954) disagrges, believing that pycnogonids cannot be 
included within the Arachnida or Chelicerata, but should be recognized 
as an indeyendlent arthropod group. Indeed, he states Certainly theII 
sum of the morphological and developmental features in the Pycnogonida 
indi cate toa t they cannot be affiliated with any other group. II 
The second major problem has also been clarified by Hedgpeth 
(1947; 1954 & 1978) and Bergstr~m et. al.(1980), showing the group 
tp possess a distinct fossil record, dating back to the Lower 
Devonian. Such an example is Paleoisonus problematicus Brolli, 1928 
from the Hunsr~ck shale,Bavaria ( fig 1.1). 
The occurrence of a pentamerous fossil, PentapaleQuycnon 
inconsnicua Hedgpeth, 1978, from the Jurassic period, is thought by 
Bergstr~rn et. al.(1980) to bear a greater resemblance to a phyllosoma 
larva. However, if it is a fossil pycnogonid it would indicate that 
the varying metameric nature of pycnogonids is not a r9cent phenomenon~ 
but instead shows the group to have a long continuing adaptive 
radiation. 
Snodgrass (1951) best sums up the situation by stating" It is 
immpossible to arrive at any positive conclusion concerning the 
relationships of pycnogonids, except that they are arthropods." 
Savory (1964) adds tI Pycnogonids can justifiably be placed in a 
sub-phylum by themselves without the feeling that by doing so the 
problem of their affinities is merely being evaded." 
Modern pycnogonid classification is unstable above the family 
level (Fry', 1978). The majority of the classification down to, and 
including, the family level is based upon th,,, presence or absence of 
chelicera, palps and ovigers. However, there are so many transitional 
forms thad family divisions are not always distinct, ~2Lnd th::r,?fore 
orders cannot be reoognized. 
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The most recent and, at present, most widely used system of 
classification has oeen j)roduced oy Hedgpeth (1947; 1955). The 
Pycnogonida are divided into two orders, Pantopoda Gers-saecker, 1863, 
containing all extant species divided into eight families, and 
Paleopantopoda Brolli, 1930, containing all extinct forms found in the 
fossil record. 
Hedgpeth (1947) als 0 highlighted many of the problematical 
genera which were clouding family distinotions. However, this system, 
although a vast improvement on anything puolished previously relies 
on the presence or aosence of the anter~or appendages. 
Fry (1973)1 in f3,n attempt to produce a new workable claSSification 
of the group, took 45 external morphological characters for each of 
73 extant genera and treated them withsome of the multivariate 
analyses developed over recent years to aid numerical taxonomy. The 
aim of this investigation was to produce a new classification within 
the framework of the Linneaq hierarchy. 
The results, which Fry himself treated not as an unravelling of 
pycnogonid phylogeny, out rather as an attempt to produce a primary 
hypothesis of degrees of overall morphological Similarity, have 
yielded a scheme of classification involving thirty families in five 
orders. 
Until such a hypothesis has been rigorously tested using existing 
biological and ecological data, and therefore verified, the regime 
of Hedgpeth (1947; 1955) must remain the definitive statement on the 
classification of pycnogonids. 
The family Nymphonidae Wilson, 1881 (Hedgpeth, 1947) is composed 
of approximately 200 species in five genera. Heteron:rmphon Gordon, 1932 
and the ten legged Pentanymuhon Hodgson, 1904 are each represented 
by two species, Sexanymphon by one, BoreoUY.lnphon Sars, 18j 1 walS 
thought to be monospecific, but is now known to conta.in fcur ies 
(Just, 1972), and Nyrp.phon Fabricius, 1794 which contains tts ma,j:Jrity 
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of the species. 
The genus Nym~hon is the largest within the Pycnogonida. It is 
characterized by well developed, den.ticulate, two segmented chelate 
chelae, palps of five segments and ten segmented ovigers in both 
sexes, bearing a terminal spine. Altho~gh the genus reaches its 
greatest diversi ty in polar regions, tempe.rate and tropical members 
are by no means rare. Within the Antarctic, the genus was last 
extensively studied by Gordon (1932), Vii th eighteen species being 
recognized. However, a revision of the genus in this area is sorely 
needed, as very little research has been conducted since. 
Species of the genus occurring in Arctic waters have attracted more 
attention than others in the genus, especially with regard to 
systemati.cs. The majori ty of research was conducted with collections 
!:lade during the great scientific expeditions of the late ninteenth and 
early twentieth centuries. However, much of the wealth of information 
produced during this period has subsequently proved to be of a 
contradictory nature. Indeed, Hedgpeth (1948) comments" the taxonomy 
of tte genus Nymphon is in such a chaotic state that it is with some 
hesitation that I propose two new species". 
In recent years, species of the genus from the Western (Canadian) 
Arctic have been the subject of some attention. and, thanks to 
Hedgpeth (1948; 1963), many of the taxonomic anomalies surrounding the 
genus within that area have been clarified. The Eastern Arctic, 
however, where the genus appears to be at its gTeatest specific 
diversi ty and abundance, remains taxonomically in a s tate of disarray. 
Apart from Russian biologists (NeGis, 1960; Losina-Losinsky, 1961), 
wr"o favour a different scheme ofta.x:onomy , Nymnhon wi thin this area 
has not been examined in detail since the work of Stephensen (1933; 
1936; 1943). This reviSion has been occasioned by that defici,:mcy. 
For pl.'actioc"l pur~:o~3es of this research the tern Arctic may be 
oonsidered to be bounded on th3 west by the:;astern coastline of 
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Greenland, and on the east by the coasts of the White and Kara seas, 
To the north it is bounded - for practical purposes of biological 
investigation - by the permCl,c-;.ent ice-edge, while its southern 
boundary is partially def~ned, to the west of the British Isles, 
by the Greenland-Iceland and Ice:and-Faroe ridges. Between the west 
coas t of Scotland and the Faroes the southern boundary is breached 
by the Faroe channel, which reaches 1300-1400 metres in depth and is 
known to carry south to southwesterly flowing currents (Dietreich, 
1969). To the east of the British Isles there is no definite 
topographical boundary, the depths shoaling gradually thoughout the 
entire northern North Sea. Nevertheless, for the purposes of this 
study, the latitude of 60oNorth has been taken as the southeastern 
boundary of the Eastern Arctic with the North Sea (Map 1.1). 
Within this area, two major water types can be detected, a 
warmer, higher salinity type which flows ~nto the region in a general 
northeasterly direction from the Atlantic, and a colder, lower saUni ty, 
water which moves in a general southwesterly direction, dmm from the 
ice-edge - its decreased temperature and salinity being due to ice 
melt during the summer months (Map 1.2). 
The bathymetry of the area is a~so varied, including shallow 
(less than 400 metres) ar~as of continental shelf, which includes 
the entire Barents Sea, and areas of abyssal plains, such as the 
Nor~egian and Greenland baSins, which exceed depths of 3000 metres 
(Map 1.2). 
-12­
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Map 1.2. The Bathyme.try and major surface currents within the Eastern Arctic. 
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2. TAXONOMY. 
INTRCDUCTION. 
Systematically, the Eastern Arctic species of the gBnus Nymphcn 
Fabricius, 1794, are in considerable disarray. 2:ndeed, that is 
probably true of all 500-600 species of the genus so far described, 
and the literature undoubtedly contains many synonyms. 
Wi thin the Eastern Arctic, as defined in Section 01:e, Sars (1888) 
a ttempted to subdivide the genus, separating the morphologically 
more robust and heavily setose species into a distinct genus, 
Chae ton:ymphon. 
This scheme appeared to be successful within the Arctic fauna, 
where morphological distinchons between the two groups were very 
clear. However, wi thin the Antarctic fauna, the separation between 
the two genera seemed to 'creak down (Calrnan, 1915; Gordon, 1932). 
Sars (1888) had also es tablished the genus BoreonYllrphon to 
contain the single species N7y1TIphon robustum Bell, 1853, because of the 
non-dentate and arcuate chelae in this species. This subdivision 
has been questioned by several authors (Meinert, 1899; Losina-Lcsinsh."y, 
1935, Hedgpeth, 1963) b1.lt was not discussed in detail until Just (1972) 
revised the genus Boreonymphon, recogniSing the four species 
B. rabus tum (Bell, 1853), B. abyss ori urn (Norma..Yl, 1873), B. compe,C t'Ull 
V~aben (1972) and B.ossiansarsii Just (1972). 
Using a numerical taxonomic procedure, F~J (1978) tentatively 
concluded that Boreonymphon is more closely related to the 
Cclossendeidae Hoek, 1881, than to the Nymphonidae Wilson, 1887 t 
but the vaHdi ty of .this inference still requires to be tested. wi th 
a stud.y as detailed as that of Just. 
Frem the N'. E. Atlantic colle c tions examined' during the :pre sen t 
study and f:::'om report:;! in literature it se6ms the.t of the pycnogonid 
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genera N:ymphon is the most diversified, reaching its greatest 
diversity withiL the Eastern Arctic region. As yet no complete 
life cycle has Deen observed for any Eastern Arctic N;ymphon species 
and consequently the taxonomy has been based entirely on adult 
interspecific morphological difference S. Addi tionally, the maj ori ty 
of Nymphon species are rr.orphologieally very similar, having much 
finer specific distinctions than are regarded as acceptable within 
other genera, fer example, Colossendeis Jarzynsky,1870. The 
exceptions are the species comprising the former genus Chaetonymphon, 
which do form a natural subgroup within the EasteIn Arctic. 
As a resul t of this homogeneity, many dubious poorly described 
species have entered the literature, with consequent hindering of 
taxonomic clarity. 
In an attempt to resolve these problems, a literature review 
dating back to 1794 'has been undertaken. Because of the variable 
quality of many of these descriptions and illustrations, collections 
were investigated including, where possible, type series of Eastern 
Arctic Nygphon species. 
ME'l'EODS. 
Figures were constructed using a Wild-Heerbrug M5 stereomicroscope 
with sliding stage and camera-lucida attac~~er.ts. Single ovigeral 
spines were detached from the cviger, dehydrated in absolute alcohol, 
mounted in Euparal and drawn l.:sing a Reichert Vis9pan microscope. 
A male bearing ovigeraJ. egg-masses has been drawn for each species. 
The egg-masses are shot'1D transparently all owing the ovigeral segments 
to be seen. Where sexual differences occur, th~? relevant female 
segments and appendages have also )een drawn. 
To aid ;'3pecies identification and comparison, a commc)n fermat 

for figures and descriptions has been produced, wi th simile.r 

inters-p€cifi:':; structu.rt'?Sl being drawn from similar aspects. 
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To aid the taxonomic and morphological studies within the 
Eastern Arctic Nymphon species a detailed taxonomic analysis has 
Deen underta~en, comprising the measurement of as many species 
as possible within the area. 
To achieve statistical rODustness each sample consisted of at 
least thirty specimens although, owing to the variable abundance of 
different species, this was not always possible. 
Initially Nym::phon hirtiues and N.strt)mi, the two most.abundant 
species, were selected station by station (thirty animals for 
each station) from the whole known geographical r~"ge. In addition, 
the total available collections of N.elegans, N.grossipes, 
N.longimamm, N.longitarse, N.macronyx, N.megalous, N.serratum, 
N.sluiteri and N.tenellum were analysed. 
Each specimen was numbered, sexed and fceasUI'ed using a Wild-
Heerbrug M5 stereomicroscope fitted with sliding stage and eye-piece 
micrometer. Nineteen prL~ary measurements (total twentY three) have 
been employed for the analysis (Table 2.1). 
Where pOSSible, the third left leg and left palp were measured 
in each specimen (c.r. Fry and Hedgpeth, 1969). Measurements of leg 
and palp segments and of body semites were made between the centre 
of the end of each j oint. In the case of curved segments the 
measurement was taken as the chord of the arc and where distal 
segments have been measured (abdomen, probosciS and terminal claw) 
the measurement waS taken from the centre of its proximal point to 
its farthest distal extremity (excluding setae) • 
Two computer programmes have been developed (Appendix IV) which 
"mabIe the data to be input, filed and retrieved when required. A 
vi.sual display fnput programme ,(V.D.4) has minimised manual error 
and when run in conjunotion v'li th the programme CHECK. 1 , allows for 
an~endment and oheoking of the data. 
-18­
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TP..BLE 2.1 MENSURAL VARTABLES. 

NDlVIBER. 
o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
ASPECT. 
Dorsal 
Dorsal 
Ectal 
EctaL 
Ectal 
Ectal 
Dorsal 
Dorsal 
Posterio-Iateral 
?osterio-Iateral 
Posterio-lateral 
Posterio-lateral 
Posterio-lateral 
Posterio-lateral 
Posterio-lateral 
Posterio-lateral 
Posterio-lateral 
Posterio-latera.l 
Ectal 
DEFINITION. 

Total leg length (13 + 17 + 22). 

Trunk length. 

Proboscis length. 

2nd palp segment length. 

3rd palp segment length. 

4th pal? segment length. 

5th palp segment length. 

Total p21p length (3 + 4 + 5 t 6). 

Cephalic somite length (midline from 

proboscis ridge to second somite). 
Cephalic somite width (centre of 
lateral processes). 
1st coxal segment length. 
2nd coxal segment length. 
3rd coxal segment leng~h. 
Total coxal length(10 + 11 + 12). 
Femur length. 
1st tibia length. 
2nd tibia length. 
Total length of central leg 
segments (14 + 15 + 16). 

Tarsus length. 

Propodus length. 

Te:rmine~l claVi length. 

Total length cf terminal leg 

segments (18 + 19 + 20). 

Auxiliary claw length. 

Abdomen "length. 

The first 1:a1p segment was not mea.sured because H is usually 
damaged c.uring palp T:emoval. 
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Two additional statistical programs (D.A4 &D.A6) have been 
,Hi tten for hy}:>ot~esis testing. D.A4 is a regression ~malysis 
program to aid th2 clarification of species descriptions. It 
calculates the first ,second and third order regression equation 
coefficient values for selected pairs of measurement variables 
wi":hin selected groups of individuals (species sex or station). 
The program also defines the suitability of fit of the first, 
second and t~ird order regression equations by F-test assessments 
of improvements in residuaf variance and, in addition, calculates 
the sum of squares, variance, residual variance and product moment 
correlation coefficients (for first order only) for each pair of 
variables. 
Program D.A6 enables the testing of biological differences (the 
basic hypothesis being that each sample is different), by taking two 
samples of paired individual variables and testing them by a 
modification of· the D.A4 statistical routine. 
The two samples are pooled and analysed to find if the residual 
variance about the regression line which fits the pooled data 
is statistically greater than the sum of the residual variances 
about the regression lines of the. two separate samples. 
The program enables sexual, s8asonal and regional intras~ecific 
differences to be investigated, as well as allowing for testing 
of statistically significant interspecifiC differences. 
EXPLANATION OF DESCRIPTIONS .A11fD FIGl1lES. 
Past authors have used a variety of terms to denote the strJcture 
of pycnogonids. The tenninology used here is that of Hedgpeth (1948) 
and Fry & HedF.,-peth(1969), (fig 2.-1). 
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FIGURE 2.1. 
Lateral view of an "ideal It pyonogonid, illus tratine; the 
terms used throughout this study. 
OCULAR 
TUBERCLE 
SCAPE 
CEPHALIC 
SOMITE 
LArrERAL 

PROCESS 

FEfi,JUR 
I 
f\.) 
->. 
OVIGERAL 
SPINES 
VENTRAL 
TIBIA I \ SPINES 
PALM 
MOVABLE FINGER 
IMMOVABLE FINGER 
PROBOSCIS 
PALM + FINGERS =CHELA 
CHELA + SCAPE::: CHELICERA 
AUXILIARY CLAWS 
PROPODUS 
Within the systematic section, scales are represented in the 
following scheme :­
A B D F 2mm. 
C E G 1mm. 
This indicates that for structures A,B,D and F the line scale 
represents two millimetre'S, and for structures C,E and G, one 
millimetre. 
Where relative segment lengths and setation have been described, 
the .terms subequal (~) and uniform indicate that the smaller value 
is not less than 70% of the larger (c.f., F~J & Hedgpeth, 1969). 
TRUNK. Lateral processes and :he neck have been described fran' 
* a dorsal aspect. Neck measurement was made from the anterior edge 
of the first lateral processes to the position where the cephalic 
somite w~dens to accomodate the scape insertions (fig 2.2). 
Fig 2.2. 
NECK 
LENGTH 
The three types of ocular tubercle found wi thin Nymphon were 
described from a:1. anterior aspect. Fig 2.3a sho',';'S ":he conical type, 
fig 2.3b ':;he cylindrical type with dorsol3.teral processes ':1..'1d fig .3c, 
the cylindrical type vvi th a domed croy;n and dorsolateral pI'ocesses. 
* 	 I t is di fHcul t to meSL8ure this acourately, approximations, hOv'Jever 
are sufficient for species detennination. 
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Fig 2.3a. Fig 2. 3b. Fig 2.30. 
ABDOMEN. This has been described from a dorsal aspect. The angle 
between the lateral midline of the trunk and the midline of the abdomen 
has been used to describe the posture of the abdomen (fig 2.4) 
Fig 2.4. 
HORIZONTAL ANGLED. 
PROBOSCIS. Described from a dorsal aspect, following the scheme 
produced by Fry and Hedgpeth (1969), (fig 2.5). Three types occur 
within the Eastern Arctic Nymphon species:- A' , B"' & J (. 
0(:) AI. Fig 2.5. 
\)0 ] ) 
Btl ! 
J' 
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PALPS. These have Deen descriDed from an ectal aspect. The 
formulae -used to deseriDe palp, oYiger and coxae relative segment 
lengths are written in the follow~ng form :­
3.( 1~ 2 = 0.5 x 4~ 5. 
This example indicates -I::hat segments one and two are subequal 
in length, greater than the third segment length and ~ half the 
length of the fourth and fifth segments, which are subequal. In 
all cases the formulae read from the shortest segment to the 
longest. 
OVIGERS. The adult oviger only has Deen descriDed. The ovigeral 
spine formulae refer to the denticular spination cn the ventral edge 
of -l:;ie terminal four segments, which in ItY..illphon is always segments 
seven to ten. 
5 - 6 L::.J? ,.,
10 + >:l.9 
The up:ger values indicate the ranges of spine nUInDers on the 
respective segments shown in the lo,.,Jer entry. The'S' at th'3 end 
of tie formula indicates the presence of a terminal spine. 
CHELICERAE. The scape has Deen descriDed from a dorsal aspect
---.--­
and the chelae from a lateral aspect. The chelae are, hovJever, usually 
carried turned imvards and upwards. Ther3 are tvlO types of finger 
ending present in Eastern Arctic ~hon species, oxeote (fig 2.6a) 
and tylote (fig 2.60). 
Fig 2.6a. Fig .2.6b. 
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There are two forms of finger dentition, uniform needle 
(fig 2.7a) and mixed needle and peg (fig 2.7b). When dentit~on 
size, shape and pattern are identical for the two fingers it is 
referred to as being uniform. 
ANJ\J'N\ Fig 2.7a. 
LEGS. The third left leg has been described from a posterio­
lateral aspect. General leg setation is given for all species 
but details of segmental setation is described only for the most 
heavily setose species. 
DISTRIBUTION. This is divijed into two sections for each species. 
The first gives th'O distribution wi thin the Eastern Arctic, 
including a map of available cruise data. The second gives the 
overall distribution including the extremes of range a.'1d depth. 
REMARKS... This section contains addi hemal inforrr.ation concerning 
mo:r'phological :points of interest and past taxonomic problems. To 
aid clarification of exibtir.g taxonor.:ic problems, g-.taphs of 
he terogonic grow th pattens 1Ni t.b explanatiom; have been inc1udec.. 
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KEY TO 'E-ffi EA@'I'ER.tq" .AnCTIQ.. l'fi1v1FHON SPECISS. 
Genus NymJhon J.C.Fabricius, 1794. 
(including C~aeton~nphon G.O.Sars, 1891). 
Chelicerae 2-jointed, chelate, chelae well developed. Palps 
5-jointed. Ovigers pr-3sent in both sexes, lO:'jointed, terminal 
segments wi th den ticulate spines and a ten,1inal spine on the las t 
segment. Body segmented, usually elongate but never tightly compact. 
Propodus without heel but usually witn a~xiliary claws. 
1a Dorsal trunk surface and tibiae heavily "beset with setae ... .. 2. 
1b Trunk and tibiae either sparsely or non~setose •....•...•••••• 6. 
2a Maxi~um tibial seta length> 0.5 x maximum segment 
diameter ..................................................... 3. 
2b Maxi~um tibial seta length ~ 0.5 x ;naxim";n segment 
diarn.eter ............................................. IN. hirtlJITI.. 

3a Auxiliary claw length < 0.5 x t~rminal claw length •.......... 4. 

3b Auxiliary claw length ~ 0.5 x terninal claw length •.......... 5. 

4a Tarsus length £§: 0.5 x propodus length ...••.••.•••••!!.}nacron;vc. 
4b Tarsus length Q~ 0.33 x propodus length .•..••.••.••.~~hirtiHes. 
5a Distance betw'3en lateral processes ~ 0.5 x d.istal diameter 
of lateral processes ............... .N.tenellum (robust morph). 
5b Distance between laterai processes < 0.5 x distal dia~eter 
of lateral processes .•.•....•.•..•J:T.tenell~ (graceful morph). 
6a Ocular tu~ercle conical from anterior aspect ................. ? 

6b Ocular tubercle essentially cylindrical with two 
d.orsolateral processes from anwrior aspect ................. 9. 
7a Terminal clailJ length> 0.5 x propodu:.3 l(c:ngth . ................. S. 
7b T,:lrTninal cla'N l ..mgth < 0.5 x propofiu6 length ••.•!.microrhznohu~. 
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Sa Terminal claw length> 0.75.x propodus length, auxiliary 
claw ~ 0.33 x terminal claw length ••........••.•..•N.sluiteri. 
Sb Terminal claw length~ 0.75 x propodus length, auxiliary 
claw> 0.33 x terminal claw length ................N.grossipes. 
9a Chela denti tion ununiform•..•••.•...... 10.0 • 0 •••••• 0 ••••••••••• 
9b Chela denti ti on uni form ••••.....•..•.•.••••.•....•.••.•.•.•• 11 • 
10a Both fingers with oxeote ends •.•..•...•..•.•...••.•••N.macrrun. 
10b Movable finger ·,vi th tylote ends ••.....•..•.••..•.••.N.elegans. 
11a Both fingers bearing similar dentition•......•....•..•.•••. 12. 
11b Immovable finger dentition.£§: 2.0 x length of movable 
finger dentition ............................................ eN .strBmi. 

12a Abdomen horizontal in lateral aspect .•...•.....•..••...••••• 13. 
12b Abdomen angled in lateral aspect ••••••.•.•.••..'••.•......•.. 14. 
13a Dorsoventral backward pointing projections present on 
t~~ s~mites one to three •••.........•...••...•.•.N.serratum. 

13b S~mites one to three lacking projections •.....•.•.•N.megalous. 
14a Tarsus length < 1.5 x propodus length•........•......••.••• 15. 
14b Tarsus length.) 1.5 x propodus length.•....•..•..•N.lQQgitarse. 
·15a Auxiliary claw length ~ 0.25 terminal claw 
length ........•..•.....•...............•...•..••N.leutoche1 e s • 
15b Auxiliary claw length.( ·0.25 x terrning,l claw 
length •......•..•............•.......•.........• oN .lon&man~. 
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Njwphon elegans Hansen, 1887. 
Nymphon 	 eleg-ans Hansen, 1887: 165, PI 18, Fig 4; Sars, 1888: 349, 
No 26; 1891: 86, Pl 9, Figs 1a-g; Carpenter, 1898: 42; 
M\jbius, 1901: 47; Norman, 1908: 215; Appelll:)f, 1910: 6; 
Stephensen, 1912: 585; 1913: 394; Schimkewitsch, 1930: 487, 
Figs 136-141; Stephensen, 1933: 17; Losina-Losinsky, 1935: 
22, Fig 1; Stephensen, 1936: 21; 1943: 24; Hedgpeth, 1943: 
86; 1948: 181; 1963: 1332,. 
Nyrnphon gracilipes; Sars, 1877: 256. 
Material examined (Se~Appendix r). 
Description. (fig 2.8) 
Trunk. Three c~rnplete intersegmental articulations. Lateral processes 
essentially cylindrical, separated by 1.5 - 2.0 x their proximal 
diameter. Neck cylindrical, length Q§ 2.0 - 3.0 x diameter. Centre 
of ocular tubercle situated at anterior margin of 1st lateral 
processes, cylindrical with 2 dorsolateral projections, bearing 4 
pigmented eyes. Ovigeral mound sited.£§: mid point of neck. Abdomen 
pyriform. Posture 60° from horizontal. 
Proboscis length.£§ 0.8 x length of cephalic somite. TYPE 3'" • 
Palps. 1st - 4th essentially cylindrical, 5th very elongate-ovate. 
Relative segment ler.gths :- 1 <. 5 = 0.5 x 3 <. 2. Setation, 1st 
absent, 2nd and 3rd sparse distally, 4th sparse ven-:rally a..'1d 
distally, 5th heavy uniform. 
Adult ovigers. Relative segment lengths :- 8~9 ~10<' ;:=2~ 3 <. 7 <..6~ 4 <.. 5. 
In female, segment 6 length .£§ 0.33 x length segment 5. Ir. male, 
Begmen t 6 leng-th ca 0.25 x length S8glTlE!TIt 5. 
22-24 17-19O'rigeral spine formula :­ 7 9 
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Chelicerae. Scape essentially cylindrical, length ~ 0.75 x 
length of chela. Palm essentially cylindrical, non-setose, 
length subequal with slender fingers. Fingers, non-setose, 
subequal in length. Movable finger wi th tylote end, immovable 
finger with gently tapering oxeote end. ]enti tion uneven, mixed 
needle and peg shaped teeth, separated distally by ca 0.25 x 
basal width. Immovable, 55 - 70. Movable 80 - 90. 
Legs. Generally sparsely micros e tose. Relative coxal lengths :­
1 ~ 3 = 0.25 x 2. Genital pore ventrodistal on coxa 2 of all legs, 
not elevated. Femur and tibia 1 subequal in length, ~ 0.66 x 
length tibia 2. Propodus length £§ 0.75 x tarsus length. Both 
armed with ventral spines, tarsus ~ 35, propodus ~ 40. Terminal 
claw length ~ 0.5 x propodus length. Auxiliary claw "length 
~ 0.33 x terminal claw length. 
Size ranges. ( table 2.2). 
TIistribution. 
Eastern Arctic. (TVIap 2.1). Widespread throughout the region, locally 
common, particularly in the Faroe Ceannel, southern Barents Sea 
and Bear Island. Also recorded i'rom Franz-J oseph Land, Jan lVlayan 
and Norwegian Greenland and West Spi tsbergen coasts. Depth range 
from 200-500 metres. Although rarely found below 600 metres 
it b..as been recorded to depths of 1358 metres (Mobius, 1901). 
General. According to Hedgpeth( 1963) n While not too common, this 
species has a wide distribution from acr:oss RUSSia ;:0 80~ , snj 
in the west to Repulse Bay ( 66.23N 86.12W)." It hES also hgen 
reoorded around Greenland (Ste:phensen, 1933) and the Kara Sea 
(:?:ansen, 1887). 
Rem~rks. This species waS originally clASSified by S?-I'S (1877) as 
g:rmphon graciliP9s Heller (1875),("" N.stl'emi l{rpyer, 1844), U11t.il 
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redescribed by Hansen (1887) to form a distinct species. 
Nymphon elegans is the only species within the Eastern Arctic 
to possess a tylote ending to the movable finger of the chela. 
According to AI'pell'6f (1916) a confusion can arise between 
juvenile specimens of N.elegans and N .macruIT., when the tylote 
,ending has not fully developed. 
Table 2.2 Nymphon ~legans, size ranges, (in millimetres). 
MALE FEMALE JUVENILE 
Trunk 4.96 - 5.28 4.32 - 6.40 4.32 - 5.00· 
Probos.cis 2.72 - 2.80 2.24 - 2.88 1.92 - 2.40 
Abdomen 0.48 - 0.64 0.64 - 0.96 0.32 - 0.80 
Cephalic somite 
length 2.40 - 2.72 2.08 - 2.30 1.92 - 2.56 
Cephalic somi te 
width 2.40 - 2.88 2.08 - 3.04­ 1.92 - 2.56 
Oviger.4 2.28 - 2.51 1.67 - 2.20 
Oviger.5 4.41 - 4.67 2.17 - 3.04 
Oviger.6 1.44· ­ 1. 52 0.84 - 1.14 
Total palp 5.36 - 7.28 4.96 - 8.08 4.96 - 5.20 
Coxa. 1 0.80 - 0.96 0.80 - 1.12 0.80 - 0.88 
Coxa.2 2.40 - 3.36 2.56 - 3.20 2.44 - 2.56 
Coxa.3 0.96 - 1.12 0.96 - 1.44 0.80 - 0.96 
Femur 6.88 -8.16 6.56 - 8.96 5.60 -6.72 
Tibia.1 8.00 - 10.24 7.52 - 11 .20 6·56 - 8.48 
Tibia.2 12.96 - 16.48 12.00 - 17.12 10·40 - 13.12 
Tarsus 1.60 - 2.80 1·44 - 2.24 0.50 - 1.44 
Propodus 1.28 - 2.08 1.28 - 1.76 1 .12 - 1.76 
Terminal claw 0.66 - 0.72 0.56-0.96 0.40 - 0.48 
AuxiliaI"J claw 0.23 -0.26 0.15 - 0.26 0.16 - 0.20 
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Fig 2.8. Nymphon elegans. 
A. Trunk, dorsal view. 
E. Trun~, lateral view (male with egg masses) • 
C. Female oviger. 
D. Oviger, terminal segments. 
E. Ocular tubercle, anterior view. 
F. Walking leg. 
G. Walking leg, terminal segments. 
R. Palp. 
I. Chela. 
J. Ovigeral spine. 
1--­__ 
ABCFHi 2 
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Nymphon grossipes (Fabricius.O ) 1794. 
Nymnton bTossipes; Kroyer, 1844: 108; 1849: Pl 36, Figs 1a-h; 
Stimpson, 1853: 38; Verril, 1874: 411; Wilson, 1880:49 1 , 
Pl 6, Figs 32-37; 1881: 253; Hoek,1881: 12, PI 1, Figs 17-21; 
Hansen, 	 1886: 170, Pl 18, Figs 8-8a; Sars, 1891: 65, Pl 6, 
Figs 2a-i; Carpenter, 1898: 629; Meinert, 1899: 35; MBbius, 
1901: 42; Norman, 1908: 211; Appelll)f, 1910: 3; Stephensen, 
1913: 388; Appell1:;f, 1916: 13; 'Bouvier,1923: 28; Schimkewitsch, 
1930: 400, Figs 101-112; Stephensen, 1933: 11; 1937: 3; 1943: 
18, Fig 6; Hedgpeth, 1943: 85; 1948: 187; 1949: 249; Nesis, 
1960-: 142; Losina-Losinky, 1961: 69; Hedgpeth, 1963: 1329. 
pycnogonum Rrossipes Fabricius.O, 1794: 229, No 210. 
Nymuhon 	glaciale Liljeborg, 1851: Vol 7, 331; Sars, 1891: 63, Pl 6, 
Figs 1a-g; Norman, 1908: 211; Schimkewitsch, 1930: 421, Figs 
110-112; Giltay, 1942: 459. 
Nyrnphon mixtum Krpyer , 1844: 110; 1849; 35, Figs 1-2; Hansen, 1886: 
128, Pl 7, Fig 19; Sars, 1891: 68, Pl 6, Figs 3a-i; Norman, 
1908: 210; Ohshima, 1936: 862; Stephensen, 1936: 11; Nesis, 
1960: 143; Losina-Losinsky, 1961: 70. 
Nyrnr.bon piliferum Carpenter, 1898: 628, PI 46, Figs 1-13. 

Nyrnphon ,johnstoni Gocdsir, 1842: 136. 

Nymphon similis Goodsir, 1842: 136. 

Nymphon turritum Exline, 1936: 416, Figs 33g-k. 

Nymph0n heterospir.um Hedg}::eth, 1949: 259, Fig 27. 

Material 	examined. (See Appendix I). 
Description. (Fig 2.9). 
TrUnk. Three complete intersegmental ::1r-i;iculations. Lateral processes 
~f:,sentially cylindrical, selil:.lxated by £§ 0.75 - 1.25 x their 
-33­
proxim3.l Iii 9lD. '3 ter, sparsely microse tose. Neck cylindrical, length 
ca 2.0 x diame tar. Centre of ocular tubercle si tua ted at anterior 
:nargin of 1st lateral processes, conical, bearing 4 lJigmen":ed eyes. 
Qvigeralllound touching &'1terior of -1st later8.1 process. Abdomen 
]yriform, very sparsely setose ,dorsally. Pos t'c1re, 750 from 
ho~iz ontal. 
Proboscis. Subequal L'1 length ~o cephalic somite. TYPE B" I 
Palps. 1st - 4th essentially cylindrical, 5th conical. Relativ'9 
segment lengths : - 1 ..::. 4 ~ 5 <. 2 <. 3. Setation, 1st absent, 2nd 3.nd 
3rd very sparse, 4th and 5th' uniformly microsetose. 
In femle, segment 6 length ca 0.4 x It=mgth of segments 4 and 5. 

In male, segment S length.£§: 0.2 x lengt~1 of segments 4 and 5. 

1.l::.1§ 
 14.::.12- 15-16O,rigeral spine for::mla .­ 10 +8.9 
Cheli~ae.Scape essentially c:ylindrical, s'Parsely setose, lengt~l.£§. 
-7 
1.25 x chela length. Palm essentially cylind.rical, spa,rsely setose 
above mov-able finger, length g 1.2 length of stou-': subecpal fingers. 
Base of Lmmovable finger with tuft of :nicrosetae, movab2-,,, fing=r 
non-setose. FL'1gers with oxaote ends. Dentition uniform, needle 
shaped, tightly packed. 30th fingers possessing 25 - 35 -:eeth. 
1eg3. 	Spars(3ly setos€:. Reb. tive coxal lengths : - In mq,le 
1==3 = 0.33 x 2. In female 1 0 3 = 0.5 x 2. Genital :pore 
ventrodistal on COX3. 2 of all legs, not el~:lvated. Femur 3..'1d tibia 1 
lengths subequal, .£§: 0.7 x l,;mgth of tib~ a 2. Propod1w length .£§: 
o. 7 - 'J. 8 x tarsal length. Pro )orius arned ;'Ji th 6 - 8 ven tral s pines, 
longest sited proxi:nally. Tern.inal o1""u'i length.2§. 0.66 x propodus 
l~ngth. Auxiliary claw lengt~"1·.£§ 0.33 -J. 5 x ter:n:Lnal claw length. 
-34­
Size ranges. (table 2.3). 
Distribution. 
~astern Arctic. (Map 2.2.). Abundant and widespread throughout 
the -whole area. Records ra...""lge from the Faroes, Icelani, West 
Spi tsbergen ani the southern Barents Sea. Ai though few records 
exist for Norwegian waters, Sars (1891) states that the species 
is common along the entire coast. The species is common be~veen 
20 and 200 metres depth, it is rarely found below 600 ~etres 
although it has been recorded at depths of 1200 metres. 
GeneraL N. grossipes is widespread and, according to Hedgpeth (1963), 
is the most ubiquitous pycnogonid of the northern hemisphere. 
It has a southern distribution to Northumberland in the North Sea, 
Long Island Sound in the Atlantic and Puarre t Sound on the Pacific side. 
Remarks. Not only i~ this species the. most ubiquitous pycncgonid 
but als9 one of the most variable morphologically. Because of 
this gTeat variation, Norman (1908) and Stephensen (1933) ·consider 
that N.mixtum and N.glaciale are specifically indistinct from it. 
The greatest morphological variations occur in the length of the 
tarsal segment of the walking leg and the length and width of the 
cephalic somite. Gr2phs 2.1 and 2.2 represent the relationship 
between the lengths of the tarsus and total leg, and the length 
and width of the cephaliC somite respectively. In both graphs (41) 
are specimens ''vhich have definitely been identified as N.grossiues 
whilst ( .... ) represent specimens of N.mixtul1, N.glaciale and 
N.piliferum. Whilst both graphs oonfirm that leg segm:mts and trunk 
somi te size may vary considerably1 correlation coefficients of 
0.78 and 0.67 respectively .show that "'::he oyerall similari:,y of 
the species exal1ined is sufficient to classify them within a 
single apecific epithet. 
There is some doubt as to whether Fabricius' description was of 
-35­
ttis species. Norman (1908) thinks it could be 0: N.mixtum 
whilst Zrpyer (1844) believes that it might be of N.str~mi. 
Stephensen (1933) states that the first valid description of this 
species in the literature is given by Krpyer (1844). 
Table 2.3 Nymphon ~iDes, size ranges. (In mill:metres). 
MALE FEM.ALE J1JIlENILE 
Trunk 3.20 
- 4.55 3.28 - 5.60 2.08 - 3.07 
Proboscis 1.20 - 2.. 21 1.32 - 2.40 0·91 - 1.95 
Abdomen 0.45 - 0.65 0.32 - 0.56 0.26 - 0.52 
Total palp 1. 72 - 3.77 1.72 - 2.88 1.47-2.73 
Cephalic somite 
length 1.68 - 2.73 1.60 - 2.72 1.04 - 2.21 
Cephalic somite 
width 1.60 - 2.60 1 .52 - 2.72 1.04-2.21, 
Oviger.4 2.88 - 4.10 1.82 - 3.04 
Oviger.5 2.75 - 4.10 1.75 - 2.96 
Oviger.6 0.84 - 1.44 1.06 - 1.40 
Coxa.1 0.64-1.04 0.80 - 0.12 0.39 - 0.78 
Coxa.2 1.20 - 3.38 1 .36 - 2.40 0.78 - 2.74 
Coxa.3 0.72 - 1.04 0.80 - 1.60 0.39 - 0.78 
Femur 4·00 - 6.50 4.24 - 7.20 2.34 - 5.76 
Tibia.1 4.24 - 7.93 4·40 - 7.84 '2.34 - 6.50 
Tibia.2 5.44 - 11.83 6.16 - 11·52 3.64 - 9.75 
Tarsus 1.44 - 1.95 1.44 - 1.92 0.52 - 1.96 
Propodus 1.04 - 1.30 0.88 - 1.60 0.78 - 1.30 
Terminal. claw 0.64 - 0.88 0.64 - 0.84 0.39 - 0.52 
Auxiliary claw 0.24 - 0.39 0.28 - 0.40 0.13 - 0.26 
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NJ~phon hirtipes Bell, 1853. 
Nym-phcn 	 hirtiues Bell, 1853: 403, PI 35, Fig 3; Wison, 1878: 22, 
PI 5, Figs 2-3; Hoek, 1882: 689, PI 1, Figs 1-8; Hansen, 1887: 
159; Hedgpeth, 1948: 183, Figs 10, 1lb; 1963: 1326. 
Chaetonym~hon hirtipes; Sars, 1888: 353, No 33; 1891: 103, Fi 11, 
Figs 2a-k; Carpenter, 1898: 631; Norman, 1908: 219; 
Stephensen, 1913: 399; 1933: 8, Fig 2; 1937: 3 ; 1943: 8. 
Nymphon spinosUll1; Meinert, 1899: 44, (partim). 
Chaetonymphon spinosUlD.; Nffibius, 1901: 48, (partim) ;Schimkewi tsch, 
1930: 335, Figs 81-8], (partim). 
Nymphon (Chaetonynl"phon) s-pinosum val' hirtipes; Appell1:)f, 1910: 4; 
1916: 6. 
Nymphcn suinosum val' hirtiDes; Losina-Losinsky, 1935: 17; Nesis, 
1960: 139. 
Q§.£ Nyrrrohon spinosum Goodsir, 1842: 139, PI 3, Fig 3, = N.hirtum 
Fabricius, 1794. 
Material examined. (See Appendix I) • 
Description (Fig 2.10). 
Trunk. Three complete intersegmental articulations, somites 1 - 3' 
armed with comb of dorsoposterior setae. Lateral processes 
essentially cylindrioal, separated by ~ 0.2 x their proximal 
diameter, lacking tubercles, armed with dorsodistal comb of setae. 
Neck indistinct. Centre of occluar tubercle situated at anterior 
margin of 1st lateral processes, prominent, backward painting, 
cylindrical with domed crown, bearing 4 pigmented eyes. Ovigeral 
mound touching an~erior of 1st lateral process and posterior of 
cephalic lobe. Abdomen pyriform, dorsally microsetcse. Posture, 
horizontal. 
Proboscis. Subequal in length to cephalic aomi te. TYPE AI • 
-41­
Palps. 1st - 4th essentially cylindrical, 5th elongate-ovate. 
Relative segment lengths :- 1 <. 5-<. 4 ~ 3 <. 2. Setation, 1st 
a-bsent, 2nd sparse, 3rd, 4th and 5th uniformly heavy. Maximum 
seta length.£§:. 1.5 - 2.0 x ma..'Cimum segment diameter. 
Adult oviger. Relative segment lengths:- 1-a.2O:::3~7..c:8*'9e:10<.6 
<. 4~ 5. In female, segment 6 length.£.§: 0.75 x length segment 5. In 
male, segment 6 length ca 0.5 x length segment 5. In male 5th 
segment heavily setose distal bulge. 
9-12 1::1Q. . 9-12 'SOvigeral spine formula :­ 9 . 10 T.8 
Chelicerae. Scape essentially cylindxical, uniformly setose ( maxim1JID 
seta length ~ 1.5 - 2.0 x m~ximum scape diameter), su~equal in 
length to chela. Palm constricted at base., widening distally, 
heavily setose, length ~ 0.8 x subequal fingers. Movable finger 
non-setose. Base of movable finger with tuft of strong setae. Fingers 
wi th oxeote ends. Dentition uniform on both fingers, needle shaped, 
distally separated by .£@: 1.5 x basal width. Immovable 18-24. 
Movable 24-29. 
~. Generally heavily setose. Relative coxal lengths .- 1~ 3 = 0.66 x 2. 
Coxae sparsely setose with comb of dorsodistal setae over articular 
rr:embranes. Geni tal pore ventrodis talon coxa 2 of all legs, not 
elevated. Femur, heavily microsetose, subequal in length to tibia 1. 
In ~emale, femur inflated with maximum diameter.£§ 0.2 x femur length. 
In male, femur of uniform diameter bearing 8 - 12 raised ventral 
cement -tubercles. Tibia 1 length 2§ 0.8 x length tibia 2. Tibiae 
heavily setoes (n:aximum seta length.£§: 2.0 x maximum se€Jllent diameter). 
Tarsus lengt.h.£§: 0.25 x propodus length. Propodus armed wi th 9 - 12 
ventral spines. Terminal claw length £2 0.5 x propodus length. 
A1.lxiliary claw length.£@: 0.33 x terminal claw length. 
-42­
Distribution. 
Eastern Arctic. (Map 2.3). The most abundant pycnogonid wi thin the 
area. Common ever~TVJhere above 600 metres, except in t'~~1e northeast 
Barents Sea, although it has also been recorded at more than 1400 
metres in the Faroe Channel. 
General. A high Arctic cold water species but not circumpolar, a gap 
existing in the distrioution between the New Siberian Islands (140oB) 
and 120~ in the ~~erican Arctic. In the Atlantic, the most 30utherly 
record is from the Shetland Islands on the eastern side and Nova 
Scotia in the west. 
Remarks. The taxonomic status of this species has been subject to much 
can troversy. Many authors having synonymized it wi ih N. tenellum to 
fOIm·a composi te species N. spinosum Go()dsir (See N. tenellUID, remarks). 
From the specimens examined this species shows a definite 
variation in adult size. Th~ee samples were taken off West Spitsbergen 
and one from western Greenland. Of these all adult specimens were 
significantly smaller than those recorded from other areas. 
Graphs 2.3 and 2.4 indicate that the only distinction which can be 
made between the two morphs is one of overall size. There is nD 
discern:'ble difference in their illorrho1ogy and ;therefore, "there is 
no argument for separating them into differ~nt species. It .is 
interesting to note that there is nc overlap between the two mcrphs 
for juvenile sizes and that for the adult sizes is slight. 
The fact that ~he two morphs are indistinguishable mor~hologically, 
save in respect of size, indicates that the difference is probably 
due to external conditions, which affect the growth rates, rather 
than to a genetic difference. 
-43­
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Table 2.4 Nym~ho~ hirtipes (Large morph). (In millimetres). 
MALE FSfoJIALE ,JUVENILE 
Trunk· 5.92 - 8.16 5.28 - 7.84 3.20 - 6.08 
Proboscis 3.20 - 4.00 2.88 - 3.84 L60 - 3.04 
Abdomen 1.92 - 2.08 1 .60 - 1.76 1 .12 - 1.56 
3.68 - 6.00 1.92 - 4.64Total paJ.p 4. 24 - 5.76 
Cephalic somite 
length 3.88 - 4.00 2.40 - 3.84 1.96 - 3.36 
Cephalic somite 
3.20 - 4.16 1.60 - 3.68width 3.09 - 4.23 
Oviger.4 2.20 ;.;. 2.72 1. 79 - 2.20 
Oviger.5 2.24 - 3.62 1.82 - 1.90 
Oviger.6 1 .18 - 1.90 0.99 - 1.30 
1.12 - 1 .92 0.96 - 1: 76 0.80 - 1.44Coxa.1 
2.64 - 3.28 2.08 - 2.80 1.12 - 2.28Coxa.2 
1.12 - 1.76 1.04 - 1.76 0.64 - 1.28Coxa.3 
6.08 - 7.68 6.00 - 9.44 3.28 - 6.08Femu::c 
6.56 - 9.60 3.44 - 6.56Tibia.1 6.80 - 8.64 
8.32 - 10.56 8.16 - 12.16 4.80 - 8.08Tibia.2 
0.48 - 0.80Tarsus 0.88 - 1.12 0.64 - 1.28 
Propodus 1" .92 - 2.56 1.76 - 3.04 1.44 - 2.08 
0.80 - 1.12 
.Terminal claw 1.28.- 1.64 1.02 - 2.28 
0.32 - 0.40 0.24 - 0.40 o.16 - 0.32Auxi liary claw 
-46­
Table 2.5 ~~hon h~rtipes (Small morph) • (In millimetres) • 
MALE FEJIIIALE .JUYi:NILE 
Tru.."1k 4.00 - 5.76 4.48 - 5.44 3 .04 ~ 4·00 
Proboscis 2.40 - 2.72 2.50 - 2.56 1.60 - 2.24 
Abdomen 1.60 - 1. 76 1.44 - 1.92 0.96 - 1.60 
Total palp 3.20 - 4·48 3.28 - 4·48 1.92 - 2.96 
Cephalic somite 
length 2.40 
-
3.88 2.24 - 2.56 1.76 - 2.24 
Cephalic somite 
width 2.40 - 3.04 2.40 - 2.72 1.92 - 2.72 
Oviger.4 1.33 - 2.10 1.44 - 1.82 
Oviger.5 1. 75 - 3.12 1.44 - 1.89 
Oviger.;) 0.91 
- 1.44 0.84 - 1.03 
COX9, .1 1. 12 
-
1.28 0.96 - 1 .12 0.64 - 0.96 
Coxa.2 1.60 
-
2.24 1.60 
-
1 .92 1.20 - 1.60 
Coxa.3 0.80 - 1.12 1.04 - 1 .12 0.64 - 0.80 
Femur 3.36 - 5.44 4.80 - 6·40 3.40 - .1.48 
Tibia.1 4.96 - 6.08 5.12 - 6.40 3.28 - 4.96 
Tibia.2 6.08 - 7.20 6.24 - 7.52 4.16 - 5.12 
Ta.rsus 0.48 - 0.72 0.48 - 0·96 0.32 - 0.48 
Propodus 1.76 - 2.08 1.92 - 2.08 1.12 - 1.92 
Termina~. cl s"V 0.80 - 1.04 0·96 - 1 • 20 0.64 - 0.80 
Auxiliary .:::law 0.16 - 0.32 0.24 - I) .40 0.08 - 0.24 
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~phon 	hir~um Fabricius, 1194. 
~Dhon 	hirtum Fabricius, 1794: 417; Krpyer, 1844: 113; Y~pyer 
(Gai~ard) ,1849: PI 36, Figs 3a-g; Hodge, 1864: 116; 
Bucholtz, 1874: 397; Hansen, 1887: 161; Hedgpth, 1363: 1327. 
Chaetonymphon hirtum; Sars, 1888: 352; 1891: 101, PI 11, Figs 1a-g; 
M~bius, 1901: 48; Norman, 1908: 218; Stephensen,1916: 401; 
Giltay, 1928: 209; Schimkewitsch, 1930: 327, Figs 77-80; 
Derjugin,. 193~: 19; Losina-Losinsky, 1935: 19; Stephensen, 
1936: 7; 1937: 2; 1943: 16. 
Nymphon pallenoides Sars, 1879: 470, (partim) . 
Nymnhon spi~ Goodsir, 1842: 139, PI 3, Fig 3; Appell~f, 1916: 
6, (par-:im). 
Nym?hon femoratum Leach1 1814: 45, PI 19, Fig 2; Johnston, 1837: 380. 
Material 	exa:nined. ( See Appendix I) . 
Descrintion (fig 2.11). 
Trunk. Three complete intersegmental articulations, setose dorsally. 
Lateral processes constricted at base, separated by ca 0.25 :{ 
thei-r pro:{im",l diameter, lacking tubercles or setae. Neck indistinct. 
Centre of ocular tubercle situated at anterior margin of 1st 
la teral processes, cylindrical with domed cro'lID, bearing 4 
pigmented eyes. Ovigeral mound touching anterior of 1st lateral 
prqcess and posterior margin of cephalic lobe. Abdomen pyriform. 
oPosture, ~ 30-40 from horizontal. 
Proboscis. Length ca 0.7 - 0.8 x length of cephalic somite. TYPE Jt, 
Palps. 1st - 4th e3sentially cylindrical, 5th oV'.ite. Relativ!'3 segme-:1t 
lengths :- 1 ~4*"5 .. 0.33 x 2~3. Setatic,n, 1st absent, 2nd 9Jli 
3rd sparse, 4th ani 5th heavy microsetose. 
-50­
In female, segment 6 length ca 0.5 x length segment 5. In 

male, se~nent 6 length ca 0.33 - 0.4 x length segment 5. 

12 =1.3. . 8-9 . 1.:..£2. • 8-9 .L
OV'igeral spine formula :­ 7 • 8 • (9 • 1C ,So 
Chelice:cae. Scape essentially cylindrical, sparsely setose dorsally, 
length ~ 1.25 x chela length. Palm essentially oylindrical, 
sparsely microsetose, length ~ 1.2 x movable finger length. 
Fingers withoxeote ends, set at 90° to palm. Immovable finger 
length ~ 0.75 x length of movable finger. Dentition uniform on both 
fingers, tightly packed on immova81a finger and separated by 
ca 0.5 -1.0 x their basal width on movable finger. Both fingers
- , 
with 14 - 16 teeth. 
Legs. Entire leg heavily microsetose (Maximum seta length Q§ 0.33 x 
ma..ximum segment diameter). Relative coxal lengths :- 1::'!: 3 = 0.5 x 2. 
Genital pore ventrodistal on coxa 2 of all legs, not elev3.ted. 
Femur length subequal to tibia 1 length, .£.§. 0.8 x length of 
tibia 2. Tarsus length £§ 0.5 x length of propodus. Propodus 
slightly curved, b3aring 8 - 11 uniform ventral spines, centrally 
si tuated. TeYIIlinal claw length Q§ 0.5 x propodus length. Auxiliary 
claw length.£.§. 0.5 -0.7 x. termi nal claw length. 
Size ranges (table 2.6). 
Dis tribution. 
Eastern Arctic. (Map 2.4). Occurs from Iceland to the Mu::cmansk Sea 
and also along the :rorwegian coast. It has been been recorded above 
71 oNorth. A shallow water species, rarely found ":)810'1V 200 metres. 
General. Hedgpeth (1963) has recorded this species near Koh Island 
(69.44N 77 .38W) , this being the only record ·,vest of Iceland. It 
is not ~nerally considered to be an Arctic species, being found 
as far south as Belgium. Norman (1908) gives seve~l loc~tions 
for it around the coast of Britian. 
-51­
I 
Rem9-rks. ~yrrrphon femora tu.m Leach (1814), N. spinosUll1 Goodsir (1842) 
and N.pallenoides Sars (1879) are all synonyms of tiis species. 
Its distriDution separates it from it close relatives, N.hi~tipes 
and N. tenellurn, which also differ morphologically from N. hir~ 
in leg setation and chela size ( See N.tenell~~, 'Remarks). 
TaDle 2.6 NyIIrohon hirtum size ranges. (In millimetres) . 
MALE FEM".AL:5l 
Trunk 4.40 - 4.64 4.40 
ProDoscis 1.84 - 1.92 1. 72 
ADdomen 0.72 - O~96 0.72 
Total palp 2.08 - 2.48 2.36 
Cephalic somite 
length 2.24 - 2.40 2.36 
Cephalic somite 
width 2.56 - 2.72 2.48 
Oviger.4 1 .28 - 1.44 1.04 
Oviger.5 2.32 - 2.72 1.20 
Oviger.6 0.80 - 0.96 0.64 
Coxa.1 1.04 - 1.12 0.96 
Coxa.2 2.08 - 2.48 1.66 
Coxa.3 0.80 - 0.88 0.80 
Femur 5.36 6.00 5.80 
TiDia.1 5.60 - 6.24 5.82 
Tibia.2 6.80 - 7.36 6.52 
Tarsus 0.72 - 0.80 0.64 
Propodus 1.68 - 1.84 1. 70 
Terminal claw 0.56 - 0·72 0.64 
Auxiliary claw 0.48 - 0.52 0.42 
N.B. No juvenile specimens sampled, one female specimen sa~pled. 
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N)mphon 	 leptocheles Sars, 1888. 
Nymuhon 	 leptocheles Sars, 1888: 348; 189'1: PI 8, Figs 1a-i; 
Meinert, 1899: 43; Ml:'Jbius, 1901: 43; Norman, 1908: 213; 
Stephensen, 1913: 394; Schimkewitsch, 1930: 445, Figs 122-127; 
Stephensen, 1933: 15; 1936: 14; 1937: 4; Hedgpeth, 1963: 1322. 
Nymphon 	,groenlandicum Meinert, 1899: 41, PI 3, Figs 14-22; Norman, 
1908: 213; Stephensen, 1913: 395; 1933:15. 
Material 	examined. (See Appendix r) . 
TIescription (fig 2.12). 
Trunk. Three complete intersegmental articulations. Lateral processes 
essentially cylindrical, separated by 2.0 - 3.0 x their proximal 
diameter, lackjng tubercles or setae. Neck constricted 8-'1teriorly, 
length ca 2.0 x basal diameter. Centre of ocular tubercle situated 
at anterior margin of 1st lateral processes, cylindrical with 2 
dorsolateral processes, "bearing 4 pigmented. eyes. Ovigeral mcund 
touching anterior of 1st lateral process. Abdomen pyriform. Posture 
45° from horizontal. 
Proboscis. Subequal in length to cephalic somite. TYPE 3" I • 
Palps. 1st - 4th essentiall:f cylindrical, 5th elongate-ovate. Relative 
segment length.:; : - 1 < 5" 4 z 2 ~ 3. Setation, 1st absent, 2nd 
very sparse, 3rd 8-1111. 4th sparse, 5th heavy, especially distally. 
In female, lengths of segments 5 and 6 are subequal. In male, 
segment 6 length £S 0.3 x length segment 5. Segment 5 in male 
possesses 5 - 7 ventral serrations. 
16-18 	
.l4.::.1.2 . 1 2 -1 3.. • .1A:..J2 + SCvigeral 	spine formula !­ 8 . 	 9 . 10 .7 
Ch<?lioerae. Scape essentially cylindrical, length ~ 1.4 - 1.6 x 
chela length. Palm essenti1a.lly cylindrical, sparsely setose, 
length ca 0.8 x length of subequal fingers (movable finger very 
-55­
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slightly longer). Base of immovable finger with tuft of setae. 
Movable finger non-setose. Fingers with oxeote ends. Dentition 
uniform on both fingers, separated distally by ca 1.0 - 1.5 x 
basal width. Movable finger dentition leLgth £§: 0.66 x immovable 
teeth length. Immovable 28-32. Movable 22-26. 
Legs. Sparsely microsetose. Relative coxal lengths :- 1 ~ 3 = 
0.25 - 0.3 x 2. Genital pore ventrodistal on coxa 2 of all legs, 
not elevated. Femur length ~ tibia 1 length ~ tibia 2 length 
(femur length ca 0.75 x length tibia 2). Tarsus length ca 1.6 x 
propodus length. Propodus armed with 20 - 30 uniform ventral 
spines. Terminal claw length.£.§:. 0.5 x propodus lengtl1. Auxiliary 
claw length ca 0.25 x length of terminal claw. 
Size ranges. (See table 2.7). 
Distr~.bution. 
Easte!:n Arctic. (Map 2.5). Not a common oceanic species, it appears 
to inhabit deep 'Nater f.jords. The species, according to Sars (1891)., 
is pretty frequent along the whole of the Norwegian coast as far 
north as the Lofoten Islands. Subsequent records (Meinert, 1899; 
Norman, 1908; Schimkewitsch, 1930) show it to occur off the 
coast of northern Norway, West Spitsbergen, Bea~ Island and 
western Iceland. Not generally found above 100 metres, with a 
mean depth of 300 metres. 
General. Infrequent outside the Eas tern Arctic. Records show its 
distribution to extend to western Greenland (Meiner~, 1899) and the 
west coas: of Ireland (Carpenter, 1898; Meinert, 1899) at- depths 
ofbetV'i'een 100 and 1100 metres. 
Remarks. This species includes hrmphon g:£oenlanc.~ Meinert (1899) 
which Norman (1908) describes as Ifscarcely indistinguishible 
from N. lento9heles The only d.ifference appears tc be thatII 
-56­
N. groenlandicu~ has more heavily setose walking legs, the 
tibiae especially. Museum material for this species is scarce. 
During the course of this research only 2 speciEens, an adult 
female and an adul t male bearing ovigeral egg masses, have been 
examined. 
Table 2.7 Nymphon le-.Jtocheles size ranges. (In milllinetres) •... 
MALE ":;1EMALE 
Trunk 2.96 3.70 
Proboscis 1.84 2.30 
Abdomen 0.64 0.80 
Total palp 3.66 4.12 ­
Cephalic somite 
length 2.00 2.50 

Cephalic somi te 

width 1. 76 2.20 

Oviger.4 2.64 1.80 

Oviger.5 2.80 1.86 

Oviger.6 0.56 0.90 

Coxa. 1 0.64 0.80 

Coxa.2 2.64 3·30 

Coxa.3 0.88 1.10 

Femur 6.00 7·50 

Tibia.1 1.60 9·50 

Tibia.2 8.88 11.10 

Tarsus 2.32 2.90 

Propodus 1. 52 1.90 

Terminal claw 0.~6 1.20 

Auxiliary claw 0.24 0.30 
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Nymphon 	 longimanum Sars, 1888. 
Nynr'Ohon 	 longimanum Sars, 1888: 351; 1891: 93, PI 10, Figs 1a-f; 
Lonneberg, 1902: 356; Norman, 1908: 217; Stephensen, 1912: 
588; 1913: 388; Schimkewitsch, 1930: 489; Stephensen, 1936: 
22; 1943: 25; Hedgpeth, 1963: 1322. 
Material examined. (See Appendix I) . 
TIescription. (fig 2.13). 
Trunk. Three complete intersegmental articulations. Lateral processes 
essentially cylindrical, separated by ca 0.33 - 0.66 x their 
proximal diameter, lacking tubercles or setae. Neck narrow, 
length £§ 0.5 x 0.75 x di&ueter. Centre of ocular tubercle situated 
at anterior margin of 1st lateral processes, cyiindrical with 
domed crown, bearing 4 pigmented eyes. )vigeral mound touching 
anterior margin of 1st lateral p~ocess. Abdomen pyriform. Posture 
£§ 40 0 from horizontal. 
Proboscis. Length £§: 0.8 x length of cephalic somite. TYPE B"'. 
Palps. 1st - 4th essentially cylindrical, 5th elongate-ovate. Relative 
segment lengths :- 1 <:.. 4 <:. 5 .::. 2 ~ 3. Setation, 1st absent, 2nd. 
and 3rd sparse, 4th hea~J ventrally, 5th hea~J ventrally and 
distally. 
Adul t oviger. Relati7e segment lengths : - 1~ 2~ 3~ 7~ 8-:'!o 9 ~ 18 <.. 6 <.. 4~ 5. 
16-19 14-17 13-16 14-17Ovigeral spine formula :- . 7 8 9 11) + S. 
Chelicerae. Scape essentially cylindrical, sparsely setose, length 
£§ 1.33 x length of chela. Palm essenti.ally cylindrical, s~jarsely 
setose, length subequal with fingers. Fingers subeqp.al. Base of 
immovable finger with tuft of setae. Movable finger non-setose. 
Fingers with oxeote ends. TIenti tion uniform on both fingers, 
needle shaped, unevenly spaced. Immovable 21 - 23. Movable 25 - 27. 
-60­
Legs. Generally sparsely microsetose. Relative coxal lengths :­
1~3 = 0.33 x 2. Genital pore ventrodistal on coxa 2 of all 
legs, not elevated. Femur length (. tibia length < tibia 2 length 
(femur length £§ 0.5 - 0.6 x length tibia 2). Tarsus length 2§ 
1.2 x propodus length. Propodus armed with 30 - 40 uniform 
venral spines. Tenninal claw length 2§ 0.5 x propodus length. 
Auxiliary claw length ~ 0.1 x terminal claw length. 
Size ranges. (See table 2.8) • 
Distribution. 
Eastern Arctic. (Map 2.6). Rare within the area.1hree records 
have been reported from Jan Mayan, Franz Joseph Land and West 
Spitsbergen. Lonneberg (1902) has also recorded it from eastern 
Greenland. Appears to be a shallow water species in that it is 
not found below 150 metres and has a mean depth range of 
20 - 50 me tres. 
General. Although few records exist, Schimkewitsch (1930) reports 
the species to be widespread, especially within the Kara Sea. 
Remarks. Stephensen (1936) described this species as a high arc~ic 
form. From occurrences wi thin the Ef.stem Arctic I would 
agree with this conclusion, the species being located only in 
areas where cold currents predominate. 
Table 2.8. Nymphon longimanum size ranges. (In millimetres). 
MALE FEMALE JUVENIL"S 
Trunk 3.52 3.62 - 4.48 2.08 - 3.20 
Proboscis 1.60 1.82 - 2.08 1.12 - '1.60 
Abdomen 0.48 0.42 - 0.48 0.24 - 0.32 
Total palp 2.40 2.30 - 3.20 ,1.52 - 2.16 
Cephalic somite 
length 1. 76 1.86 - 2.08 1.20 - 1.60 
Cephalic somite 
width 2.00 2.12 - 2.24 1.44 - 1.60 
Oviger.4 1.63 1·90 
Oviger.5 1.75 1.90 
Oviger.6 1 .06 1 .25 
Coxa.1 0.80 0.72 -'0.96 0.48 - 0.52 
Coxa.2 2.2Lj. 1.96 - 2.24 0.96 - 1.76 
Coxa. 3 t).96 0.96 - 1.28 0.48 - 0.64 
,.. 51'Femur 5.12 4.48 - o •. 0 2.08 - 3.68 
Tibia.1 6.40 5.42 - 7.36 2.88 - 4.56 
Tibia.2 8.80 7.86 - 12.64 4.08 - 8.32' 
Tarsus 1·44 1.24 - 1:92 0.64 - 1.20 
Propodus 1.60 1.48 - 2.24 1.20 - 1.60 
Terminal claw 0.96 0.96 - 1 .12 0.56 - 0.80 
Auxiliary claw 0.005 0.005 0.0035 
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Adult ovip;ers. Relative segment lengths !- 1-:!!- 2~3-!!:.7~8~9-!!:10 <-6.,:.l::4"::5. 
~n female, segment 6 length ~ 0.75 x length segment 5. In male, 
segment 6 length ~ 0.5 - 0.66 x length segment 5. In male, 5th 
segment distally buroous. 
15-16 . 11-12 . 10-11 . ~ SOvigeral spine formula :­ 7 . 8 . 9 . 10 + • 
Chelicerae. Scape essentially cylindrical, curved, subequal in 
length to chela. Palm essentially cylindrical, sparsely setose, 
length ~ 1.2 x length of subeQual fingers. Fingers with oxeote 
ends. Immovable finger gently sigmoid with tuft of sparse setae 
over base. Movable finger arcuate, non-setose. ]entition lmiform 
on both fingers, needle shaped, separated distaIly by ~ 0.5 - 1.0 
x basal width. Immovable 20 - 22. Movable 22 - 24. 
Legs. C~nerally sparsely setase. Relative coxal lengths .- 1~3 0.33 
x 2. Genital pore ventrodistal on coxa 2 of all legs, not 
elevated. Femur andtibia 1 subeQual in length, ~ 0.66 - 0.75 x 
length of tibia 2. Tarsus length ~ 0.33 x length of tibia 2. 
Propodus length £§ 0.66 x tarsus length. Propodus armed with 
20 -25 ventral spines. Terminal claw length .9.§: 0.5 x propodus 
length. Auxiliary claw length.£§: 0.25 - 0.33 x ter:ninal claw length. 
Size ranges. (See table 2.9). 
Distribution. 
Bas tern Arctic. (IvIaIl2.7). Widespread g,long the Norwegian eoa3 t 
(Sars, 1891), Whi te Sea (SchimkeYii tsch, 1930) ani F'ranz Joseph Land 
(Carpenter, 1898). Also recorded from Bear 1s1a21\1 and. West 
,Spi tsbergen (Appell\)f, 19'16) although not from IC21and and '3astem 
Greenland. Appear", to be a shallow water species, rarely found 
below 200 metres. 
General. This is a circumpolar species occurring in the Bering Sea. 
-66­
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Sea of Okhotsk and the Sea of Japan (Hedgpeth, 1963). Its sou-':;hern 
li:ni t in the Atlantic is Cape Cod in the ',vest and the Durha.'1l coas t 
b the North Sea (Hodge, 1867). A shallow water species, llsually 
not found at depths greater than 150 metres, although it has been 
recorded down to 900 metres off Cape Cod. 
Remarks. There are two maj or varieties occurring wi thin th:iB species, 
Nymphon longi tarse var minus J . Schimkewi tsch (1930) has a shorter 
tarsal segment than the usual form and N.longi tarse var b:cevicollis, 
Losina-Losinsky (1935) has a shorter neck and closer late:cal 
processes. Hedgpeth (1963) considers that the records of the 
latter va:ciation add little to what is al:ceady known of the 
distri,bution. The specimens of N.longi tarse recorded by Hansen 
(1887) were ~ater removed to form a separate species, N.microrhynchw'1l 
SaI'S (Hl91). 
-67­
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Table 2.9 N7[lllphon longi tarse size nmges. (In millimetres) • 
MALE FEMALE 
Trunk 3.68 - 4.48 3.60 - 3.92 
Proboscis 1 .28 - 1 .60 1.36 
-
1.42 
Abdomen 0·40 - 0.64 0.40 - 0.56 
Total palp 1.84 - 2.64 2.36 - 2.52 
Cephalic somite 
length 1. 52 - 2.48 1.84 - 2.16 
Cephalic somite 
width 1.52 - 2.08 1.68 - 1.84 
Oviger.4 1.25 - 2.77 1.56 - 1.82 
Oviger.5 1.22 - 2.85 1.42 - 1. 71 
Oviger.6 O.BO 1.63 0.95 - 1.10 
Coxa.1 0.56 - 0.64 0.40 - 0.68 
Coxa.2 1.76 - 2.96 1.44 - 1.92 
Coxa.3 0.80 - 1.12 0.88 - 1.20 
Ferrru.r 4. 24 - 6.64 4.72 - 7.36 
Tibia. 1 4.96 - 7.68 5.60 - 7.84 
Tibia.2 6.50 - 10.80 7.68 - 10.80 
Tarsus 1.92 - 2.56 2.16 - 2.64 
Propodus 1.20 - 1 .36 1.20 - 1.36 
Terminal claw 0: 56 0.68 0.)6 - 0.68 
Auxiliary claw 0.20 - 0.24 0.16 - 0.24 
, 
!Ill! 
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Nymphon macronyx Sars, 1877. 
Nvmphon macronyx Sars, 1877: Vol 2, 365; Hoek, 1881: 95, PI 15,Figs 1-7; 
Hansen, 1887: 167, PI 18, Figs 6a-c; Meinert, 1899: 43; 
Hedgpeth, 1963: 1332. 
Chaetonymphon macronYXj Sars, 1888: 354, No 36; 1891: 111, PI 12, 
Figs 2a-k; Carpenter, 1898: 632, PI 46, Figs 14-16; ~bius, 
1901: 49; Norman, 1903: 220; Stephensen, 1913: 403; 
Schimkewitsch, 1930: 365, Figs 88-92; Stephensen, 1933: 9; 
1936: 8; 1943: 16, Fig 5. 
Material examined. (See Appendix r). 
Descrip~on. (fig 2.15). 
Trunk. Three complete intersegmental articulations. Lateral processes 
essentially cylindrical, separated by £§ 0.75 x their diameter, 
lacking tubercles,setose dorsally. Neck cylindrical, length 
s~bequal to diameter. Centre of ocular tubercle situated at anterior 
margin of 1st lateral processes, conical with 2 dorsolateral 
proj~ctions, bearing 4 pigmented eyes. Ovigeral mound touching 
anterior of 1st lateral process. Abdomen pyriform. Posture £§ 
80 0 from horizontal. 
Proboscis. Subequal in length to cephalic somite. TYPE BI. 
Palps. 1st _ 4th essentially cylindrical, 5th elongate-ovate. Relative 
seg;ment lengths :- 1 i... 5 '-.4 <:. 3 <.. 2. Setation, 1st and 2nd absent, 
3rd sparse distally, 4th heavy ventrally and distally, 5th heavy. 
Adult oviger. Relative segment lengths :- 1~ 2-A- 3-t!:7-{!:' 8"!!::9~10'- 6 (.4~ 5. 
In female, segment 6 length £§ 0.5 x length segment 5. In male, 
segment 6 length £§ 0.4 x length segment 5· In male, 5th segment 
curved. 
10-11 11-12
-
-+8. 
10Ovigeral spine formula :­ 9 
-71­
Chelice~ae. Scape essentially cylindrical, sparsely setose, length 
Q§ 1.4 x chela length. Palm essentially cyliLdrical, very 
sparsely setose, length Q§ 0.56 x length of very slender subequal 
fingers. Base of iITLrr:lovable finger with tuft of heavy setae, 
movable finger Don-setose. Fingers with oxeote ends. Dentition 
uniform on both fingers, needle shaped, separated distally by 
ca 1.0 - 1. 5 x basal width. Both .fingers wi th 11 - 13 teeth. 
~. Generally sparsely setose. Relative coxal Jengths ;­
1 ~ 3 = 0.33 x 2. Coxae with dorsodistal comb of setae over 
articular membranes. Genital par ventrodistal on coxa 2 of all 
legs, not elevated. Femur and tibia 1 subequal in lengtt.. In 
female, femur inflated proximally. In male, femur uniform in 
diameter, bearing 4 - 8 shallow ventral cement tubercles. Femur 
sparsely setose in both sexes. Tibia 1 length..£§:. 0.8 x length 
tibia 2. Tibia 1 and 2 sparsely setose (Maximum seta length ~ 
1.5 - 2.0 x maximum segment diameter). Tarsus length ~ 0.5 x 
propodus length. Tarsus and propodus armed with uniform '.Tentral 
spines, propodus 27 - 30, tarsus 9 - 11. Terminal claw length ~ 
0.75 propodus length. Auxiliary claw length Q§ 0.1 - 0.2 x 

terminal claw length. 

Size ranges (See table 2.10). 
Distribution. 
Esstern Arctic. (Map 2.8). Widespread and locally abundant. Most 
abundant in the Faroe Channel and southeast Barents Sea. Recorded 
also between the Faroes and Iceland, Franz Joseph Land, Kara Sea 
and off the Norwegian coast. Rarely found above 150 metres and 
common below 1000 metres in the Faroe Channel. 
General. Furth$r di s tributed to the 'wes t of Greenland and in the Kara 
- Sea. 
-72­
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Re:na:cks. Appears to be a cold water species. TIepth varies depending 
on region. Found at a greater depth within the southern part of its 
distribution (1400 metres in the Faroe Channel compared wi th ~ 200 
metres near Hope Island). Many authors have included this species 
wi thin the genus Chaetonymphon Sars (1888). Hedgpeth (1948) incluied 
Chateonymuhon with Nymphon in agreement with Calman (1912) and 
Gordon (193 2). 
Table 2.10. Nymuhon macronyx size ranges. (In millimetres). 
Trunk 
Proboscis 
Abdomen 
Total palp 
Cephalic somite· 
length 
Cephalic somite 
width 
Oviger.4 
Oviger.5 
Oviger.6 
Coxa. 1 
Coxa.2 
Coxa.3 
I 
! [ 	 Femur 
Tibia.1 
Tibia.2 
Tarsus 
Propodus 
Terminal claw 
Auxiliary cla'l1 
3.04 - 3.36 
1.44 - 1.52 
0.48 - 0.72 
1.68 - 2.24 
1.44 - 1.76 
1.44 1.68 
1.25 - 1.60 
1.37 - 1.82 
0.61 - 0.72 
0.48 --0.76 
1.72 - 1.76 
0.56 - 0.64 
3.28 - 4.52 
3.36 3.76 
3.92 - 4.32 
0.56 - 0.72 
1.36 - 1.44 
1 .12 
-
1.16 
0.08 - 0.12 
3.20 - 3.60 
1.28 - 1.76 
0.48 - 0.68 
2.04 - 2.72 
1.60 
-
1.76 
1.44 - 1.76 
1 .10 - 1.29 
1.14 - 1.37 
0.57 - 0.68 
0.64 - 0.72 
1 .20 '- 1. 52 
0.56 - 0.64 
3.36 - 4.64 
3.60 - 4.56 
3.88 - 4.88 
0.56 - 0.80 
1.641.44 ­
1.200.96 ­
0.08 - 0.12 
2.32 - 2.72 
1.20 
- 1.44 
0.32 - 0.40 
1. 56 - 1.92 
1.36 1.44 
1.28 - 1.44 
0.48 - 0.56 
1 .12 - 1 .28 
0.44 - 0.72 
2.08 - 3.24 
3.20 - 3.44 
3.60 - 4. 28 
0.52 - 0.60 
1.20 - 1.36 
0.80 - 1.00 
0.04 - 0.08 
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Nymphon macrum Wilson, 1880. 
Nymphon 	macrum Wilson, 1880: 487, PI 4, Figs 21-28; Sars, 1888: 350; 
1891: 89, PI 9, Figs 2a-g; Norm~n, 1894: 154; Meinert, 1899: 43; 
M~bius, 1901: 47; NormaD, 1908: 215; Stephensen, 1912: 580; 
1913: 396; Schimkewitsch, 1930: 485, Figs 142-145; Stephensen, 
1933: 17; 1936: 21; 1937: 5; Hedgpeth, 1948: 193,Figs 13d, 15; 
Nesis, 1960: 145; Hedgpeth, 1963: 1332. 
Nymphon 	brevicolhun Hoek, 1881: 45, PI 3, Figs 13-15, Pl 15, Figs 12.-13; 
'vVhiteaves, 1901: 262; Olsen, 1913: 3, Figs 1-9. 
Material examined. (See Appendix I). 
Description. (fig 2.16). 
Trunk. Three complete intersegmental articulations. Lateral processes 
essentially cylindrical, separated by ~ 1.0 - 1,5 x their diameter, 
lacking tubercles or setae. Neck cylindrical, length.2§: 2.5 - 3.0 x 
its' diameter. Centre of ocular tubercle situated at anterior margin 
of 1st lateral processes, cylindrical with domed crown and 2 
dorsolateral prOjections, bearing 4 pigmented eyes. Ovigeral mound 
si ted at ..9.§ mid-point of neck. Abdomen pyriform. Posture 40-50 0 
from horizontal. 
Proboscis. Subequal in length to cephalic somi te. TYPE B" I. 
Palps. Very slender. 1st - 4th essentially CYlindrical, 5th very 
elongate-ovate. Relative segment lengths:- 1 ~ 4 ~ 5 ~ 3 ~ 2, 
( 4 & 5 = 0.5 x 2). Setation, 1st absent, 2~d and 3rd very sparse, 
4th Sparse, 5th Sparse and denser distally. 
Adult ovigers. Relative segment lengths:- 1~2~31!-7~8-!J,9~10(.61...44:. 5, 
(male), 6'- 4~ 5 (female). In female, se'gment 6 length .Q§ C)' 5 x 
length segment 5. In male, segmeNt 6 length ~ 0.2 x length segment 5. 
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Chelicerae. Scape cylindrical, sparsely setose with long setae plus 
fringe of dorsal setae over chela art~cula tion, length.£§: 0.66 x 
chela length. Palm essentially cylindrical, non-setose, length 
ca 0.6 x length of suoequal slender fingers. Fingers nonse tose wi th 
acute oxeote ends. Dentition uneven on oath fingers with mixed needle 
,and peg shaped teeth, tightly packed. Immovable 45 - 60. Movable 70 - 85. 
Legs. Generally sparsely setose (Maximum seta length ca 3 - 4 x 
maximum segment diameter). Relative coxal lengt~s :­
1 * 3 = 0.33 - 0.5 x 2. Genital pore ventrodistal 'on coxa 2 of all 
legs, not elevated. Femur length ca 0.75 x length tioia~. Tioia 1 
length ~ 0.75 length tioia 2. Tarsus length ~ 1.5 x propodus length. 
Propodus armed with 15 - 20 uniform ventral spines. Terminal claw 
length.£§. 0.33 x propodus length. Auxiliary claw lwngth oa 0.56:{ 
terminal olaw length. 
Size ranges (See Table 2.11). 
])istrioution. 
Eas tern Arc tic. (Map 2.9). The range of this species appears to be 
restricted to the warm Atlantic water currents. Occurs around Bear 
Island and in the southwest Barents Sea and also between Iceland and. 
Norway. Rarely found in water Shallower than 150 me tres. 
General. Distribut~in the western Atlantic from Cape Fare~ell, south 
to the Gulf of Maine. Hedgpeth (1963) thinks this species is an 
inhabitant of colder north Atlantic water and is not an Arctic species. 
Remarks. Nymphon brevicollum Hoek. ( 1881) bas been synonymized wi th 

this species, Sars (1891) conSidering it indistinct from Wilson's 

type specimen. 
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Table 2.11. Nymphon macrum size ranges. (In millimetres). 
MALE FEMALE 
Trunk 2.80 - 4.00 1.96 - 4.16 
Pro'oo'scis 1.68-2.08 1.48 - 2.16 
A'odomen 0.40 -'0.64 0.40 - 0.60 
Total palp 2.48, - 4.28 2.32 - 4.56 
Cephalic semite 
length 1.28 - 2.00 1.12 - 2.08 
Cephalic semite 
width 1.20 - 1.92 1.12 - 2 ;08 
Oviger.4 1.20 - 1.92 1.10-1.92 
Oviger.5 2.28 - 3.03 0.96 - 2.04 
Oviger.6 0.56 - 0.92 0.52 - 0.96 
Coxa. 1 0.64 - 0.72 0.60 - 0.82 
Coxa.2 1.20 - 2.24 1.24 .:. 1.84 
Coxa. 3 0.56 - 0.80 0.56,- 0.80 
Femur 3.36 - 5.68 2.96 - 6.12 
Ti'oia.1 4.70 - 7.48 4.00 - 7.96 
6.15 - 10.72 5.48 - 12.56Ti'oia.2 
i \ Tarsus 1.20 - 1.60 1.16 - 1.64 
1.04 - 1.20 0.96 - 1.28Propodus 
0.48 - 0.64Ter.rninal claw 0.48 - 0.56 
0.32 - 0.48A1.l.Xiliary claw 0.32 - 0.48 
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Nymuhon megalops Sars,1888. 
Nymphon megalops Sars, 1888: 336, No 7; 1891: 98, PI 10, Figs 3a-g; 
Meinert, 1899: 37; M1:)bius, 1901: 45; Norman, 1908: 218; 
Stephensen, 1912: 570; 1913: 397; Schimkewitsch, 1930: 500, 
Figs 149-152; Stephensen, 1933: 19; 1936: 23; 1937: 6; 
Hedgpeth, 1943: 87, Fig 2; 1963: 1333. 
Material examined. (See Appendix I). 
Description. (fig 2.17). 
Trunk. Three complete intersegmental articulaticns. Lateral processes 
essentially cylindrical, separated by ca L 5 - 2.0 x their 
diameter, lacking tubercles or setae. Neck constricted anteriorly, 
length £§ 1.5 x anterior diameter. Centre of ocular tubercle 
situated at anterior margin of 1st lateral prqcesses, cylindrical 
with 2 dorsolateral prOjections, bearing 4 pigmented eyes. 
Ovigeral mound touching anterior of 1st lateral process. Abdomen 
pyriform. Posture horizontal. 
Proboscis. Subequal in length to cephalic somite. TYPE BIf!. 
Palps. 1st - 4th essentially cy1indricaI, 5th ovate. Relative segment 
lengths : - 1 t... 4~ 5 = 0.5 x 3 <.. 2. Setation, 1st absent, 2nd and 
3rd sparse, 4th and 5th uniformly microsetose. 
In female, segment 6 length.9.§. 0.5 x length segment 5. In male, 
segment 6 length £§ 0.33 x length segment 5. 
23-27 16-18 14-20 S10 + .Ovigeral spine formula :­ 97 
Chelicerae. Scape essentially cylindrical, chela length.£§: 0.66 x 
scape length. Palm essentially cylindrical, sparsely ll.icrosetose, 
Base of immovablelength £§ 1.2 x length of subequal fingers. 
finger with tuft of sparse setae, movable finger non-setose. 
-81­
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Dentition uniform on both 'fingers, needle shaped, separated distally 
by ~ 0.5 x basal width. Immovable 18 - 23. Movable 22 - 27. 
~. generally sparsely setose. Relative coxal lengths :_ 
1 ~ 3 = 0.33 x 2. Genital pore ventrodistal on coxa 2 of all legs, 
not elevated. Femur length .£§ 3.0 - 3.5 x coxa 2 length. Tibia 1 
length ~ 0.66 length tibia 2. Tarsus and propodus subeQual in 
length. Propodus armed with 6 - 9 uniform ventral spines. 
Terminal claw length ~ 0.25 - 0.33 x propodus length: Auxiliary 
claw length.£§:. 0.4 x terminal claw length. 
Size ranges. (See table 2.12). 
])istribution. 
Eastern Arctic. (Map 2.10). Widespread with a patchy abundfu~ce. This 
s~ecies is concentrated around the Faroe Channel, West Spitsbergen 
and Bear Island. A de8p water species rare above 300 metres with 
a mean depth range of 400 - 600 metres. Deepest record is 1200 metres 
from the Faroe Channel. 
General. Recorded from Denmark strait (Meinert, 1899) and Fury and 
Helca strait - 66.43 N 82.07 W (Hedgpeth, 1963). The latter 
record is from 55 metres, which may indicate that within the 
American Arctic the species has a shallower distribution. 
Remarks. Taxonomically a stable species. 
-82­
Table 2.12 Nymuhon megalous size ranges. (In millimetres). 
MALE FEMALE .JDVENILE 
Trunk 6.27 
- 7.52 6.24 - 7.04 5.08 - 6.36 
Proboscis 2.72 - 3.2 2.72 - 3.20 2.36 - 3.08 
Abdomen 0.80 - 0.96 0.80 .- 0.96 0.24 - 0.32 
Total palp 3.36 - 4.64 3.20 - 5.28 2.22 - 3.72 
Cephalic somite 
length 3.04 - 3.68 3.20 - 4.0C 2·56 - 3.20 
Cephalic somite 
width 2.72 
- 3.76 2.73 - 3.84 2.56 - 3.40 
Oviger·4 2.80 - 3.04 1.92-3.04 
Oviger.5 4.48 - 5.52 2.16 - 3.68 
Oviger.6 1 .60 - 2.08 0.96 - 1.92 
Coxa. 1 1.12 1 .60 0·96 1.60 0.96 - 1.28 
Coxa.2 3.68 
- 4·32 3.36 - 3.52 2.40 ~ 3.20 
Coxa.3 1.28 
-
1.60 1.28 - 2.08 1 .12 - 1.28 
Femur 10·40 
-
12.00 8.16 - 14.08 7.32 - 8.68 
Tibia. 1 10.72 
-
13.28 9.76 - 16.32 8.96 - 10.40 
Tibia.2 15·04 - 19.84 . 13.3 - 26.10 13.6 - 16.8 
. Tarsus 2.24 - 2.72 2.08 - 2.76 1.60 - 2.08 
Propodus 2.24 - 2.88 2.24 - 2.40 1.44 - 2.08 
Terminal claw 0.96 - 1.12 0.96 - 1.28 0.64 - 0.96 
Auxiliary claw 0.80 
- 0·96 0.48 - 0.56 0.24 - 0.40 
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microsetose, length _ca 2.0 x immova'olp.~ .LP1'nger ;_u::ngth. "Fingers 

stout, nase of imm:r'Table finger v~i th tuft of ll:"crosetae, :nov8.ble 

P' + Imm0v8.bl~ finge:c length c~ 0.66 x :nolJable
.i.l.nger llon-se uose. 
finger length. Fi"l@}'HS Iii th olCeote ends. Dentition lm:"formon 
both fingers, minute, closely packed, needle shaped. Both fingers 
wi th 10 - 15 teeth. 
Legs. Generally sparsely setose. Relative coxal lengths :­
3 = 0.33 x 2. Genital pore ventrodistal on coxa 2 of all legs, 
not "levat.ed. Femur and tibia 1 subequal in l.:mgth, .2,§:0.75 x 
tib:a 2 length. Tarsus length .£§ 1.3 x propodus l·,mgth. Propodus 
arm8d wi t!:"l. 4 - 5 ventral spines, longest si t,::d proximally. 
Terrni.nal claw length.£§: 0.4 x propodus length. AtLxiliary claw 
length.£§: 0.66 x ter"'llinal cliw length. 
Size ranges. (See Table 2.13). 
Distribution. 

Eastern Arctic. (Map 2.11). Very rare, the only-reco-rds are from 

east Spitsbergen, eastern Greenland and Bear Island. It would ­
appear to be a species of colder water. Recorded at depths of 

between 100 - 250 met,res. 
General. Ranges in the east to the Whi te and Kara SeaS (Schimkewi tsch, 
..,.... 
1930) and in the west to Cornwallis Isla..Yld - 74.37 N 94. 13 w 
(Hedgpeth, 1963), although he is tl.ot wholly positive about ':1is 
identification. 
Ri3:na.rk~. The re cord of N.longi tarse Hansen (1887) has been synonymized 
with ~his species. In addition, Stephensen (1933) thinks that 
this species can be confused ~ith ~~git~~~ Krpyer (1844). I 
ag1:'ee with the Dpinion of Hedgpeth (1963) t':1at the ,species 
bl7ars little 1:'esemblence to NynmhQQ. lQ..ngi tarse Kroyer. 
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Its nearest relative appears to be N.grossipesJhaving similarities 
in the sha:pe of the ocular tubercle and the form of tl::.e terminal 
leg segments of the walking leg. Owing tc the rare nature of this 
species only one adult female and one adult male, bearing ovige::::'al 
egg masses, were measured. 
size ranges. elL millimetres) •Table 2.13 Nymphon microrynchum 
MALE FEMALE 
3.62r:J.':runk 3.57 
1 .12Propodus 1.09 
0.24Abo.omen 0.19 
TO,tal palp 1.62 1.68 
Cephalic somite 
1.62length 1 .55 

Cephalic somite 
 1.621 .52width 
1.251.81Oviger.4 
1 :251.82Oviger.5 
0.540.65Oviger.6 
0.680.65Coxa. 1 
1.621 .81 Coxa.2 
0.640.75Coxa.3 
4.06 4.52Femur 
4.824. 25Ti1:lia.1 
6.405.97Tibia.2 
1. 721.66Tarsus 
1 .121 .06Propodus 
0.560.56Terminal claw 
0.320.28Auxiliary claw 
-88­

p:z 
N;'VIf.Lr..9fl 	~I.§.tum SaT::;, 1879: Vel 4,471; Foek, 1881: 16, P11, 
Figs 24-28, PI 2, Fig 24; Hansen, 1887: 161, PI 18, Fig 2; 
Sars, 1891: PI 10, Figs 2a-h; Meinert, ~899: 37; Ml:Yoius, 1901: 
45; Norman, 1906: 218; Appell\:)f,1910: 6; Stephensen, 1912: 552, 
574, 577; 1913: 395; SchimkeViitsch, 1930: 496, Figs 146-146; 
Stephen:::en, 1933: 146; 1osir:a-LcsiEsky, 1935: 25; S;;ephensen, 
1936: 23; 1937: 5; 1943: 26; Hedgpe~t, 1943: 87; Nesis, 1960: 
Mater:ial 	eX<?..ffiir:ed. (See A!,~;endix I). 
Description. (fig 2.19). 
Trunk. Three cc:nrIetei:nt9rse~er.tal articulations, posterior pointing 
iorso:r:eciian pro.jec-<;ior.s sited at postericr of sODites 1 - 3. 
12:+:e::"8.1 f.rccesses esser.tially cylindTical, separated by ..Q.§. 
0.5 - 1.0 :-: tnei:' proxi:nal diameter, lacking tubercles, eetose 
sparsely en distal edge. Neck constricted ar:.tericrly, length ~ 
1.5 x 8...Y)te:c·ic:' ciiame':er'. Centre of ocular tubercle situated at 
an -:e1'i c=::' :nargin Df 1st latsr'?l processes, cylinct:cical with dOf.1ed 
to cepLalic soni te. TY1?E B" I •in 
Palps. ~s.l:, _ 4th '?22'?ctit311:.r Q~;linirical, 5th ovate. Relativ8 segment 
1 l., 4 ~ 5 (. 3 :: 0.66 x 2. Setation, 1st absent, 2nd 
.1: .£§ tJ. 5 x length segment 5· In male, 
.25 - •l ~ x length t",egrnen t 5· 
12.::11OVig-e:t.'81 spine fc:rmula ._ Q
8 	 T '-'. 
Crlel icera.e. Scape essentiall'y. cvlindrical,,, 1 ' ,o ~parse y setose Qorsally. 
Chela len~-th ce, 0.7 x scape length. Palm essentially cylindrical, 
sparsely microsetcse, length ca 1.2 x length of su"oeG.ual fingers. 
Base of iIJ'llil.cvable finge::- wi th tuft of sparse setae, 2'ovable finger 
non-setose. Fingers with oXE:ote ends. Denti tien uniform on both 
fingers, needle sha-ped, separated dl'st"lly "hy c" 0 5 b' 1 "-l--' 
_ ""_ v-£:. X asa WlG cD. 
Irmnovable 20 - 2.)". Movable 21 - 2S
-' . 
Legs. Generally sparsely microsetose. Relative coxal lengths :­
1 ~ 3 '" 0.5 x: 2. Genital pore ventrodistal on coxa 2 of all legs, 
not elevated. Femur and tibia 1 subequal in lBngth, .£§. 0.5 - 0.6 
x length tibia 2. Ta:csus and ~ropod'J.s subec;,ual in length. 
Fro:podus armed vlith 9 - 11 vental spir:es, longest sited distally. 
Terminal claw 1 ength .£§. 0.5 x IJrcpodus length. Auxiliary claw 
length ca 0.33 - 0.5 x terminal claw length. 
Size ranRes (See table 2.14). 
Distrib'C.tion. 
E8stern Ard-ic. (~:I9;p 2.12). A comnwrJ. a1 though not abur:.dant species, 
reported from '3ear Island, West Spitsbergen, Ioela[1(l and the narent2 
Sea. A shallow v,ater species, rare below 400 metres, with a mean 
depth range of 100 - 250 metres, although has been recorded in the 
DerJJlark strai t at 1400 metres (Meinert, 1899)· 
General. Prior to Hedgpeth (1963) the known westeI'ly range of this 
-'-h D ' "'tra-it,' ":owever, this has r,ow been extenc.ed
speci es v'las c e enrnarK 	~ LJ-I­
6 ~ 28 ~ 86.12 'IT. To theFoxe basin to Repulse ]ay- b. ~ vvwest of the 
t l't 'DaS been recorded as far as the Kara Sea. Depth rangeeei,S " ­~'. 
, '1 to t,hat .;"". tree Eastern Arctic.SllTll ar " -1-,". 
Th ;.'" s;,ecl' es is clearly iclentified byt blRemarks. Taxonom:cally 	s a e. ~.. ~ 
po-in+.,l" ng do"".'polateral .projections alcng tte trunk.
-She r::J'i'J of backward . -I- ..... 
-9 2­
size ranges. (In millimetres). 
FEMALE J1JVE1HLE 
6.72 - 9.60 3.83 - 3.72 
2.40 - 4.32 2.08 - 3.04 
0.64 - 1.60 0.32 - 0.63 
4.60 - 6.08 1.93 - 3.84 
2.24 - 3.203.20 - 4.96 
1.90 - 2.882.40 - 4.64 
2.64 - 3.84 
2.96 - 4.56 

1.44- 2 .32 

0.80 - 1.280.96 - 1.92 
2.08 - 3.523.04 - 4.96 
0.80 - 1.441.44 - 2.24 
5.76 - 8.808.32 - 16.32 
7.68 - 10.429.28 - 19·04 
8.32 - 14.8813. 76 - 31.50 
1.44 - 2.242.08 - 4.00 
1.12- 2 •242.08 - 3·20 
0.48 - 1.120.80 - 1.44 
0.16 - 0.320.32 ... 0.56 
Table 2.14. NymVhon serratum 
Tru,nk 
Proboscis 
Abdomen 
Total palp 
Cephalic somite 
length 
Cephalic somite 
width 
Oviger.4 
Oviger.5 
Oviger.6 
Coxa.1 
Coxa.2 
Coxa.3 
Femur 
Tibia.1 
Tibia.2 
Tarsus 
Propodus 
Terminal claw 
Auxiliary claw 
MALE 
6.40 - 7.20 
2.56 - 3.04 
0·96 - 1 .12 
3.20 5.12 
3.20 - 3.62 
3.20 -'3·52 
2.48 - 3.36 
3.68 - 6.40 
1.12-2.24 
1.28 ­
3.68 ­
1.44 ­
8.96 ­
10.88 ­
12.64 ­
2.30 ­
2.08 ­
0.96 ­
'0.24 ­
1.44 
4.32 
1. 52 
9. 28 
11.52 
16.16 
2.72 
2.40 
1.32 
0.56 
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NJinuhon sluiteri Hoek, 1881. 
Nyrrrphon sluiteri Hoek, 1881: 18, PI 2, Figs 30-34;nansen, 1887: 166, 
PI 18, Fig 5; S2.rs, 1891: 73, PI 7, Figs 2a-g; Carpenter, 1898: 
630; Meinert, 1899: 36; M~bius, 1901: 44; Norman, 1908: 213; 
Appell\:)f, 1910: 6; Stephensen, 1912: 14; 1913: 398; AppellBf, 
1916: 5; Schimkewitsch, 1930: 425, Figs 113-117; Stephensen, 
1933: 14; Lcsina-Lcsinsky, 1935: .34; Stephensen, 1936: 14; 
Hedgpeth, 1943: 86; Stephensen, 1943; 22; Nesis, 1960: 144; 
Hedgpeth, 1963: 1331. 
M2. terial examined. (See Appendix I). 
Description. (fig 2.20). 
Trunk. Three complete intersegmental articulations. Lateral processes 

posteriorly positioned On somite, broadening distally, separated 

by .£S!, O. 5-1 ~o x their proximal 9.iameter, lacking tubercles or setae. 

Neck essentially cylindrical, length.£§: 1.0 - 1.5 x diameter. 
Centre of ocular tubercle 8i tuated at anterior margin of 1st 
113. teral processes, conical, bearing 4 pigmented eyes. Ovigeral mound 
touching anterior of 1st lateral process. Abdomen py:dform. Posture 
45 (; frcm horizontal. 
Proboscis. Subequal in length to cephalicsomi te. TYPE ]" T • 
Pa~. lat - 4th essentially cylindrical, 5th elongate-ovate. Relative 
segment lengths : - 1 l... 4 l... 5 -:'l 2 (. 3. Setation, 1st absent, 2nd. 
and 2rd ':erJ sparse, 4th heavy microsetose ventrally, 5th heavy 
microsetos':'? ventrally and distally. 
1engtr.s : - 1~ 2 ~ 3~ 7~ 8 ~ 9~ 10 '- 6 c.. 4:!!: 5.A'jul t ovi@:'?!'S. h;\,tiva 

In , length th segment.2.§!: 0.5 x length segment 5· In male, 

segment $E:. 0.33 - 0.4 x leng4:h segment 5· In male 5th
leng·t,.h 6 

S8 di y 

-Ovigel~l spine fcrmula :- .12.::.tl10 + S. 
Chelicerae. Scape essentially cylindrical, sparsely setose, length 
subequal with chela. Palm essentially cylindrical, sparsely 
setose, length subequal with movable finger. Movable finger 
arcuate, non-setose. Immovable finger gently sigmoid with base 
covered with tuft of sparse setae. Immovable finger length ~ 
0.75 x movable finger length. Fingers with gradually tapering 
oxeote ends. Dentition larger on movable finger, uniform needle 
,shaped, separated dis tally on both fingers by ~ 0.5 x basal width. 
Imw.ovable 38 - 40. Movable. 43 -45. 
~. Generally sparsely setose (maxim1.1ID setae length subequal wi th 

maximum segment diameter). Relative coxal lengths :- 1 ~ 3 = 

0.25 - 0.3 x 2. Genital pore ventrodistal on coxa 2 of all legs, 
not elevated. Femur and tibia 1 subequal in length. Tibia 2 
slightly curved, length ~ 1.2 x tibia 1 length. Tarsus and 
prop?dus subequal in length. Propodus bearing 10 - 14 ventral 
spines, longest sited proximally. Teuninal claw arc~te, gradually 
tapering, length ~ 0.9 x length of propodus. Auxiliary claw 
length ~ 0.1 x tenninal claw length. 
Size ranges (See table 2.15). 
Distribution. 
Eastern Arctic. (Map'2.13). Not a particularly abundant species 
although widespread on the Barents Sea and West Spitsbergen shelves 
at depths between 50 - 500 metres. The s:pecies has also been 
recorded between the Faroes and Jan Mayan where it occurs at a 
greater depth between 700 - 1435 metres. 
General. There are ''!Some doubts as to whether this species has a 
circumpolar distribution. Stephensen (1933) thinks that there is 
11 ttle doub,t about this "berEta$ RedQeth (1963) disagrees, stating 
ps 
that1\t pas ses ses a simila.r dis tributian to Nympbon hirtipes, 
beir~g a tigh Arctic form but absent from the Pacific Arctic." 
Remarks. A stable species taxonomically, it is easily recognized 
by the very long arcuate terminal claws. 
Table 2.15· Nympbon sluiteri size ranges. (In millimetres). 
MALE FEMALE JUVENILE 
3.38 - 5.28 3.84 - 5.33 2.60 - 3.90Trunk 
1.12 - 2.24 1.30 - 1.43Proboscis 1.56-2.24 
-
0.64 0.78 0.54 - 0.72Abdomen 0.93 0.80 ­
1.24 - 2.77Total palp 2.66 - 3.36 3.36 - 3.96 
Cephalic somi te 
length 1.82 - 2.56 1.92 - 2.86 1.43 - 1.69 
Cephalic somite 1 .82 
wid..l.tb 1.95 - 2.88 2.08 - 2.73 1.56 ­
Oviger.4 3.04 2.09 

Oviger.5 3.04 1.90 

Cvigex.6 1.06 0.95 

0.65 - 0.780.96 - 1.041.28 - 1.65Coxa. 1 
1.43 - 2.702.40 - 2.731.82 - 3.20Ccxa.2 
0.80 ":".1.04 0.65 - 0.781.12 - 1.18C0j~a. 3 
3.38 - 5.465.92 - 7.804.42 - 6.88Femur 
3.90 - 6.506.12 - 7.804.49 - 1.84Tibia. 1 
5.33 - 8.6010.08 8.32 - 10.90Tibia.2 6.13 ­
1.56 - 2.211.92 - 2.991.95 - 3.04Tarsus 
1.30 - 1.431.44 - 1.95Propodus 1.43 - 1.92 
1 .04 - 1.171.28 - 1.691.24 - 1.76Termi nal claw 
0.03 - 0.070.19 - 0.210.01-0.16Auxiliary claw 
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Nymnhon 	 str~mi Krpyer, 1844. 
Nymphcn 	str~mi Krpyer, 1844: 11i; 1849: PI 35, Figs 3a-f; Norman, 
1868: 301; Wilson, "1878: 17, PI 6, Fl'gS 1a-h; Hoek, 1881: 9; 
Hansen, 1887; 163, PI 18, Fig 3; Adlerz, 1888: 1, PI 1, Figs 1-3; 
Sars, 1891: 80, PI 8, Figs 2a-k; Meinert, 1899: 38; Norman, 
1908: 214; Appelli)f', 19"10: 6; Stephensen, 1913: 392; AppellM: 
1916:8, Figs 1-4; Schimkewitsch, 1930: 451, Figs 128-131; 
Stephensen, 1933: 16; 1936: 15, Fig 1; 1937: 4; 1943: 23; 
HedtSPeth, 1948: 190; Nesis, 1960: 144; Hedgpeth, 1963: 1331. 
Nyrophon 	graciiipes Heller, 1875: 609, PI 4, Fig 15, PI 5, Figs 1-2:; 
Sars, 1891: 83, PI 8, Figs 3a-g. 
Nyn1'Ohon 	 giganteum Goodsir, 1844: 114, PI 3; Norman, 1896: 301; 

Whi teaves, 1872: 347; 'Terrill, 1874: 493; Norman, 1908: 214. 

'lJymphon 	Jan-Mayanensis Appell~f, 1907: 9· 
:'laterial 	e:x:qmined. (See Appendix r). 
'Descrintion. (fig 2.21). 
Trurlk. Three complete intersegmental articulations. Lateral processes 
essentially cylindrical, separated by ~ 0.5 - 0:75 x their 
proximal diame ter, lacking tubercles, sparsely setose dis tally. 
Neck narrowing distally, length ca 0.5 x distal diameter. Centre 
of ocular tubercle situated at anterior margin of 1st lateral 
processes, cylindrical with 2 dorsolateral projections, bearing 
4 pigmented eyes. Ovigeral mound touching anterior of 1st lateral 
o 
process. 	Abdomen pyriform. Posture ~ 20 from horizontal. 
Probol:3cis. Subequal in length to cephaliC somite. TYPE B" t • 
P~l~s. 	 1st _ 4th essentially cylindrical, 5th elongate-ovate. 
, 
Rel<l.tive segment lengths :- 1':: 4 ':!- 5 (. 2 ~ 3. Setation, 1st absent, 
2nd and 	3rd very sparse , 4th sparse ventrally, 5th sparse ventrally 
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and distally. 
Adul t ovigers. Relative ~ t 1
"egmen engths:- 1~ 2~3~ 7~ 8'.!:"9~10i. 6<..4~5. 
In female, segment 6 length ca 0.6 x length segment 5. In male, 
segment 6 length £§ 0.75 x length segment 5. 
16-20 16-20Ovigeral spine formula :­ 10+ S .8 
Chelicerae. Scape essentially cylindrical, sparsely microsetose, 
length.£§. 0.7 - J.8 x chela length. Palm essentially cylindrical, 
sparsely microsetose, length subequal to gently arcuate" fingers. 
Fingers subequal with acute oxeote ends. Dentition uniform, 
needle shaped. Immovable finger dentition length ~ 2.0 x 
movable finger dentition length. Immovable 30 - 32. l\IIo'rable 40 - 44· 
legs. Ger;erally heavily microsetose. Relative coxal lengths :­
1 -::!: 3 = 0.3 x 2. Genital pore ventrodistal o"n coxa 2 of all legs, 
net elevated. Femur length ~ tibia 1 length <. tibia 2 length 
( femur length.£§:. 0.5 x length tibia 2). Propodus lel1gth .f.§ 0.8 x 
tarsus length. 'Propodus armed with 50 - 60 uniform ventral spines 
Ter.ninal claw variable in length, .£§ 0.5 - 0.8 x length of propodus. 
Auxiliary claw length .£§ 0.2 - 0.3 x terminal claw length. 
Size ranges. ( See table 2.16). 
Di3 tribution. 
Eastern Ar~. (Map 2.14). An abundant and widespread speG'ies. 
Recorded from Spitsbergen, Bear Island, Faroe Channel, Iceland 
and Jan Mayan, with a mean depth of between 100 - 400 metres. 
General. The species is spread throughout the northern North Sea, 
Kara Sea and along the northeast coast of America as far as Cape 
Cod. Its wes tern limit is 82 0 west (F1..U'Y and Helca strai t) • 
-
h (1963) thinks the distribution similar to that of NymphonHedgpet . 
hirtipes and N. slni teri but with a more southerly reach. 
I 
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Remarks. This is the largest species of Eastern Arctic Nymnhon and 
also cne of the mest abundant. The species exhibi ts. considerable 
variat:on in the proportions of the terminal leg segments, this 
variation having led to the species being fragmented (Goodsir, 1844; 
Heller, 1875; Sars, 1891). Stephensen (1933) states that N. str~mi 
should not be split, but adds that N. 5!acilipes Sars (1891) has a 
more northerly distribution than N. str\:)mi. 
Table 2.16. Nymphon str~mi size ranges. (In millimetres). 
WiALE FEMALE J1JVENILE 
Trunk 6.56 - 9.76 7·04 - 8.96 4.00 - 8.64 
Proboscis 3.68 - 5.28 3.52 - 5·12 2:56 - 3.84 
Abdomen 1 .12 - 1.56 1.28 - 1.54 0.80 - 1.12 
Total palp 6.40 - 10.80 8.24 - 10.24 4.16 - 7.86 
Cephalic somlue'+ 
length 3.36 3.96 4.00 - 4.80 2.40 4.80 
Cephalic somite 
width 3.36 - 4.48 3.84 4.64 1.92 - 4.00 
Oviger.4 4.74 - 5.04 3.76 - 3.92 
Oviger.5 4.80 - 5.12 3.76 - 3.92 
Oviger.6 3.04 - 3.92 2.40 - 2.56 
Coxa.1 1~44 - 1.92 1.86 - 1.92 0.80 - 1.44 
Coxa.2 3.20 - 5'.76 4.00 - 5.28 2·40 - 4.32 
Coxa.J 1.60 - 2.56 1.76 - 2.08 1 .12 - 1.76 
Femur 9·92 - 15·20 12.00 - 15.84 ;; .04 - 11.52 
Tibia. 1 12.16 17.12' 14.56 18.88 7.52 14.56 
Tibia.2 18.24 - 28.70 22.BO - 29.80 9. 60 - 22.60 
Tarsus 2.72 - 4.16 3.52 - 4.16 1.76 - 3.36 
Propodus 2.24 - 3.20 2.88 - 3.04 1.52 - 3.36 
Terminal claw 0.96 - 1.76 0.96 - 1.2B 0.64 - 1.32 
Auxiliary claVI 0.16 
- 0·56 0.32 - 0.40 0.08 - 0.24 
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Nymphon 	 tenellum Sars, 1888. 
C1:J.aetonymphon tenellum Sars, 1888: 353, Ho 35; 1891: 109, PI 12, 
Figs 1a-h; M~bius 1901: 48; Norman, 1908: 220; Stephensen, 
1912: 581; 1913: 398. 
N;,iln"phon 	 tenellum; Hedgpeth, 1948: 85. 
Chaeton~lphon spinosissimum Norman, 1894: 154; 1908: 219; Stephensen, 
1913: 400; 1933: 6; 1936: 6; 1937: 1; 1943: 14,.Fig 4. 
Nymphon 	 spinosissimum; Hedgpth, 1948: 183, Figs 9, 10a, 11a; 1963: 
1327. 
Chaetonymphon spinosum; Sars, 1888: 353; 1891: 108, PI 12, Fig 3a-i; 
~bius, 1901: 48 (partim); Schimkewitsch, 1930: 335, Figs 81-87 
(partim) • 
N;ym1:hon 	 spinosUffi; Meinert, 1899: 44 (partim). 
nec Nymphon spinosum Goodsir 1842: 139, Pl 3, Fig 3. = Nymphon hlrtum 
Fabricius, J .C. 
nee Nymnhon pallenoides; Wilson, 1878: 254, PI 3, Fig 14; Verrill, 
1885: 561. '" Nymphon hirtum Fabricius, J. C. 
nee Nymphon tenellum; Meinert, 1899: 45. = Nymnhon spinosissimum 
Norman and Nymphon macronyx Sars. 
Material 	examir.ed.(See Appendix I). 
:Descriptions. 
Robust morpho (fig 2.22). 
Trunk. Three complete intersegmental articulations, comb of setae on 
ridgss of chela insertions. Lateral processes essentially cylindrical, 
separated by ~ 0.25 - 0.33 x their proximal diameter, lacking 
tubercles, dorsodistally setose. Nec:k thick, length.£§ 0.2 x 
diameter. Centre of oCllla,r tubercle situated at anterior margin 
-106 .. 
of 1st lateral processes, cylindrical with domed crown and 2 

dorsolateral projections, bearing 4 pigmented eyes. OVigeral 

mound touching anterior of 1st lateral process. Abdomen pyriform. 

Posture horizo~tal. 

Proboscis. Length subequal to cephalic somite. TYPE E" 1 • 
Palps. 1st - 4th essentially cylindrical, 5th ovate. Relative segment 
lengths: - 1 " 5 ( 4 " 3 ,,2. Setation, 1st and 2nd absent, 3rd, 
4th and 5th uniform heavy (maximum seta length £§ 1.5 - 2.0 x 
maximum segment diameter). 
Adult oviger. Relative segment lengths :-1-!!-2~3~7-!!-8-!!:9~10<..6L4<..5. 
Segment-4 of both sexes possesses proximal nodule. In female, 
segment 5 is uniform in diameter. In male, segment 5 with heavily 
setose distal bulb. 
11-12 . 9-10 . 9-10 S8 . 9 . 10 + •Ovigeral spine formula .-
Chelicerae. Scape essentially cylindrical, sparsely setose (maximum 

seta length ..£§: 1.0 - 1.5 x maximlJIJJ. scape diameter), subequal 

in length to chela. Palm constricted at base, widening distally, 

length ca 0.75 x length of sharply oxeote subequal fingers. Ease 

of immovable finger with tuft of short setae, movable finger 

non-setose. Dentition uniform on both fingers, needle shaped, 

separated distally by ~ 1.0 - 1.5 x basal width. Immovable 18 - 20. 
MovaJle 20 - 22. 
Legs. Generally heavilysetose. Relative coxal lengths :- 1~ 3 = 
0.5 x 2. Coxae sparsely setose. Genital pore vectrodistal on 
coxa 2 of all legs, not elevated. Femur and tibia 1 subequal in 
length, .£§: 0.8 x tibia 2 length. In male femur of uniform diameter, 
with 4 _ 5 raised ventral cement nodules. In female, femur 
innated. Femur sparsely setose in 'both sexes. Tibia 1 & 2 heavily 
setose (maximum seta length ~ 4.0 - 5·0 x maximum segment diameter). 
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Tarsus length ~ 0.33 x propodus length. Propodus armed with 

12 - 16 uniform ventral spines. Terminal claw length ~ 0.5 x 

propodus length. Auxiliary claw length ~ 0.5 x terminal claw 

length. 

Graceful morpho (fig 2.23). 
Trunk. Three complete intersegmental articulations, sparsely setose. 
Lateral processes essentially cylindrical, separated by ~ 0.75 x 
their proximal diameter, lacking tubercles, dcrsally setose. Neck 
constricted anteriorly, length subequal to posterior diamter. 
Centre of ocular tubercle situated a~ anterior margin of 1st 
lateral processes, cylindrical with domed crown and two dqrso­
lateral projections, bearing 4 pigmented eyes. Ovigeral mound 
touching anterior of 1st lateral process, Abdomen pyriform. 
Pos ture horizontal. 
Proboscis. Subequal in length to cephalic somite. TYPE B'" • 
Palps. 1st - 4th essentially cylindrical, 5th elongate- ovate~ 
Relative segment lengths :- 1 '- 4 '" 5 £. 3 £. 2. Setation, 1st absent, 
2nd and 3rd sparse, 4th and 5th heavy uniform (maximum seta length 
~ 1.5 x maximum segment diamter). 
In female, segment 6 length.£§: 0.66 x length segment 5. In male, 
segment 6 length Q§ 0.33 x length segment 5. In male,segment 5 
with heavily setose distal bulb. 
12-13 9-1.0 1:.lQ.OVigeral spine formula :- 10 + S.7 8 
Chelicerae. Scape essentially cylindri cal, sparsely setose, subequal 
in length to chela. Palp constricted at base, widening distslly, 
sparsely setose, length.£2 0.66 x length of "sharply oxeote subequal 
f~ngers. Base of Lmmovable finger with tuft of long setae, 
movable fingBr non-setose. Dentition uniform on both fingers, 
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needle shaped, separated distally by £§ 1.0 - 1.5 x basal width. 
Immovable 11 - 12. Movable 14 - 15. 
LEGS. Generally heavily setose. Relative coxal lengths .- 1 ~ 3 = 
0.5 x 2. Coxae with sparsely setose dorsodistal comb over articular 
membrane. Genital pore ventrodistal on coxa 2 of all legs, not 
elevated. Femur and tiJia 1 subequal in length, ca 0.8 x tibia 2 
length. In male, femur of uniform diameter with 2 - 5 raised ventral 
cement nodules. In female, femur inflated. Femur sparsely setose in 
both sexes. Both tibiae heavily setose (max~mum seta lengtp ~ 3.0 x 
maximum segment diameter). Tarsus ~ength ~ 0.5 x propodus length. 
Propodus and tarsus heavily setose. Propodus armed with 11 - 17 
uniform ventral spines. Terminal claw length ~ 0.33 x propodus 
length. Auxiliary claw length ~ 0.5 - 0.66 x terminal claw length. 
Size ranp;es. (See tables 2.17 and 2.18). 
Distribution. 
Eastern Arctic. (Map 2.15). Recorded from Iceland, Faroe Channel, 
Norway and Spitsbergen. A warm water species. Stephensen (1933) 
states that few records are from truly Arctic waters. Mean depth 
range from 200 - 600 metres. Deepest record is 1400 metres from the 
Faroe Channel. 
Gener~l. Recorded near Cape Farewell (Greenland) and southwards to 
the Grand Banks (Hedgpeth, 1963). The most easterly record for this 
species is from the Central Bank in the Barents Sea. 
Remarks. Nymphon tenellum c~prises two morphs. The more common is 
robust and coincides well with the NYID"ohon suinosl.un as described 
by Sars (1891). The other morph is,oy contrast,graceful in its 
general appearance with the spaces between adjacent lateral processes 
be ing wider th,;1n in the more common form. This morph coincides 
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well with the description of ~yrnDhon tenellum Sars (1888). Although the 
two morphs differ significantly,graphs 2.5 and 2.6 show their growth patterns 
-:0 be similar. The distanceseparating the lateral processes varies 
continuously throughout the species from the graceful to the robust form. 
The correlation coefficients for the two morphs are close enough in both 
cases to combine the two former species under a single specific epithet. 
Neither form is common,but the graceful morph is by far the rarer. The 
largest nQmber of individuals collected during one expedition is seven 
(G.J. Cranmer. West Spitsbergen, 1978.). 
Although the rarer of the two morphs nomenclaturally , the species 
must be named N.tenellum, as this is the older name, taking precedence 
over N. sninosissimum, which is reduced to a junior synonym. 
Although both morphs share" a similar distribution pattern, the graceful 
one is the more scarce. It has been recorded by Sars (west of Finmark), 
Norman (Faxoe Channel) ,. Hedgpeth (N.E. America) and the author (West 
Spitsbergen). The records from the Ingolf expedition (Meinert, 1899) are, 
according to Stephensen (1933), doubtful. He writes n none of them are 
N. tenellum and can scarcely be determined with certainty. 11 He identified 
them as probably N.macronyx. 
The robust morph (N;spinosissimum Norman, 1894) has, together with most 
of the other species within the former genus Chaetonyrnuhon, been in some 
taxononic disarray for many years. 
The first species discovered of this subgroup of ~on was N.hirtum 
Fabricius (1794). Many authors doubt Fabricius' original description and 
maintain that the first valid description of this species in the literature 
was given by Kr~yer (1844). 
In 1842, Goodsir described a Similar species, N. spinosum from the 
northern North Sea. This was followed in 1853 by the discovery of a larger 
species, N.hirtines Bell, from Nova Scotia. 
Sars, in his epic monologue of 1891, redescribed all three species and 
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added another, N. "t~.~ellum; However, Norman (1894) queried the description 
of N.spinosum, stating that it differed from Goodsir's original, which 
b are more resemblance to N. hirtum. He thus synonynized IT. spinosu.rn Goodsir 
with N.hirtum, and ren8!Il.ed N.spinosum Sars, N.spinosissimum, thereby 
ree tifying the nomenclatural problem. N. spinosum being the ju."1ior synonym 
of N.hirtum, the name cannot now be used for another species. 
The problem has been complicated further by Meinert (1899) and Mobius 
(1901), and perpetuated by Schwimkevli-,:sch ('1930), Losi?a-Losir.sky (1935, 
1961) ana. Nesis (196o). These authors have synonJilnized N. hirtipes with 
wi th ;:;r. spinosissimwn to form a composite species N. spinosum Sars. 
AppellBf (1910, 1916) went even further and included ~.hirtum within this 
epithet, explaining that the separation of N.hirtipes and N.spinosissimum 
wi th N.hirturn was doubtful. This is nomenclaturally incorrect. N.hirtum is 
the senior homonym. and cannot be reduced to a junior synonym of a later 
later name, in this case N.suinosum. 
The distribution of N.hirtum is different from N.hirtipes and 
N.spinosissimum, being generally far more southerly. It also differs in 
morphology, possessing shorter leg setation 8.-'1.d more diminutive chelae 
than the other ~NO species. 
N.hirtiDes differs from N.tenellum (includingN.spinosissimum) in adult 
size, being a much larger species. In addition, tbey differ morphologically,' 
in the relative proportion 	 of the termi nal claw length to the auxiliary 
claw length. 
Meinert (1899) himself could 	hardly agree with his own diagnosiS, he 
wri tes II of the very large number of specimens I have had the oppotuni ty 
of examining, the species (N.spinosum) appears very variable, but I find 
no sufficient reason t.o divide the forms hither into two species, even if 
I ackno'Nled~ that most of the 	specimens found can tolerably well be said 
0 " Sars (,N.suinosissimum 5Tonnan), or toto belong th'-3r to !:L,.spinosum .L 	 . 
hi s N. hirtipes." 
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Table 2.17. Nymphon -l;enellum (robust morph) size ranges. 
Proboscis 
A.bdomen 
Total palp 
Cephalic somite 
lenB-th 
Cephalic somite 
width' 
Qviger.4 
Oviger.5 
Oviger.6 
Coxa.1 
Coxa.2 
Coxa.3 
Femur 
Tibia. 1 
Tibia.2 
Ta.rsus 
Propodus 
Termjnal claw 
Auxiliary claw 
MALE 
3.68 - 5.20 
1.68 - 2.24 
0.40 - 0.88 
2.92 - 3.68 
2.08 - 2.56 
1 .60 - 2.40 
1.48 - 1.86 
2.09 - 2.43 
0.91 - 1.10 
0.72 - 0.88 

1".60-1.76 

0.64 - 0.80 
3.28 - 4·48 ' 
3.60 - 4.96 
4.88 - 6.00 
0.48 - 0.88 
1.12 - 1.60 
0.50 - 0.80 
0.27 - 0.48 
(In millimetres). 
FEMALE JUVENILE 
3.76 - 5.20 2.24 - 3.52 
2.40 - 2.48 1 .00 - 1 .98 
0.48 - 0.96 0.40 - 0·96 
2.92 - 3.92 1.44 - 3.68 
2.32 - 2.48 1.28 - 1.92 
2.00 - 2.64 1.36 - 1.84 
1.18 - 1.44 
1.14-1.33 
0.76 - 1.10 
0.64 - 0.92 0.48 - 0.72 
1.00 - 1.52 0.88 - 1.00 
0.56 - 0.92 0.48 - 0.56 
2.80 - 5.40 2.24 - 3.52 
2.72 - 5.60 2.48 - 4·40 
3.76 - 6.80 3.04 - 4·52 
0.48 - 0.72 0.32 - 0.64 
0.76 - 1.72 0.88 - 1.28 
0.64 - 1.04 0.48 - 0.64 
0.27 - 0.52 0.22 - 0.32 
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Table 2.18. Nymphon tenellum (Graceful morph) size ranges. 
(In millimetres) • 
MP..LE F1!.1Vl.ALE JUVENlLE 
Trunk 3.84 - 4.64 3.92 2.88 
Proboscis 1·44 - 1.92 1.44 1.28 
Abdomen 0.64 - 1.04 0.96 0.44 
Total palp 2.68 
- 3·46 2.64 1. 59 
Cephalic somite 
length 1. 76 - 2.40 2.08 1.44 
Cephalic somite 
width 1.68 - 2.16 1.68 1.36 
Oviger.4 1.37 - 1.67 1.25 
Oviger.5 1.44 - 1.98 1.32 
Oviger.6 0.76 - 0.87 0.56 
Coxa. 1 0.56 - 0.72 0.64 0.40 
Coxa.2 1.44 - 1.92 1.44 1 .27 
Coxa. 3 0.56 - 0.80 0.64 0·48 
Femur 3. 28 - 4.00 3.92 2.72 
Tibia.1 3.76 - 4·56 4.16 3.04 
Tibia.2 5.02 
-
5.76 5.36 3.92 
Tarsus 0.64 - 0.72 0.72 0.40 
Propodus 1.20 - 1. 52 1.20 0.80 
Terminal claw 0.42 - 0.56 0.48 0.36 
Auxiliary claw 0.32 - 0.40 0·40 0.16 
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Morphological discoveries relating to the Eastern Arctic 
memoers of the genus N;ymphon have led to a revision of the 
gl'cup and fifteen sr:ecies are now cUstingL1.ishable and are here 
deE'cribed. It has not proved necessary to propose any new 
specir::s. 
The majority of problems have concerned the species 
belcngir:g to the former genus Cha,etonY!llphon Sars 1891, which 
fo:rms, one of the two natural subgroups within the arctic 
pycnogcnid fauna. 
I These species (Nymphon hirtum, N.hirtipes, N.macronyx and N. ter-elluro) are ·s'..lpel'ficially similar morphologically and this, 
I 
over the past century, has been the source of much confusion, 
only N .macrcnyx having avcided the fcrray (See Pcemarks sectien for 
l"" To compound tt.e problems bo s:pecies have beenN. tenelh;m) • 

found to exhibi t polymorphism. 

The two morphs of N;vmphon hirtipes are identical in form and 
relative propcrtions but differ in the mean size of the adult. 
The larger morph is the more numerous, the smalleor one occurring 
in cniy a fevi locali ties on the West Spi tsoergen fishing banks. 
The Dorpbological similarity, couIlled with the faoct that they 
have net bec:n found together ir. any locality, is an indication 
that the size difference may be the res1..u t od environmental 
influences rathe:c than being of genetic origin. 
Ny"1l1phon tenellum as described here, however, is a combination 
cies. The more abundant, robust, morph is the
of two former 
forIner N.spinosi::3simum NOl.'man .. 1908, whilst the rarer, more 
t;racef'l;l, roorph is N. tenellUlll Sars 1891. In the Ea.stern Arctic 
+ogethA"'" l'!1 the same locality, in contrast 
are 0 ft,en f ound - ,,~..... 
to the spatial separation of the two morphs of N.hirtij?es,. 
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The morphological distincticn be tween the eleven members of 
the other subgroup are slight, but theI'e is variation wi thin the 
more abundant species which has led to their fragrnentation. 
Nymphon E!Q§sines is one of the more abundant species in the 
region and also the most variable, especially in the lengths of 
the neck and 'tarsal segments (tarsus and propodus), however, the 
shape of the chelae, together wi th the thick tarsal segments 
characterizes the species (Hedgpeth, 1948) • 
A number of authors, including Sars (1891) and Schimkewitsch 
(1930) have separated N.grossipes into three species - N,grossi:pes 
N.mixtum Krpyer 1844 and N.glaciale Liljeborg 1851. To increase 
the confusion other authors have added further species, for example, 
N.pilifertM Carpenter 1890. 
Stephensen (1936) and Hedgpeth (1948) were both unable to 
distinguish the separate species from N.grossipes. HecigJ;eth stated 
"that I see no purpose in trying to maintain these forms, either 
as distinct species or varieties". 
The results of the biometric an&1yses of N.grossipes, N.mixtum 
N • gl aci ale and N .piliferum comfirm the concll;sions of Stephensen 
and Hedgpeth. The va:r'ious species cannot be distinguished and 
although N.grossipes is a highly variable species the extent of 
this variability is not sufficient to warrent the fragmentation 
of the species. 
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3. MORPHOLOGY OF 'ERE TE.,.-q;\ITNAL LSG SEGMENTS. 
A great deal of research in recent years has concerned the 
functional morphology of arthropod locomotion, but very little 
has been devoted to the Pycnogonida. 
Locomotion amongst pycnogonids may be by means of walking or 
swimming (Cole, 1901; Prell, 1910; Morgan, 1971; 1972 & 1978) and 
several species, such as Nymohonella tapetis Ohshima, 1927, are 
known to be able to burrow in sand (Ari ta, 1937). 
Schram and Hedgpeth (1978) have analysed the walking movements 
of the large eight, ten and twelve legged antarctic species, 
observing them to walk with a somewhat arhythmic striding movement 
wi th the ten and twelve legged forms appearing to be better 
coordinated than those with only eight. They have also observed 
that other species, especiaIly in tertidal forriJ.s., s tumble along 

wi th apparently uncoordinated movements until they find something 

to cling to. Once clinging, they remain stationary for long 

periods of time. 
of patterns occur in the genus Nymphon and personal 
ther with biometric analysis of the terminal leg 
show that the Eastern Arctic species of the genus can be 
in to two groupS with respect to their leg morphology. 
first is exemplified by the graceful species Nymphon elegan~, 
N. is tr&ni, N.1ongi tlaJ:'se." N.1ongim.B~I!~gb N.le-xtocheles a..."1d N .macrum. 
in of these speoies is between four and 
with the tarsUS and propodus being 
Both segments are long, straight 
The ventral ~ropodal spination consists of 
and 
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numerous, short uniform spines, which superficially resemble setae. 
Tbe terminal claw is long, straight and thin and, in most species, 
the auxiliary claws are reduced to less than one-third the length 
of the terminal claw. Nymphon ~£~ is the exception, having 
well developed auxiliary claws which are over half the length of 
the terminal claw. (Figs 3.1a & b). 
The second group consists of the remaining nine s:pecies, all 
of which exhibi t some modification of the terminal segments of the 
walking leg and propodal spination which e~ables them to cling to 
filamen~ous organisms such as hydroids. 
Two species wi thin this group (Nymphon macronyx and N. shli teri) 
bave tbe graceful morphology of the first group, but differ from tbem 
in the morphology oS the terminal leg segments. The tarsus is 
sborter than the propodus, which bears more strongly dev@loped 
uniform ventral spines. The terminal claw is exceptionally long, 
being subequal to the propodus, and straight along its inner edge. 
The auxiliarycla'Ns are markedly reduced. The terminal claw is 
highly manoeuverabl'9 IIDd can be folded over the ventral propodal 
spination to form a clinging appendage. (Fig 3. 2a) . 
The remaining seven species of the group show greater modification 
of the terminal leg segments and it is possible that this makes 
them better adapted for clinging. 
In four of these (N~i!I!phon .B.'Eossipes, N.megalops, N • microrh:vnchum 
and N. serratumJ tbe tarsus is approximately equalt-,but never less 
than, the length of the propodus, which bears only a fev') strongly 
dev9loped ventral spines. The spines have a maximum length 
equivalent to half the m~ximum limb se~nsnt diameter. Tne 
longes t spines are usually on the mid portion of t::-:Ce 3egment, where 
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they are opposed. to the distal end of the stout arcuate tennir..al 
claw (Fig 3.2b). 
The last three species of this g:coup (ITYmphon hirtipes, N.hirtum 
and N. tenellum) are all comparatively robust in their morphology, 
having a leg length of approximately three times that of the 
body length. The shape of the prcpodus and the arrangement of 
the termiral armature (spination and claws) are similar to those 
of the previ9us four species. However, in addition the tarsus is 
reduced, being less than half the length of the propodus. This 
modiii cation allows greater manoeuverabili ty of the terminal leg 
segmen ts th~s enabling the animals to mair:tain a secure hold ­
(Fig 3.ja & b). 
Pycnogonids are not the only group of marine animals in which 
appendages are used for clinging. Within the Caprellidae, a 
conunon group of marine amphipod, the terminal segments of the 
second and third thoracic appendages, the gnathopods are 
modified in a similar manner to that shown by the clinging species 
of pycnogonids (Fig 3.4b). This adaptation enables caprellids 
to cling effectively to filamentous organisms such as hydrcids 
and bryozoans, where they are most commoltly found. 
These variations in the leg morphology of Nymphon may represent 
a possible evolutionary sequence between the two morphs and thus 
indicate the monoptyletic origin of the habit wi thin the genus. 
From the evidence available it is impossible to judge which of the 
two morphs iS,the primitive cor.dition. The extinct pycnogonid 
Paleoisopus Jrroblematicus ErolE, 1928, from tbe Hunsrtick shale, 
has been found em';)edded, clinging to the stalked hydrcid 
Imitatocrinus gracilior (Bergstr~m et aI., 1980). However, 
amongst extant pycnogonids the striding morphology cculd 1:e held 
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to represent the primitive condition since it is a characteristic 
of the colossendeids, a grou.p which also lacks the ovigeral egg 
nursing habit and has comparatively simple gonad and cement gland 
morphology • 
There is als 0 insufficien-: evidence to show how many times 
such an adaptation may have evolved within Biilluhon, as the genus 
includ.es a number of morphological adaptations tovJards the clinging 
hani t. 
If the long-lp.gged morph is taken to be the more :r;rimi tive then 
species such as N.stre:,mi and N.longitarse representthe fix'st stage 
of the evolutionary sequence, having comparatively unmodified 
ter:ninal leg segJlt"mts which are best suited to a striii::1g habit. 
The second stage is represented by two species, N.m§:~Q.l!. 
and N.slu~kri. :Both have tlie basic gracil8 morphology 
characteristic of the striding forms, their only modification 
towards the clinging habit being the exceptional length of their 
t(~r.TIinal claws. 
~g£Qssi~ &~d similar species are allrepresentit5ves of the 
thiri stage which, g,lthough retaining th8 graceful morphology, have 
terminal 18g se~len-t3 showing g.ceater rrlodification towar'ds clinging, 
wi th t':1e terminal armatolre aJ.l being well deV'eloped. 
to that of the last group but, in addition, t':1e gener9.l )ody for:n 
. b t . th d ti ' J-h 1 gt' f' t' t ,.,l8 more 1'0 us Vill. a re nc on 1.n, e an In 0... 11.e arsu~. 
T:19 morphometric anaJ.yticaJ. st:lrlies unclertaken consist of a 
series of rnul tivaria te analyses of the ten mas t COr:l:non Eas te rn 
Arctic ~h.Q.2. speciea. Tne eels.tionship of the total leg length 
to body length (Graph 3.1) shows that the majority of the species 
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a~e strikingly si~il~r. These a~e the species which either belong 
to the striding group or which cling and yet retain a graceful 
striding morphology, even though their ter.ninal l~g segmentz ~r8 
modified towarcis the clinging habi t. The two species (N.hi£ti:;Qes 
and N. tenellum) which are separated from the main cluster are those 
wi th the more robust morphology -",hich is mor,:: characteristic of 
the highly modified clinging species. 
The clusteri~g effect is not evident when t~rsus length is plotted 
against prOpOdl.1S length (Graph 3.2). Instead the regression lines 
are spread more evenly between the typical striding species 
N.longi tarse, which as its name suggests has a tarsus which is 
longer than the propodus, and the hi~11y modified clinging species 
N.hirtipes. Lying between these two are otherswhich show 
characteristics intermediate between clinging and striding 
morphology . 
Tne graph therefo~e indicates that the change from a striding 
to a clinging habi t is associated wi th a reduction in the l"mgth of 
the tarsus relative to that of the propodus. 
The .presence of well developed auxiliary claws must be an 
advantage, since they act as hooks with -,vhich to S'3CUrtl a holli 
'on filamentous organisms, with the result that t~e clinging 
mechanism of the terminal 3...""'TIlature can be more effectively used. 
Only one striding species, N.ma9~, exhibits well d.ey91oped. 
auxiliary claws. This may be adevelopment which facili ta 'S8S 
striding, giving a three-point tip-toe gait, or it could be an 
early stage in the development of the clinging habit. 
The two morphs of Nyrnphon can be found in other Eas tern A.rc tic 
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pycnogonid genera, but Wher'3.3 N,Tll1}2hon i~ dl'mo~p\-'l' , .;:.:.u...:.'" ~~") .J.. J.l c, nailIng bott 
striding and clingj_ng forms, other genera 
'3.Te monomorphic. :".e. 
the;:08 is only one form wi thin each genus. 
Th H' A t·e '-'Jas J..cern rc olC pycnogonid fs,una can be classified into 
three groups with respect to the h 1morp 0 o{5J of the terminal leg 
segments and t~erefore to habit. Two of ~he types have already 
been discussed, both of which belong to ":he genus Nymphon. The 
third is the squa± robus t form which is exhibited by the genus 
1. The striding speoies. Usually graceful and capable of both 
7laH::ing a::1ds'Nimming. The te:cminal leg i3egments remain essentially 
-~r['.modi fied wi th the tarsus and propodus being approximately e~ual 
in length. The propod-1S bea~s numerous, short weak uniform ventral 
spines. The terminal claw is long, thin and. st:raight with the 
auxiliary claws being ei the:r :reduced or absent. ~xanrples includ.e 
"'::18 genus Colosslendei~ and some Nyrrrphon species,such as N.st7'~m:b. 
2. The gripping species. These are robust and squat with short, 
powerful and sor:18wha t prehensile legs, capable of walking wi th 
.;J' f.~- c lty 1-. t "'o+- of ~'''l'mrli''''g The t"l,rsus is half the length of
..ll Ll u ' JU '-'- v;:'., •. ~d • ­
the p~opod".ls, which lacks -ventral spination. The terninal clm'! 
is powerful, and the a'J.xiliary claws absent. The only examples 
of. this group are the members of the genus .£ycnogonwn. 
1 . More 7'o""u::::t :n,orpt.olo~{ than the striding3. The c_inging specles. - - u - - o.' 
3peci8s, all a:re capable of walking easily 0'..1-:; ,)nly a few can swim. 
C".racteri3 tically th~ tarsus is short, being approximately half 
1 -'-, f t' S_ +Ol't propod'.lS which bears well developedt h e _ang~n 0 ne . ~ 
.
•o-nd f01"'""I_ s a l_ock wi th the sto'..1t arcuate terminalventral spination ~ "-I~. 
} -',r""-""nt m~-.r be either well 18vel oped
claw. A'..l..xiliary c1 aW8, vuen i-·'~~ , ~v 
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0r reduced', this feature ~ 11 d' t· .u~ua Y1S 1nguishes the gen~s. Ex~~ples 
include Anoplod'lctylus, .A..:1llTlothea AChella PhWl'('hil-d--­
- ,_~, .I..i'>- -,L l lL..U.TTI, ?all~ne, 
Ps~udoP13.11ene and such N1TJT'u.han S:-',,''''l' e'" a'" L;'.hl- r.l., ipe'" d ~T tL:::.: J:'-'-' ~ ~ ~ -" __ ~ an. 1', en911118.. 
Al-':;hough this cla~3sification has 'oepn Y'_,e,,·t-.Y>~l· cted ~ 1 1 L.j. . 
- - - - - ~ 0 e y 00 ~r.:.e 
gen:::ra present wi ti:lin the Eastern Arctic, study of reports from 
other areas of the world would tend to suggest that all pycnogonid 
genera:Jan be classified in this fashion, This, however, lies 
outside the scope of the present study. 
In Anoolodactylus (Fig 3.4a) the clinging mOliification appears 
to have attained its maximu!ll development. The tarsus is shert, 
being less than one-quarter the length of the propodus; ihe 
proximal region of the propod-~s is raised on the ventral s~fs.ce 
to form a sole; the v-9ntral propodal spination is dinlO-:cphic, the 
spines of the sale being long "",nd powerf'ul, fOTIlling a locking 
mechanism wi th the sto~t a-:ccuate terrr.inal claw, whilst the distal 
or heel spination is short and unifo:cm, serving to increase the 
efficiency of the clinging grip. In this genus the auxiliary claws 
are vestigial. 
Schram and Hedgpeth (1978) ha'T8 conducted one of the few 
comdarative stud_ie3 of pycnogonid musculature. They repor":; that 
there are h'Vo basic morphological patterns present among antarctic 
pycnogonids. One is a long-legged variety, represented by the genus 
. t' th -1,..or.l.Co2.ossendeis, whilst the o-,:;her varle y 1S squaw, J.'W1 ;:", w 
:powerful legs, this being represented 'oy the ge:n-J.s EYcnogo~. 
'Dissection revealed that the musculature of the two varieties 
,Uffered '1n,'1 that the difference waS in the sha~Je rather tha...7J. 
the arrangement. When comparing the promotor / remotor TU'"1scles 
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of the Coxa 1 / Coxa 2 joint, they fou.. colo:33sndeid,8'1d that the 
have thre'~ strips 1 each arrangad in the form of a chevron 
wher:::as P-'Tcnogon_u_Ill
_ 
has onlvJ a sin:::rlp. """,_ort~., -m"usnle J..' h- 1.:::...J- 0 - - S : ,rlp ',':._lcnv 
lacks -'eh8 ch'9vron arrangement. 
The morpholo""'y Ol' ?-,;r'~""_ogonum~ COIlln~-,-l' s"s~ ~ d8n t,ary 'oenuJ..h'lCo. .L~" -- :;;8 
species Nhich mo've seldom a.."1d slowly, even 'Nhen removed from their 
food source. They feed epizoical1y on sea-anemones &'1d other soft 
bodied invertebrates, the primary function of the legs being to 
act as :::lamps, allowing the animal to grasp by sinking the 
terminal claws into the integLlment of the 1 host' . 
Pycnogonum is though t to '.)e a very old form &'llong :9ycnogonids 
( J. W. Hedgpeth, pers ona1 comnlUnication) ani has a similar 

morphology to the cyamic.s. - the externg,l parasites of whales 

-,vhich Linnaeus originally tho'~gh t of as pycnogonids. 

Al:ho:J.gh the structurl3 of Colossendeis and other striding forms 
is very efficient for walking and swirruningJ ' they too :11ay move little 
~lIld'3r their own pO'lJer. Deep sea photographs, such as those produced 
by ~{lonod (1954), have shmm that colossendeids ad.opt a stationary 
posi tion, s tanding wi th only the tips of the,ir terrnio.al claws 
touching the 3ubstratilln, in tip-toe fashion. In adiition, laboratory 
observations of colossend3ids have sh')wn that this position is 
maintain-3d fo::::, long periods of time. 
Schram ~"1d Hedgpeth (1978) think that this may be evidence that 
+-h f'" m"r~pholo":"T of the striding forms may facili ta te their
"" '" grace iJ..L _ oJ-.J 
dispersal by bo~tom flO'N~,ng cuC'rents. 
Tb,:; clinging and striding forms must be m.ore closely related to 
each::>ther than to the gripping form as both occur 'wi thin the 5en:~s 
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Nymohon and the gripping form ,ioes not. It therefore follows that 
the musculature of the cliClging forms ca.c"1. be expected to resemble 
that of the ,3 triding forms more cl0281y than that of a gripping 
form such as Pycnogonum. The pattern of the musculature represents 
thl? solution -:0 a mechanical pro'olem. 
A C-Jm.;;arative investigation of-the musculature of the three 
varieties, with special reference"to the terminal segments of 
the walking legs would :nake 8,;.'1 invaluole study. Not Ol'1~y would it 
shed light on the comparai:ive functional morphology of pycnogonids 
butit would also facili tate any further consideration of 
evolution within the gro~p. 
------
GRAPH-.-.:hL 
30"DY L~NGr:'H / TOTAL LEG LENGTE. 
a .. }T~rrrrohon hirtir.1es. 
b. N"'iJ;Imhcn tenellum.
_.-1.'_____.... 
c. llJ~nhongrossines. 
d. ~ymuhon macrony;. 
e. Nymnhon sluiteri. 
f. N;£mphon strBmi. 
g. N:.rrrr;;hon 5~alops. 
h. I:h1ll"'Chon serratun:. 
i. f!;,1TrC hon e1 9g'8J1S. 
j. !1.vmuhon 1:);1;;'; tar8(~. 
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FIGURE 3.1. 
MCDIFICATIONS OF 'fi'::E. TERi'vIINAL SEG1v~ENTS CF 
'l'RE LEG TO SDIT THE STRIDING HABIT. 
a. Nymphon elegans (:<:50) • 
b. lifyrrn:,hon lontirr2nrm (x50). 
..

• 
: 
i 
FIGURE 3.2. 
MODIFICATIONS OF THE TERMINAL SEGMENTS OF 
THE LEG TO SUIT THE CLINGING HABIT. 
a. Nymphon macronvx (x50). 
b. Nymphon serratum. (x50). 
,. 
~ 
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FIGURE 3.3. 
MODIFICATIONS OF 'l'lili' TE.R1!IINAL SEGMEl'JTS OF THE 
LEG TO SUIT THE CLINGING HABIT', 
a. ,Nymuho~ hiI'tum_ (x50). 
b. NYITmhon tenelhmL (x50). 
-vn­
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FIGURE 	 3.40_ 
a. 	 ~~oulodactylus terminal leg segments showing 
dimorphic propodal spination. 
b. 	 Gnatbopod of a caprellid, modified to suit a clinging 
babit • 
• 
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4. REPRODUCTION. 
With one exception, pycnogonids are dioecious. Marcus (1952) 
described the single herm2"phrodi tic species, Ascorhynchus corderoi, 
from shallow waters of the Brazilia...'1 coast. Specimens were found 
bearing ovigeral egg masses and having both ovaries and tes tes in 
the femora of all walking legs. The hermaphrcdi te characters of 
the species Vlere confirmed by Stoc~~ (1965) on tne discovery of 
further specimens from the same area. Additionally, 5Jna...'1dromorphs 
also have Deen reported ':vi -thin two genera of pycnogonids, 
Ascorhynch1;s (Losir:.s-Los'insky, 1974)' &'1d Anoulodactylus (Child, 1978). 
These are abnormal specimens of mixed sex, which are not hermaphrodite, 
having so~e tissue genetically ~d structurally female and other 
genetically ~'1d structurally male. 
In a::'cl pycnogonids the gonads are in the trunk, lying dorsad to 

the gut on ei ther side of the heart. Like the digestive system, 

each gonad sends lateral branches in to the walking legs, reaching 

to the end.s of the tibial segments in sorne species, notably wi thin 

Cclossendeis (Hoek, 1821). In many species -':he femora of the fem2.1e 

are often inflated to accommodate the developing ova. A DLique ­
fea ture of pycnogonicls is the presence of mul tiple genital openings. 

These are situated on the second coxal se&~ent of some or all of 

the legs. In Nymphon they occur ventrodistally on all the legs. 

Hoek (1881) first described o~genesis in pycnogonids, 
dis tinguishing between pJ:'evi tellogenic ova and those containing 
l ' , t' al.:;o 'In the dl' ffero.nt stages of egg maturationyO_K, ana. c':;r.unen ,lng - '- ­
, +J..' +h Tn re,~.ent years" the early development of the ova 
';"111 'Ann ".8 ovary. - ~ 

has b,een stud.ied in detail for 3uropean coastal species (Sanchez, 

o TT' 1972 ., 1975,· 19"IS') the yolk being' synthesized1959; T3.rvis Sc il.lng,< _ ,u J 
h l 11 ex tra-01:)c"l1tic contri'oution • wi thin the enlarging ova 'wi t on_y a sma J 
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The pattern is simHar to that shown in other aquatic chelicerates, 
such as Limulus, and is considered to be primitive within the 
Arthropocia. 
The number of eggs me..turing wi thin a femur at anyone time appears 
to varj be~Neen genera. Sanchez (1959) reports that all eggs matured 
together in a femur of Endeis suinosa, whilst for Calliuallene 
species (Sanchez, 1959) and Pronallene lon~cens (Nakamura ~~d 
Sekiguchi, 1980), only bo eggs ma tured at one time. 
Little study has been made of pycnogonid spermatogenesis. The 
sperm are non-motile and study of their ultrastructure (Van Deurs, 
1974a & b; King and El Ha-wawi, 1978) reveals 8.."'1. arranger-lent of 
microtubules of the flagellvJD irl; 8 - 12 doublets, without a cent:r-al 
element. 'l'he vaI'iation represented by the red"L~ction of the 
mic:r-otubles indicates an evolutionary trend towards the reduction 
of movement, until, as in PycnogonuJD" there are only isolated 
microtubules without any o:her organelles. 
The primi tive arthropodan ty;e of vitellogenesis coupled witt 
wha t is known of spermatogenesis, ft":.rther 8upports the vie-N tha";; 
pycnogoniis may be an early offshoot from the basic arachnid stod:. 
In those pycnogonids where rna ting has been obse:t:ved. (~=oek, 1 881 ; 
Cole,1901; Sanchez,1959; King, 1978; Nakamura and Sekiguchi,1980) 
the male olings to the ventral surface of the female so that the 
geni tal pores of each sex are closely aligned. :he duration of ',bis 
pseudocopulation varies betv,een speCies, taking, acccriing to Cole 
(1901),only five minutes in An()Dlodac~ylus lent-us, whereas JaI""ris 
and King (1972) have reported P;rcnogonu:n Ii ttorale +,aking as long 
as five weeks~ An intermediate dura':-icn, bO','J8ve:r:, fo:r: tbe cCIT.l.le"';,~ 
process of "copulation" and oviposi tiGn is of ":.he or:1e1.' of '1 few 
hours, as reported for Nymuhon [.IX:).ci1e (King ':md J~';:'vis, 4;-72: fo:::' 
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P"onallene longiceDs (Nakarrn)xa and Sekiguchi, 1980) . 
As the eggs are released they are fertilized and collected into 
mas ses . Ti1e male of ~T;YTIrchon gracile performs this task with the 
ovigerous legs, forming the eggs into ball shaped masses (Jarvis 
and King, 1970). However, for ?ro-pallene longiceps it is the female 
who collects the eggs wi th her cvigers before transferring them to 
the male (rTakamura and Sekiguchi, 1980). In s:pecies with reduced 
ovigers, such as Pycnogonum littorale, the eggs are not cemented 
together in balls, but are instead attached in a flattened mass 
to the ventral side of the male! s trunk. The Colossendeidae are &'1 
exception; .al though both sexes possess well develol=,ed ovigers, nc 
specimen of ei t,her sex has ever been found carrying ;naturing 
egg masses, and tJ:~eir development rerr.ains a total mystery. Amongst 
the genera that do collect their egg masses, the eggs are cemented 
together using a silk-like ad1:.esive :prcd.uced from glandS si tua ted ,:)n 
the ventr9..l surface of the male femora. 
Cavanna (1876) first demonstrated. that it was the male and not, 
as :previously thought, the female, that recei'Tes the eggs ':!.f-:er 
fertiliza~ion (see ,Hoek, 1881). Ttere are, however. excep-:;ion;; +,::; 
this in the li tere. ture. H0ek (1881) .reports finding a female ::'f 
N;vmphon brevicaudaturrr carrying ma-:uring eggs, 9..nd G-ordon ('1932) 
reports a female H:Y"TIlpLon 'iii th egg:3 on th';? femcra of ail l;?gs. ::Oi'le":er, 
nei ther author states specifically ivr:ether .these were pycnogc:lid eggs. 
Hedgpeth (1964) has found prosobranch mollusc eggs a :t9..o1:.ed. -:0 the 
femora and tibia of the ACltarc:tic pycnogonid Colossen;ieis ::1ei~,'alonv:(, 
and. Vii thin the Arc tic it ii3 no t uncor::mO!1 "'0 fi nei. T:l:l1h,.sc coggs 
attached. to the l:egs and bodies o';:~ , s::pecially the 
colossendej_d~; and larger :'Tymnhon ::pecies (pe:::,.::om.:.l ob~·e'J:"'latior_). 
The vast ma.j ol'i ty of pycr.ogon; d zp":cias de'f81c,;, via a larval 
phase, the pro tcnymphon (fig 4.1). A few specie is, such as 
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BO~'eonymphon robustum, develop direc. tly into J·uveniles f ' 
- rom ..LATge 
yolky eggs (Fage, 1954). Some species, such as ProDallene lon£l:iceus, 
hater.. O'.1t as r:os t larvae, with three or four pal· rs: ~ d
- or appen ages, 
but in Nymphon -i:;he young hatch out as protonymphon larvae, with 
three pairs of appendages - ctelicerae, palps and. ovigers. The 
protonylTIphon larva is oval in shape and superficially resembles the 
naup1irs larva')f barnac1es,2xcept that it cannot swim. Further 
s omi tes and appendages are added pos teriorly as the lar'Ja develops 
in to an adul t. 
Nakarrn::.ra (1981) rerorts that Propallene longiceps l.mdergoes 
nir,e o.cu1 ts frOI:l ha+;ching to adult. The fix'st moult occurs at the 
time of hatchiLg, so that the hatched larva is alrea~y a second 
Itinsta.r larva. Nakamura states that it seems to be general that 
pycnogonid larvae pass through about nine moul ts from hatching to 
adul t". Adults, however, may grew by a process not involving moul ting 
(King~ 1973). 
In Nvrrrch9D., when ",;he larvae hatch they remain g,ttached to the, ­
male ovigers, hanging by threads of silk. The larvae of the 
maj ori ty of Bas teTn Arcij c Nymphet} species are lost from Ghe male 
soon aft.er hatehing. However, in a few species (N. hi -rtipes (HedfuJeth, 
1963), N.slui+;eri (Hedgpeth, 1963; Just, 1972) and N.g:T'ossiII8s 
(personal cc,;;:ervation)) the larvae remain attached to +.be male oviger 
for a much longer period. They are lost from the male only when 
me tamorphosis is nearly comple te - v:i th only the posterio:~ fair of 
legs remaining as buds (fig 4.2). In laboratory condi +;ions, t.he 
larvae of N. hi rtipes were found to die soon s.fter leaving the male, 
. i 1 . , r1 t~' b ad1.l1t phase This lends sup_portWl "chuu t ,eve oplng oeyon... ulS su - • 

to <~be viev, that a further stage, as yet unknown, may intervene 

in the lifo cycle of this species, pe:r:haps involving a parasi tic 

1.- (;:"Q R·' cl' l)Frc;on"'l cOIn..ll1.mica-+:ion).
];:'llase \J:'.H._clcr:.arrs, ~- - '" ­
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and closely 
In other genera, ir. other areas, larval sites of development 
have 1)een recorded for pycnogor.ids. These include a number of 
species whose larvae encyst as galls within polyps of hydroids, 
where their metamorphosis is usually completed. The species of 
hydroid parasitized by the larvae is usually one or. which the adult 
is known to feed. The larvae of Anoplodactylus petiolatus have 
been found encys ting within the hydroids Campanularia flexuosa 
(nogiel,1911) and Hydractinia echinata (Giltay, 1928). The larva 
of Nymphonella tapetis completes its development within the mantle 
cavity of the bivalve Paphia uhillippinarum, feeding parasitically 
and undergoing metamorphosis before leaving to continue a free 
living adult life. A similar situation has been observed in Achelia 
chelata on the Californian coast, which is 'a parasite' of Mytilus 
californianus in winter and spring, but leaves the host in summer 
(J .W.Hedgpeth, personal communication) .. 
Wi thin the Eastern Arctic, the life cycle of only one pycnogonid, 
:Soreonymphon robustl.lffi:. is completely lmown. The eggs develop 
directly into juveniles, which are not lost from the male, but 
remain attached, clinging to the body, ovigers and walking legs, 
and not leaving until they are over one-third the size of the 
parent (Hedgpeth, 1963; Just, 1972). 
Breeding seasons amongst pycnogonids have been littl~ studied. 
Jarvis and King (1978) "report that shallow water Bri tish species 
are li ttle different from most other tem];arate shallow water 
invertebrates in having .8, prolonged breeding season, lasting often 
for most of ibe yeax. Aooording to Gordon (1932) the breeding 
season of subantarcric pyonogonids is from May to July and, for 
Antarctic speoi.eS, from October ·to April: the greater part of the 
for polar marine invertebrates,austral summer. Th1a:ia 
whose breeding sea$on 
....* 
synchronized with the plankton blooms of late spring; and early 
sUi1Irner. 
Records of sex ratios 8mong pycnog;onid syecies are very sparse, 
indeed, only one comrent has come to light. Giltay (1928) record.e 
Pycnogonum lj ttorale along the Belgian coast 8.S having; equal 
numbers of males and females. 
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4 • 1 OVI GERS • 
','Ii -thin the Arthropoda, o7igerJus legs or ovigers are peculiar 
to the Pycnogonida. They appear as modified walking legs, arising 
from lateroventral outg.cc-.vths of the cephalic somi.te, im;nediately 
posterior to the palps. 
The ovigers are present in Doth sexes of five of tile eight 
families of Pycnogonida (Hedgpeth, 1947). However, amongst the 
Phoxichilidiidae Sars(1891), Endeidae Norcm~~ (1908) and PY8nogonidae 
Wilson (1878) they are present only wi thin the males, although 
Pycnogonum anovig-erum Clarke (1956) lades o"vigers in ooth sexes. 
Oviger segment nu.llbers vary accor.ii:'lg to family, from five 

· ... h·

'I'll v.~ln the Pho:cichilidiidae, to 9. :naximu..rn ie"velopmeh-t of ten 
wi thiri the Nymphonidae Wilson (1878), Ta.c~ystylidae Schimks7Ii tsch (1913) 
and Colosseniidae Hoek (1881). 
The function of the o""igers 'fli thin the females of many small 
intertidal species is unknown. However~ in the large Antarctic 
and deep sea species the ovigers serve, in '::loth sexes, 2.,8 sle9:-:.ing 
appendages, the terminal o-vrigeral sl~gmen ts or I shla'p~erd2:::roo}:! 
ei ther being hooked around a leg and como'O;d along tb~ seg~Tlents, or 
opened ani combed a8ross the body. 'I'he dl;:cUculate spines along 
the inner edge of the terminal segments a~ts 9.S a. brus~1 to r9rrlO'J2 
ep'izoi tes and detri -'cus which readily 0<2COlnS: s.ttached to these 21oV) 
mo-.ring animals. In species where clea:1ing 1:'::'3 0 een observ-9d, for 
example in the colossend.eids, there is no morp~olcgical diff~?rc'omc2 
be tween the olTigers of the two sexes. 
only, is the carriage of the ":Jaturingag,s;nasses (Cal"'3.nna, 1876) • 
\This has been observed in six of th<:l3ight fa..milies. King (1 . ...I) 
reports that when a male is in posseSSion :Jf egg masses t:m 
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cleaning function is suspended, with the result ~hat the anim~l may 
become overgrO't'vn with e:pizoi tes. In the Pycnogonidae, -+;:le male 
ovigers are to:) reduced to perform this function, -i~he "3ggs being 
attached instead, in a flat masS, to the ventral surface of t:'1i2 trunk. 
In the family Colossendidae, since the m,ales have ne\Ter be.::;n ::>'\;)ser'T:?d 
to carry egg masses, cleaning a:ppears to be the only fl.Ulcti::.n c.::' the 
ovigers in this group. In addi tion, howc';ver, Nal:amura 0...'1.1 ~3'.:lki.;~:;;hi 
(1980) report that th2 terminal segments of the male ovi~r in 
Prone-Hene longiceps are em:ployed in transferring- t::e 
f::eam the female oviger to the fourth3.nd fif':il ~'33grl1:'!r. tSJf ~h{3! 
oviger immediately after mating. 
Wi thin the genus It:.rlllphon, the o-J"igers are of ten :.:eg:nen'ts •• 
proximal three correspond to the coxae of -the -:ialking 103£,8 , (:>;;in":; 
short. The three central segments, which are e;::r:..livs.l;::m-: :0 ::,c. 
femur a..'1.d tibiae, are the longest. ~he fcu.r zho::::-t ,ii3"':al 
each of whicb bears on its inner edge a rmv of le'3.f-lika :J,i::::::!·':,cul?l.~';: 
spines, form a structure similar to a s:':epherd t i£; crool.;: ( g'':. : •• ' 
In Nymphon, the tenth segment b:::ars a dis tal, serrl-:<'::l, :<:? 
Amongst species in which both sexes have 
male are almost always longer than those of ;::::'0' :.s 
this increase in 
',"';:' ~"l:'~<morphological adaptations sl.1ch as ",71'3l1ings, 
. '"" .,'.... '." 'I 
'"""."'....is most pronounced on the fourth~ fif-+:h ani sixth , .. , 
are the main areas of egg mass attachnit::nt. 
oviger, particularly in length. 
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to species, but all the variations fall easily into fiv2 distinct 
(.J..-lgroups based on the morph0log;'{ ,.)f ovigers of the :n:11es \ I"ao-,-e 4.1.1) . 
~. 
T The fifth segment only is modifieli in the male, shmving an 
increase in length by as much as 70% cOr:1pared Vii th that of the female. 
In addi ~ion, -f::here is a slight n9.rrm'ling in the iiarneter of the 
segment ccm~ar8d'1i th t03.t of the female, for example, N:t'1Tuhon 
II. '11he wh'Jle o"'J"iger is increased in 3ize compared with that of 
the female. However, the increase is directly proportional to the 
dimensions -of the female oviger, thus making sex-identification on 
-':;his basis very d_ifficul t. This is especially so 1:li thin th,:: smaller 
adul t size-ranges where the gonads are not easily detectable, as in 
III. Only the fouren ani fifth segments show 9.n increase in length, 
this often being marked. The fifth segment, especially, is very long 
and thin, o2ing ei ther straight as in Nymoh::m el~ga.'1s and ~L lon;ri tarse, 
or curved as in l!.l1acronxx 8.nd. N.macruJTl. The pattern is 
characteristic <)f the nore graceful forms, (figs 4.1 .4a& b) . 
IV. Si:rli19r in general structure to III, but t.he fifth :::eg,12nt 
is distinc:ly swollen liistally to aCC0ffi':loclate the muscle attacbr:1ents 
and the insertion of the sixth segrn",nt. Al tho:;gb this is a::1 
aclaptation of graceful forms, the mem')ers of this groUlJ s.re usually 
more robust in general 9.ppearence tha.'1 thO.s2 of III, as in ~I;{!nol:F'n 
grossipes, H.micrcrhyn:::hum and N.sluiteri~ (f~gs 4.1.5a & b). 
V. Both fourth and fifth s::gml::n':;s :lre long'?r in the :nale 9.:-:d 
possess additional modifications ~hj2h increase the surface area ~f 
series of serr9.ticns in the ~'3arne plane, (f:'gs 4.1.6a& 
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robust species N.hirtl·~e~ and ~ ~e11 11 th ~ ~ .1. v e urn ere are both median and 
distal swellings on the fifth segment, b th
- 0 being heavily setose, 
(figs 4. 1 • 7a & b) • 
Within the Eastern ATctic, both sexes of the Nymphon species 
present have a gland-like structure on the ovigers. This is 
si tuated ~ear the proximal end of the fourth segment, on the outer 
face. 
In the maj ori ty of species the structure is minute &''1d ca:::J. be 
located only with the aii of a microscope. In Nym-nhon !Ueg21ops and 
N. serratum, however, the structure appears as a prominent mound or 
nodule which, upon microscopic examination, ca:::J. be seen to open via 
a central fine pore. Al though it is most clearly visible in these 
two species, the nodule is also clearly apparent in both sexes of 
N.elegans, and in the females of N.leptocheles, N.longitarse, 
N.macrum and N. slui teri, but to a lesser degree. 
Such structures have been observed previously "A'i thin the @;Bnns 
NymMhon. Meinert (1899) described the structure believing it to be 
a sense organ, possibly of hearing. Dohrn (1879) and Hoek (1881) both 
consider that the structure is glandular. Hoek describes it as 
consisting of a true glandular part, opening via a constri~tion into 
a sac-like receptacle which in turn opens to the exterior via the 
fine pore. No function haS been a~tributed to this structure by 
either of t~ese two authors, but since the gland is located on a 
reprodnot:ve appenda~i t may be the 3i te of production of 8. chemical 
attractant akin to the pheromones of other arthropodan groups. A 
lie tailed hietological .and bistochemi cal e:ICamina tion would oe needed 
to shed l1gbton the st~p:cttlI'e and function of the nod'Jle. 
e. ,-, ~~'\{~L~qi~i,;:':""",; 
'~~~L.~:':t(,~::~:D::jj~~~~:t~X'1~'!':,·j:~f ~!:=, ,,~r~ "'f*I:!;\';2;":}~~,,] ,';, / 
The larval phase, within the Pycnogo:lida, is ":'lon-pelagic. It is 
therefore of considerable selective advantage for the animals to 
nurse their eggs and larvae. To have the eggs and. young inamass, 
protected by the parent, not only reduces the chances of predation 
but also, because the larvae are non-pelagic, enhances ,iispersal 
by the movement of the male away from the site of mating. 
The longer a larva can remain attached to a parent, the greater 
are its chances of survival. The habit has reached its greatest 
developmen t in Boreonymphon robustum, in which the larva develops 
wi thin the egg and hatches directly in to a juvenile ·nhich remains 
a ttached to the parent '.mtil fully developed. Indeed, in this 
species the YOU!lg ::l..o not leave the parent l.mtil they are aL"ost 
fully mature. 
Brooding may have an additional surTival advantage for sp::cies 
having a parasitic larval phase in that the parent can deposit 
the yo~~g within the host. 
The origin of the nursing habit amongst pycnogonids is still in 
debate. Hedgpeth (1954b) believes that it may have had it origin 
in a primitive hermaphroditic condition, which is now represented 
by only a single species, Ascorhynchus corderoi. Bouvier (1923), 
however, considers that this f~~ction of th8 ovigers has been 
secondarily acquired and that the colossendeics, which io not nurse 
their eggs, exhibit the primitive condit~on. 
The marked sexual dimorphi am of the Eastern Arctic £t!JllPhon species 
is very useful in distinguishing beheen the sexes in such sp"'cies 
as N.longitarse and N.groas1pes, where the gonads ca~not be clearly seen. 
The morphologice.l diverei ty among.at the ~ale ov'igers provides 
a good taxonomio f'ee.t1Jt.'t'e aids in the olarifica.tion of the 
genus wi thin the area. ~ intet'llJpecific distinctions between the 
maj ori ty of speciesJf NY1llD':l.On are very small t the clearest often 
being s8Allal ones, particularly the male ovigeral adaptations. For 
this reaSon it is far easier to distiEguish l)~tiJIeen males of 
different species than 'oetw8',m the females. This fact prompted 
Gordon (1932) to construct a suplementary key of Antarctic ~!lDhol1 
species, for males only, around tht'3 specific ,iifferences in 
oviger morphology. 
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TABL84.1.1. COI\~PARTSon OF OIfIGl<:::H MORPHOLOGY m' EASfrr'~RN ARC'I1IC BI!V1PHON SPECIES. (IN 1'111 [. LTME'rRl<:S) • 
SF'ECIE;S. 

SPJ:<JCt8S. 4th SEGMEN"T 5th SEG1VlEN'l'. 

MEAN LENGTH IVfALE % JVll~AN LE;NGfrH MALE; % FURTHER ADAPTATIOn Oli' 
[NCREASE. MALE OVIGER.F81VfALE : MALE mCREASE PEMALE : MALE 

GROUP. I 

None.N.Hl:RTUM 1.20 1.24 3.33 1.60 2.52 57.50 

N • MJ<~GALOPS 2. SF3 2.92 -1.38 2.92 5.00 71.23 None. 

-,--~.-,----
38.80 None.N!:?.EFm~TI~\,! 2.92 3.04 4·11 3.63 5·04 
I 
-' 
.p:.. 
\,.[) GROUP. ITI 
Entire oviger enlarged.N. LQiiJGI..MANlTIvr 1 . () 3 1 • SIC) 16.56 1.66 1.90 14.55 
38.80 Entire oviger enlarged.N. S'l'Fl.~MI 3.84 4.90 27 .60 3.84 5.04 
GROUP.IIT 
None.N • EL lEGA,lfS 1.44 ~~ .40 66.G7 2.54 4.52 77 .95 
------~--
2.00 -18.34 1 .5'( ;) .02 28.66 None.l'!.Jl2[!Q:-C1'PI1(SIQ 1.69 
-0 
1.62 ;29.60 5th seglIlant GLuved through 90 •l:!..}~ACW2IIYX 1 .19 1.43 20.16 1. ?5 
_ 0 
2.6!) 5th segment curveti through 90 .a. TVillQHUliT 1.5') 2.10 35. LJS 1 .50 76.67 
---------
-------
---------
TABLE 4. 1.1. (con tinued) • 
GROUP IV. 
5th seglfi(~nt distally swollen.N.GROSSIPES 2.28 3.94 40.72 2.85 3.24 20.00 
-------~--
1 ~82 45.60 5th segment distally swollen.N • IVIICRORHYNCHUM 1.25 1.81 44.80 1.25 
60.00 5th segment dis tally swollen.N.SLUITEHI 2.09 3,04 45.45 1.90 3.04 
I 
--l. GROUP.V\Jl 
0 
1.86 2.80 5th segment with row of nodules,I N. LBPrOCm<::LES '1.80 2.40 33.33 50.53'
_._----­ 6th segrnent with rovV of serrations 7 
bo th on inner edge of ovigel'. 
5th ;::legment wi th heavily setoSE)N.1HR'nPES. 1.95 2.46 26.15 1.86 2.93 57.52 
---.---- HIedi an and di s tal bu.l ge s • 
5th segment with setose medianN. 'l'EJ.Il8LIJllM 1 .31 1.67 27.48 1.24 2.26 82.25 
and distal bulges. 
FIGURE 4.1.1. 
Njillphon megalops. 
a. Shepherd's crook (x50). 
b. Male oviger (x12). 
c. Female oviger (x1 2). 

i 
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FIGURE 4.1.3. 
NyrrU;hon macrum. 
a. Male oviger (x25). 
O. Female oviger (x25). 
Nymphon slui teri. 
c. Male oyiger (x2S). 
d. Female oYiger (x25). 
N.B. 	 Only fourth, fifth and sixth segments have 
been represented. 
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.EIGDRE 4. 1 • 4 • 
,11;1" 
Nym~hon leptocheles. 
a. 	 Female oviger (x2S). 
b. 	 Male oviger (x2S). 
Nymphon hirtines. 
c. 	 Female oviger. (x12) 
d. 	 Male oviger (x12). 
lLB., O:uly the fcurth, fifth and sixth segments 

have been represented. 
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All 8igb t :pycnogon~d fami"-ies a:re known to possess cement (or 
silk) glands. 
Dohr.1. (1881) first Ilescribed their presence and possible fu.."'lction, 
no:'ing that wi thin the genus PhQxich;lid.iUI1 (including A,wolodactylus) 
the :nales have a s iDgle pore-like opening on the fourth or femoral 
segmen t :)f all ',va~king legs. These he called Ki tt.i:cUsen (= cement 
glands) ar1<i iJreswned t':1eir flliction to be glandular, probably 
prod_ue ing tne adhesiVB used to bind the f9rtilized eggs tog:::ther 
, 
and to secure them in sphe:rical :nasses to the male ovigers after 
mating. 
I Bet-Neen genera "Ehera is a considerable variation in both the nUt':lber and position of the pores. TanystIl~, Phoxi£hilidium and ~~oplodactylus 
typi8ally have a single :pore poei tioned rlorsally, usually at the 
tip of a conical tubercle. Euryc;rde also has a single pore, but the 
pas i tien varie s be tween species, be:'ng either d.orsal or ventral anl1 
in cne species, E.c~ta (Child, 1978), posteriolateral. In 
Colossendeis the pores ax'e numerous and scattered over the entire 
ventral surface 'i'!har'8as in AS~9rhynchus and Nym-phon theys,re arranged. 
in a single line in mid-ventral position. The exception wi thin 
N;rm,Qhon is N. tubi f-3rlll-J_ (8 tock, 1978) which has only a single ventcal 
pore mou.l1-:;ed ::m thesnd of a long spigot." 
Roek (1;381) first investigat,sd the inter:'1al structure of the glands. 
He found that th""y -Ne r:e composed of a skeletal rnatrix of connective 
tissue with glandular nucleated cells filling the interstices. 
thIS g'lan\i"l1ar lilc1.teri;:1l eOClIJletely filled tha spaces, the skeletal 
lla trix was often obscured. 
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The shape of the cellula:::, mass differs between genera although 
the cellular composi. tior: is similar. In Nymohon and !:scorh;ZClchu8 
it forms a single compact :nass, lying on the ventral surf,we, 
entirely in the femur in Nyrnph2.g and 8xteuding into the first tibia 
in some species of Ascorh,ynchus. The external po:::-es, although in 
most genera r~stricted to the femur, may be p:resent as farrlown t:1e 
leg as the second tibia, as has been repo:cted in Ascorh:mchus (Stock, 
1975). In ~qlossenl~eis, instead of a single glandular mass; there 
are nUT1er:JUS isolated. patches of tissue, each attached to a single pore. 
The shape of the glandula:::, Jells also differ between genera acco:::-ding 
to Hoek. 'l'hose of Ascorhynchus are fusiforn whilst in ~Tymphon they 
are globose, but in both genera they aI"" distinctly nucleated. In. 
all genera studied the glandular mass or masses have a well defined 
~1.erve plexus. 
Hoek found that mature males of a few spec=-es, including 1I1rxmhon 
grossipes h9.d no glandul9.:::' :;;ore openings. This he a3sumed was an 
ind.ica ti::m that their presence was seasonal, being p:!:'8sent only 
during the breeding season. Like Dohrn, Hoek concluded that the 
function of the ceDent gla..'1G.s Ws,s to Si3crete the egg bincling adhesi"ve. 
Fro''} personal ob3ervati:m of the fifteen species of Eastern Arctic 
~:nnhon, it is cle9.r that the males of all species hays C8meD t glands 
wi th Jores lying in a si.ngle mid.-ventral line on the femora of all 
walking legs. 
tb::: oniy liscernible external evidence of the glands is a row of 
. t TIlt; dl' ffic'cll ty of d,etecting th~ femoral pores could:Inn"]. e pores.. _ 

hayc~ bsen wny .108, ;;:5 oViC I' _ > . l.
't' k (1 -81) lool"Ad them In a few s_oecies, such 
I ' ., 1 t.h· re ~enc'" is more obvio'J.s, appearingas N. hirtipes a.'1d.~. t,':'me.J.. urn ," 81r p ::, . '" 
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as a row of flat-topped nodules, each 'ivith a pore on the crown. 
(Figs 4. 2. 1a & c). 
However, a few specimens of ~phon hirtipe.E., although possessing 
well develope,i femoral nodtues, hsd round :::oather than flat crowns. 
On closer inspection they were found to lack the central, glandular 
pore. 
A histological examination of t~e femoral cement glands was made 
to discover if there was any internal morphological difference between 
the two. 
Fresh specimens of NymJhon hirtines were narcotized in ethyl 
acetate for t'!JO hours ani fixed in sea-'Nater Bouins solution for 
24 hours before being tra..."1sferred to 10% neutralized formal saline 
solution. 
Ti'ssue for histological examination 'Nas then selected, femora 
wi th open and closed glands ','Iere washed in distilled ','later for 24 
hours to remove any formalin sal ts prior to dehydra tion in 
successively higher concentrations of alcohol and embedd.ing under 
VaCU1JIlJ. • 
A maj or iifficul ty in the preparation ·::;,f pycnogonid tissue foc:' 
histology is the hard, thick and relatively'bri tUe cu~icle Yihich; 
1IDless sufficiently dehydrated Stnd -sm';)edied, shears::mt of the 
embedding block when it is secticned, breaking the soft internal 
tissues. 
Various embedding ined.:,a 'Nere tried, including the ester ",;axes 
1947 and 1960 (Steedman, 1360) which have a hard'3r a.'1d, more 
crystalline composi tion than ordin9.ry par.a.ffinwa:x:.. l'h''lse pro721 
unsuccessful, the g-i'eater crystalline 3t~-uctllr{; increasing -:hl':) 
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shearinlT effect. H'He> t l" f"' ( 0Q -'-" _n ua_l.y, para 11n ";Vax \mel ting pOint 58 F) wasV 
llsed, out to prod.nce a harder block vlhich wouJ.d prevent shearing a..'1d 
improve ribboning it waS cooled for fifteen minutes "before any 
attempt was made to section it. 
Sections 7Jere cut with a Cambridge rotary microtome, Type 52164, 
with the lrnife set at an 8J1gle of fifteen ciegrees. The sections were 
between eight and eleven microns thick, nine being most common. 
Sections cut at nine microns produced excellent ribboning, with the 
minimum of compression of t~ssue. Both longitudinal and transve~se 
sections 'Nere clear and of good standard at this thiclmess. 
After sectioning, the r.ibbons ',',erE? floated onto glycerine alb'J..1Tlen 
The soft internal tissue and theeoa ted slides and r1.ried at 37°0 • 
paraffin wa.."IC embedding media both adhered efficiently to these coated 
slides. However, the thick cuticle did· not adhere to the slides and 
to avoid losing it during staining the slides were further coated 
wi th a thin film of 1% celloidin in a 50/50 mixture of ether and 
a'Jsolute alcohol after lewaxLJ.g in xylene. 
All sections '.vere then sta:i:ned in Mallory's triple stain g,nd 

:noun~ed using Euparal, this method :leing best for a preliminary 

sxarnina tion of the histological structure of the ceme::1t glano.s • 

The, internal structnre of the cement glands of Nymphon hi.:rtiDes 
coinciies '!lith the d8script:'on gi'Ten by Hoek (1881) for Nvm-phon. 
The gl:mi1.l.1a::::o mass of tissue lies along the proximal two-thirds 
of the 1rentral ;mrface of the femoral segment in each leg, the 
The glarl.d~llar masS has a connectiveproximal end being to;;, wider. 
tissue stnlctural1l8trix which takes up •Mallory' s triple stain. The 
matrix is filled with glan1ular tissue compo.sed of numerc;]S n~lcleated 
, " t . +. FroIJ" these si tes of 'nroteinglooose ce.i.1S con "alDl. ng pro ,81n. - 1:'II 
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prod.uction, d.w:;ts can clearly be seen lead.ing to the external Jpen 
:::ores on the raised. mouclds of the ventral surface. Nervous tissue 
is yresent throughout the entire mass. Figs 4.2.2a& b show coaroarative 
sections from ODen and closed. cement gland.s. The open gland.s h9.ve 
a much thicker layer of subhypod':::rmal glandular tissue ';:hich includes 
clearly dgtectable sites of glandular activity. In contrast, the 
subhypodennal layer of the closed femora is very thin, ~ho1Ning little 
or no sign of glandular activity. 
This prel:L'1l.inary histological examination, al though ~J.sing a 
stand.arcl technique, has nevertheless corroborated thl::: earlier 
'!\lork of Hoek and given an insight in~o the relationship between the 
state of the glands and pores and the maturity of the individual. A 
d.etailed histological a:.'1d histocheoical exa.mi:1ai;ion 'Nould be :required 
to detern.ine the precise nature of the glandular cells and the chemical 
composition of the ad.hesive. 
TAXONOLITC SIGNIFICA...l'ifCE GF PORE ~rT!liI3ERS. 
N;ymnhcm hirti nes and N. tenellurn are morphologically sirr,ilar 
species with the maj or difference between the two being 0:18 'Jf 
ma.x:irrmm adul t size; N. ten8llwTI is considerably smaller '!iher: fully 
developed. 
The femoral cement nodules in both species are detectable ',vi tho'J.t 
the aid of a :nicroscope. Sars (1891) r~corded the number ,)1 porez in 
~oth species ~~d found them to be different. 
In ord.er to establish the taxonomic 3ignificane~ of the pore 
numbers a census was :nade using forty adl.ll t :nale N .ti::.'+:in·es '3...'11 
twen ty N. tens11un. 
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per leg ietermined. r:::'his was then plotted against to-':;al leg length 
for each specimen to give an indica-tion of the relationship between 
pore nu~ber and animal size. (Graph 4.2.1). 
The variation in pore num~8r from limb to limb in a~y one 
individual is slight. 
There Nas a direc: correlation in both species between animal 
size and pore number (Graph 4.2.1.). The difference in adult size 
between N.hirtipes and N.tenellu.ln is clearly reflected by the pore 
nunbers. For N. tenellum the range lies between two and five pores 
per leg, whereas among specimens of N .hirti"p8s the range is beheen 
six and thirteen pores per leg. 
The species description of N. hirtiDes recognizes both g, large 
and a small size morph, a3 set out in section 2. This too is 
cle2~rly represented wi thin the pore census, the sm.all morph has sLx 
to eight pores on each leg,8,.,.'1li the large one seven to thirteen. 
All specimens of NYm~h~ pirtiDescarrying either maturing egg 
masses or young on the ovigers, a11d obviously in a state of full 
sexual rnaturi ty', haiTe been fO~l..~d to }1a~"e open femoral pOTes. This 
implies that those specimens in which the .;;ores are closed are not fully 
sexually mature, although from th,"! state of oYiger development ani, in 
some specimens, the fully open genital pores, th'3] mB] appear to be. 
A further moult must therefore interY9n8 b,afore the femoral pores 
attain the open state ani there; mU3t 3.1so be a suiden increase in :hG 
gland.ular tissue of the subhypo::lenilis during peri cd. just prior to 
the final moul t. 
So alike are Nymphon ;~irtiT;r:L3 and. H.t,-snellum that Mei::8rt ( 893), 
Appellof (1'318) a"'1d Scl:l.imke·,vihsch (1930) suggested that th3 t":JO 
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resul ts 8f this Gensus show no over1ap b etween the two ranges of 
femoral cement pore numbers and is therefore evidence that these are 
ho distinct speoies. In addition, the femoral pore nurnbers can 
be used to distinguish between the males of N.hirtipes 8...YJ.d N.tenellum , 
a feature which has been used with success in the systematics of 
En,ieis (King, 1974) and Ascorhynchus (Stock, 1975). 
The raYJ.ges of the pore numbers of the two size morphs of 
N .hirti-pes do overlap however, and these should not therefore be 
awarded ·iis tinc't sub-specific or specific, status. The size variation 
is probably attributable to a difference in environmental conditions 
rather than to a genetic difference. 
The his tological study of the cement glands of N. hirtipes has 
provided evidence that specimens having rounded,rather than flat-
to pped, femoral nodules' are not sexually fully mature. Externally, 
the specimens lack pores on the femora and internally, the 8ub­
hypodermal tissue shows little or no signs of glandular activity. 
Thompson (1909) reports that, in most species, the pores appear for 
the first time at the last moult before maturity is attained and 
Nak&~ura (1981), in a study, of the post-embryonic development of 
~allene longiceps, s.dds that the femoral cement glands have 
several openings which appear only at, or after, the tenth and last 
moul t. 

In all genera, except Colossendeis, the internal glandular 

structure is similar, appearing as a single compact mass of tissue 

, J-h' .1.h f and occas;onally the tibia of the walking legs
W~ '" ~n u e em1..L'f' ... 
tissue appears as a collection of (Roek, 1881) • In Colossendeis, the 
separate external pore.each leading to a distinct isola ted patches, 
to colossendeidspeculiar
in other morphological anomaliesThiS, as 
1 
= 4 • 
such as gonad and terminal leg morphology, could be indicative of 
a primitive condition. 
The composition and mecha~ism.of release of the a~~esive 
produced by the cement glands is unknown. It is 'Possible that it 
may be similar to the silk produced by terrestrial spiders, which 
is a scleroprotein, extruded as a liquid and hardening, not from 
eX'Posure to air, but from the actual extrusion process itself. The 
mechanism of release must be associated with the mating 'Process, 
possibly being triggered by the release of sperm. There is an 

abundant nerve supply throughout the glandular mass. 

After fertilization has occurred in ProDallene longiceps and 
the eggs have been transferred from the female to the male ovigers, 
Nakamura and Sekiguchi (1980) have observed the male, which lies 
upside down, to move his ovigers actively, secreting cement from the 
glands and covering the newly fertilized eggs, which are at the base 
of the ovigers, in a pool. Using the four te:rminal dvigeral segments, 
he then removes the cement covered eggs, one by one, and secures them 
in bracelets of eight to the long segments of his ovigers. The 
cement solidifies within 24 hours. 
The variat.ion in the position Jf the cement pores in different 
genera suggests that there may be differences in sexual behavior. 
If the primary function of the secretion is to glue the fertilized 
eggs together then th~ 'Position of the pores must be important. 
Present lmo-wledge of mating behavior in p¥cnogonids is limited to a 
t 
few coastal species a..,YJ.d further studies like that of Nakamura and 
.:I' ... h +' er the oosi tiOD ofSekiguchi ()1980, is needed ,0 ""lscover w e un -­
tal"-"'U "! ·~'n·~ '~nilnal' cim.'in!g mating.
. ." _ up 0" v c; .:;0 ..- >~ 
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FIGURE 4.2.1. 
jJlU,E FEMUR OF NYMPHON HIRTIPES. 
Cement nodules are flat-topped possessing a. (x12). 
central pore. 
e 
Cement nodules are rounded and lackingo. (x25). 
central pore. 
of open C8r:l8n t rlodules. 
c. (x50) • High power view 
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FIGURE tl.2.1 
a. 	 V.L.S. Femur .:Mature male Nylllnhon hi-rtipes. 
b. 	 V.L.S. Femur. Male, final larval stage. Nym~hon hirtipes. 
c. 	 gu.t caecum 
g. 	 glandular material 
:L. 	 in teg1..1Jlien t 

cement nodule
no' 
m. 	 muscle fibres. 
c. 	 V.L.S. High power section of (a) 
d. 	 duct '? 
g. 	 gl8lldular material 
i. 	 in tegLunen t 
p. 	 pore 

storage vesicles '?
v. 
I ! 
p 
g~ 
. 
I ® 
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4.3. REPROIlUCTIVE BIOLOGY. 
T1;,e fecundity of the ?ycnogonida bas been examined in a mmber 
of different genera. Iletailed accounts of o(\genesis have been 
:9ublished by Sa."1chez (1959) and Jarvis and King (1978) 8....'1d of mating 
by Ki· ng (1972) d N d S ()1 " an a.cea."llura 'ill ekigu.chi 1380. 
Jarvis and King (1978) report that Pycnogonida produce 
relatively few eggs &'1d that the number of eggs maturing at anyone 
time within anova:rJ varies between genera. Sanchez (1959) found 
that all the eggs matured together within a single femur of 
Endeis ,spinos3. Monts-goue, 1808, whilst for species of Csllinallene 
Flynn, 1929 (Sanchez, 1959) and Pro?allene longicep§. Bohm, .1897 
(Nakamura a:.1.d Sekigachi, 1980) only two eggs matured within a femur 
.... 
a t anyone ~J.me • 
It lNas Cavanna in 1876 who first demonstate'i that it is the male 
ani not, as had been thought, the female 'Nhich receives the eggs 
after :rnating and fashions them into ovigeral masses. 
"Hoek (1881) noticed that both wit'~in and between species the size 
of the o7igeral egg ,nasses on the male vary considerably, being 
dependent on the ;3ize and number of eggs present. 
For eX8JIlple, each ovigeral egg maSS represents the entire 
ovulation of one female in Phoxichilidium femora tum. Rathke, 1799 
(Helfer & Schlottke, 1935) whereas for Endeis s~inosa a sLmilar mass 
represents the contents of only a single femur (Sanchez, 1959). 
In Pro';)allene lon,giceps each ovigeral mass comprises a number of 
bracelet,s. A single bracelet 8011 t~ins eight eggs, which is the 
the fourtot~?"l complement of mat1.:1I'2 ova from either the four left or 
, ,.... 1· ". 1980) Each 'orac2let i.s thus
rigb t femora ( Ihkarnu.r,'l. ana. ;:)'3 ngLlc.J1,. ­
J..\...-. .~ult ·.,r on'" ".,"' .... ;ng ··J1·"[1 "'ol·D<:1"1e female and represents halfC1
u1.:.8 re~ '-.J ;.. ' ..... J,,;,J, ___ , ... ,J.. ,.; ~ b­
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of her total egg 00mplement. It follows r~rom t~_ll'S t,r.,a+ 
., - u the entire 
ovigeral m3.SS must be the result ~ bor a nUll er of matings with 
different females. 
Both the number of ovigeral egg masses being carried by a sing:J.8 
male and the number of egid'Q whl' C'" a"a-;h ~~g mas ... ' o~ ." -'~ "'0; ,- S 00::1 ualns va!:'! 
be tween species. Hoek (1881) recorded that only a single mass 
was carried at anyone time by Ascorhynchus minutus. However, 
he added that this was probably not the usual case, ha';ing observed 
a nUIT1':Jer of: other species with two or more masses on each oviger. 
The mEL~imum number bf egg masses recorded on a single specimen is 
fourteen, thi,s for FhoxichilidiuJl1 femoratum (Helfer ane. 3chlottke, 
1935) • 
Pycnogcnid species can be classed broadly into three groups wi th 
repect to egg Size, which is dtstermined by the &llount of yolk 
present. Anonlcdactylus petiolatus and ?hoxichilid-ium femo-ratu'Il 
produce small, lightly yolked !'eggs (Helfer and Schlottke, 1935), 
the N:ymphonidae and Qa11iuallene species have large, heavily yolked 
eggs (Jarvis and King, 1978; Helfer and Schlottke, 1935) and the 
ATJlP.1otheidae and Endeidae have moderately yolked eggs which are 
interrned.ia-:;e in size (Jar-vis and King, 1978). 
T'D6 length of time for which the male carries the larvae varies 
bet"'een ~p~f'l'e~ Some deposl-+' v('"ry younorF larv3.e upon vectors, suchVi _ C>.VV <:>, - - _ _ 
as hydroid polyps, only a short time after hatching, whereas others 
ke ep charge of their larvae for longer periods. Although it has not 
been ,)bse~ved in Antarctic species, Hedgpeth (1963) noted that the 
m3les of tV}O high arctic N~lll.Rl:2Q species (ggtipes and rr· s1ui teri) 
carry their developing young until the fifth or sixth larval instar, 
'when. only the fourth pair of legs remain undeveloped, a stage also 
described as thiS sub-ad'll t. Thl3 pan-arctic species N'1'ffiuQgggross:;'ues 
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has bee~ fO'J..."'ld to :).0 the same (personal observation). In the other 
high arctic species of the NY1lphonidae, 13oreonYTIlnhon robustum, 
'parental care' is more marked. The eggs hatch directly into 
juveniles because the entire larva.l development takes place wi t~in 
the egg. After batcning they remain ouihe parent until they have 
grown to about one-third adult size. 
lni tial observations of the fifteen species of Eastern Arctic 
Nymphon revealed that large interspecific variations exist in both 
size and number of ovigeral egg masses carried on the males. To 
expose the extent of this -variation a study was undertaken of theI 
,I 
I 
mature ova wi thin the ovary, and. of the fertilized eggs present in 
the ovigeral masses on the male. 
These spe cie s vary cons id.erably in abund.6w.'1ce. N • h irti"De s and 
N. s trc;mi are ~')y far the mos t cOffi-'ilon, making them natural choices 
for study. For both, t~venty males with ovigeral egg masses and. 
twenty females haYing rnature ova wi thin their ovaries 'Nere selected 
for study. Four other s:pecies; N.elegans, N.m:lcronyx, N.se:c'ra-b.:un 
and N. tenellu'1l were included for comparison. These are less 
ahundant species and only fi va specimens of each sex 'llere ayailabla 
for study. 
All specimens '/Jere collected from the West Spitsbergen fishing 
grounds in the SUiwners of 1978 8..Yld 1979. All the material 'Nas 
initially fixed in 5% formol saline and finally, after washing in 
distilled water for 24 hours, transferred to 70% ethyl alcohol. 
The size of each individual was determined by taking the total 
length of the third left walking leg. Both eggs ani ovigeral masses 
were, for the purposes of this study, aSSUffit3d to '88 .3phsrical, this 
being a slight but acceptl?~ble approximation. 
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For each male, the eop'g masses t d d
'Nere coun e an their diameter 
measured. They were then individually r""mo''"ed from th~ v _ e oviger, 
broken up using fine forceps and the ' numoer .C' o~ eggs present counted. 
The diameter of ten, randomly selected eggs, was measured.. 
EXEU"!lination of the ova wi thin the female :1ecessi tated the 
dissection of each T_emur. Fl" -rst 11 f . d~ ,a emora were remove from each 
specimen. The cuticle of each was cut open along the ventral 
margin and the en tire ovary extracted. ':rhe eggs were then removed 
by rupturing the ovary wall with a d.issecticn needle. 
Only ma ttl.r,e eggs 7<Nere analysed. In situ these usually lie on 
tne ventral margin of the femoral Dvary_ T'ney are readily 
distinguishable by th:::ir Size, since they contain a full complement 
of yolk, and by the distinctive orange colouration of the fibrous 
outer coating. Irrillla ture eggs are off-white in colour. Mature e:ggs 
wi thin each ovary were counted and , as with the male, the diameter 
of ten was measured. 
Thr.:: syecies of N;zrmphon from the Eastern Arctic can be classified. 
in-;:,o two iis tinct groups vii th respect to -':;hei:r general morphology. 
First there are those species, such as N. str/)mi, which have a 
graceful shape, often with terminal leg segments suited to a 
striding habi t, and second, the robust "species, exemplified by 
N. hirtines, which have terminal leg segments sui ted. to a clinging 
habi t. 
There is a good correlation between these two types and egg 
( '1"1 1 4 -, 1) t l . males of the robust, clinging speciesmass nlJIIlber.J..ab e .J." l1e 
(N. hirtin83, N.mucrony-.JC and ~. tenellum) carry one, two :md. occasionally 
three ':::gg masses, whereas the males of the graceful forms eN. elegans, 
N.str/)mi GlrHl ;:;r.serratu.'1l) carry two, three and often as many as five. 
az 
iNhere more than ::me ovigeral mass are "resent ~ are present, they 
are always at different stages of de'"elopmeY',t., ". 
v "some Oelng recently 
laid whilst others are begir.in~ +0 ~~~c'n 
- 0 l> :.J.o. t.J _ • All embryonic development 
in pycnogonids takes place wi thin the ;nelast.;c f' b "­
- ~ ~ ~ l rous coaGing of 
the egg, which is ruptured only on hatching. 
For anyone species tte Sizes of both the unfertilized ova and 
fertilized eggs are Similar, although there is considerable 
variation in the sizes of mature eggs of different species (Table 
4.3.2.) . 
Egg size appears to be correlated wi th the nU;llber of egg masses 
carried by the male. Those species with only a few egg masses 
eN. hirtipes, N·.macronyx and N. tenellurn) have large yolky eggs with a 
size range of 0.6 to 0.8 mm, '.vhereas the others produce much smaller 
eggs. N. s tr\)mi and N. serratum each have an egg size range of 0.14 
to C.24rmn, '-'Jhilst N.elegans is intermediate in size with a range 
of 0.32 to 0.44 ITilll. Because the eggs varJ little in size and because 
both eggs and egg masse s are spherical, the egg mass size in all 
species shows a direct correlation with the number of eggs it contains. 
The m:unb(::r of eggs carried in an ovigeral mass is not constant 

wi thin a species. However, the variation is small compared with 

tha t shown bet';:een species. This is well illustrated by the two 

;nost abuIldant species. In N.hirtipes an egg mass contains about 

150 eggs 1Nhilst N. strBmi has 4,500. Of the remaining species 

under consideration, N.serratum has an ovigeral egg mass number 

similar to that of N.str5mi whereas N.elegans, N.macronyx a.'1d 

N. tenellum all have about the same nU'1lber as N.hirtipes. 
There is ampl·3 evidence that these species of N;ymphon do not 

all produce large heavily yolked eggs. N. hirtipes and N. tenellull. 
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do have large heavily yolked eggs but ~T.st~_u·ml' a-nd N
-, , u r • serra tum haye 
small eggs containing only a Ii tUe yolk and those of N. elegans 
are of intermediate size. 
%e eggs of Nymph on mature in batchea; whe:cJ. one has been laid 
another comes to maturity. Consequently, there is no apparent 
correiation between female siz'e and the n1Jlll.ber of mature eggs 
prasen t wi thin an ovary. The s&'llples were collected during a period 
of five weeks in summer and whilst some fe::nales were found to haye 
a full complement of mature eggs others, which had presuma'oly 
recently laid a batch, had few. A more accurate determination of 
egg production 1}Vould call for the continuous study of a species ,for 
a period of at least a year, which in polar areas is impractical 
because of the harsh climatic conditions during the winter months. 
Mating has not 'aeen observed for any species of Eastern Arctic 
N;rmphon but an oVigeral egg mass has been assumed to represent the 
entire oviposi tiOD of a single female. The n1Jlll.ber of mature ova 
in a female is closely correlated in ali these species wHO. the 
nu~ber of fertilized eggs in an ovigeral egg maSS. Observations 
of hatching have3hown that all eggs in anyone' mass hatch within a 
short period of time. 
Na...1<amura (1981). has shown that Propallene longiceps has an 
. d 1 .L of ,"'pp~_ox;mately sAven da1;8, +his beingemb rYJnlc ev~ op:nen u ",' _.L ~ ­ J v 
t '~'1 ' d The Pggs are laid simultaneouslyc ODS an"t 1 or a.L~ eggs eX21l1lne • ­
and it follows, therefore, that they must hatch together (Nakamura 
~ ,.., " h' 1930' In "fo.Tym,'-'hon there is synchrony in the hatchingan,.J. .::JeKlgucc ~, . /. J.~ ,.1-' 

of an ::::gg mass an<\ 8.ssuming that the time for embryonic development 

is const.3J1t, all eggs wi thin an ovigeral egg mass must have been 

laid simultaneously, and thus, at a single mating. 
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The length of time for w,h'lCh 1 arvae of different species of 
N\Tmphon~ remain attached to the ovigers varies. In N.strorni and 
N. serY'atum the larvae are lost from the parent at about the third 
instar stage, whereas, as stated above, those of N.h;-r..t';nes remain-'-1: 
clinging to the ovigeral setae with their chelae for the maj or part 
of their post-embryonic development. 
It is not known whether the 1 0 f N h irtipes are depositedarvae • 

upon the polyp of a hydroid vector, or whether t'oey are shed from the 

oviger to continue a free living development on the suDstratum. The 

shallow water species Anoplodactyl us- petiolatus is known to deposit 

. 
its larvae upon Campanul aria flexuosa (]ogiel, 1911), where the 

pas tIer-val development is completed. parasitically. 

This raises the question of h;mv larvae of spec:·.es such as 
N. hirtipes obtain their nutrition (Hedgpeth, 1963). In species 

which retain their larvae for long )?eriods large heavily yolked 

eggs are produced, the yolk within each being sufficient to sustain 

the larva through the early stages of post-embryonic development. 
In species which produce smaller, less yolky eggs, the larvae 
remain on ~he ovigers for only a short period of time 'oefore they 
are lost, presumably because their yolk reserves are exhausted and they 
must, therefore, seek ot~ler sources of nutrition. 
The habit of nursing the larva for the majority of its post-
embryonic development has been recorded for high arctic species only. 
It is, therefore, likely that it is a cold water survival adaptation. 
In warmer and shallower water species the habit of having a 
parasitic larval phase appears to be favoured. 
In 30reo:wmphon robustum , in Yihich the eggs are very yolky and 
the juvenile3 remain on the parent UIltil one-third adult size, it is 
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possible that the larvae develop sufficiently on the yolk reserves 
alone to reach a stage at which they C""'. feed. independently vlhils t"" 
still clinging to the male. 
Tne chances of survival increase with the length of time that 
the larva remai~ )n the parent, since the chances of predation are 
greatly reduced. The major factor limiting this is the amount of 
yolk in the egg at oviposition. When this is exhausted the larva 
must leave in order to avoid starvation. 
All the species of Nyn:uhon which occur wi thin the Eastern 
Arc tic experience a s table marine environment and. Dave a simI} rate 
of both development and reproduction. It could be argued that all 
of them conform well wi tn the K strat!3gy of survival postulated 
by Pianka (1970), although two different reproductive strategies 
are recognizable fullongst the species studied. :Both of these 
strategies represent different ways in which the genus has exploited 
its stable environment. 
One group of species,which includes Nostrfjmi and l-T.serratum, 
is well adapted for walking and consequently likely to browse ov.e: 
\ 
a wiele area. It follows that their chances of survival depend 

in part upon their ability to produce sufficient young wi th which 

to 'seed' their habitat. These species meet this requirement by 

producing large numbers of eggs (often over 4,000) each of which 

receives only a small proportion of the total yolk output. The 

maies carry between two and three ovigeral egg masses at anyone 

ti.."l1e, r'?presenting a total of between 8,000 and 12,000 eggs. 

Consequently, the Y01.illg which hatch from these eggs can remain on 

the male ovigers for only a short period of their post-embryonic 

developme~t before the scarcity of yolk forces them to leave. 
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The other group includes N.hirtiTIes, N.macronyx and N.tenellum. 
These species are less mobile than those of group one and enhance 
the survival of the ir progeny by producing a compara tively small 
nurnber of eggs (50 - 200). Each, however, is endowed with a 
generous share of yolk as the total output is d.ivided betvveen fewer 
eggs. The males carry only one, and occa~ionally two, ovigeral 
egg masses which represents a total of between 100 and 400 eggs. The 
increased yolk complement prolongs the time i~ which the post-larvae 
can remain on the male, enj oying his protection, until they leave to 
take UTI 3-n inr;ependent existence as almost fully developed 
individuals. ivlost of the juveniles are unlikely to disperse very far 
as the morphology of this group suits them better for clinging than 
for walking. ,Thus a small nU'1lber of individuals, each with a good 
chance of survival is introduced into a sm~,ll area. 
A. t first sight N.elegans appears to be an intermediate species 
betvveen the above two groups. It produces only a few eggs (about 
40) but carries two to three ovigeral egg masses, a state of 
affairs similar to N. str!jmi. Egg size is also intermediate betvleen 
the two e:dremes but being an. exceptionally slender species "::he 
amo~Dt of yolk may be sufficient to support post-larv~l development 
to a relatively advanced stage. Therefore it vlOllld appear thad; 
N.elegans has a similar reproductive strategy to the species 
within the N.hirtipes group. 
It is possible that each of the twopatteras represents a 
divergence from a pri::ni tive form which produced a few egg,Oj with 
Ii ttle yolk. Looked at in thi sway, it is possible to see bot~ as 
adapta tions which would increase the chances of survival by permitting 
exploi tation of the same environment in ,:hfferent ways. 
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.Et~HCEi\['rAGE t;iUMBEH ~OVI G!~~f\L MASSES / ~ (l'AUL8 4. 3 . 1 • 
MEANPERCENTAGE 
SP8CIES 
2 3 4 5 
1.2476 24ful,mphol} macrQ.~ 
1.33
,471 25I Nympl}on .hir~iP~ 
----' 
--l 
\..5\ 1.33 
I 20 773Nyrfl12h2!1 .tenellum 
2.2228 650171'!,ymph on p-.EixTatun:!. 
2.3928 1111 50~Ilphon eleg§.ns 
6 2.6720 30 2123~phon ~mi 
"ii'iLffi.iti¥Wii¥\l."Q¥JlR::aJJiii~.•~00~~ 
(In ilJillemeters)MALE AND F8MALE MATUR8 EGG SIZE RAHGES.TABLE 4.3. 2• - ----- --­
SPECIES NIALE 
YEiVIAIJE 
!!YJI11)hQ!l hirtipee_ 0.64 - 0.80 
0.60 - 0.80 
!!Ylill2.1l2.n.. te~l~ 0.60 - 0.72 
0.60 - 0.76 
I 
--' 
-.J Nym"Qhon I.!2§:.Q.r0n~ 0.60 - 0.72 
0.56 - 0.72 
0, 
I 
]gxmphon ~tr~mi 0.16 - 0.22 
0.14 - 0.24 
!!YJ1.!Qb..~ ~~~~ 0.18 - 0.24 
0.18 - 0.24 
NYf!.rphon elegdns 0.36 - 0.44 
0.32 - 0.44 
TABLE 4.3.3. COMPARISON OF MEAN EGG NUMBEHS IN MALE OVIGERAL EGG MASSES AND FEI\IlALE OVARIES. 
SPECIES MALE 
Number 
sampled 
(Ovigeral mass) 
Range Mean 
FEMALE 
Number 
sDmpled 
(ova:ry) 
Range Mean 
J 
-->. 
--:] 
--:]
• 
~~n~1on birtipes 
Nymphon tenelllUu 
~mphon macronyx 
37 
6 
,­
b 
90 
29 
27 
- 233 
43 
- 32 
149 
36 
28 
20 
5 
5 
42 
24 
26 
- 240 
48 
- 35 
123 
38 
29 
Nymobon strBmi 75 1898 5912 4358 12 2737 5020 3790 
NYJIlIlhon ~eI.'ra~~ 10 1420 - 1842 1670 12 1780 - 2808 1959 
Nymphon clegan§. 12 18 -56 38 5 70 - 82 75 
TABLE 4.3.4. 
SPECIES 
~:ph2~ s tr~mi 
ITYTIlphon serratum 
-' 
, Nymphon pjrtipes 
-.J 
OJ 
I 	 Nymphon ~~s 
NYrnphon lenellum 
!Xmphog macron~ 
EGG DATA. 
MEAN NUMBER OF 	 EGG 
MASSES / MALE 
2.67 
2.22 
1.33 
2.39 
1.33 
1.24 
MEAN 
/ 
NUMBER 
MASS 
4358 
1670 
149 
38 
36 
28 . 
EGGS 
 POTENTIAL 
RECRUI'I'lVIENT. 
11,635.85 
3,707.40 
198•17 
47. 88 
34·72 
90.82 
I -

4.4. LIFE 3I~TORY OF l-wJJ:PHON HIRTIPES 
The comple te life cycle is known for only a few PycIlogonid 
species and of these most, like Pronallene longice~s and Pycnogonum 
li ttorale, are either tidal or sub-tidal forms which are both 
easy to collect and lend themselves to study in laboratory conditions. 
Kno1~ledge of reproduction in polar species is veT:"J limited and the 
life cycle of Boreon?mphon robustum is the only one known completely. 
Any :::; tuiy involving marine organisms from J>'blar areas mus t 
incorporate a degree of conjecture because of the impracticability 
of "oiological sampling for at least six months of the year owing 
to adverse climatic conditions. 
NyrrrDhon hi rtines is the most abundant pycnogonid 'in the Eastern 

Arctic and this, coupled with the fact that the males retain the 

developing larvae for a long period makes ita sui table species for 

study. From observations of fresh and preserved material, reports 

in the literature and personal communications, a hypothetical life 

history has been constructed. 
Samples of N.hi~!i~es were collected on the West Spitsbergen 
fishing grounds from June to September and a'single sQmple was 
obt;ained from the West Greenland fishing banks in December. This 
latter S3.t'1lple vias used because no material was available 'from 
West Spitsbergen for the winter months. 
Most of the specimens collected ·vvere adults as the mesh size of 
the collecting gear was too coarse to retain the smaller specimens. The 
smallest juvenile collected was about half the mean ad"~lt legspan. 
All the summer samples included males carrying ovi~ral egg masses 
and femalea with !Ila ture or maturing ova. From this, although no 
pairs were ,iiscovered in copulo, it is evident that mating occurs 
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from June onwards, at least into September and perhaps beyond. 
Jarvis and King (1978) r8port that shallow water pycnogonids are 
typical of most other shallow water inverteprates in "laving a 
protracted::Jr~eding season which often lasts for most of the year. 
According to Gordon (1932) the breeding season &~ongst subantarctic 
pycnogonids is from May to July and for Antarctic species, from 
October until April; the majority of the austral summer. These 
observations of N.hirtipes agree with the conclusions made by 
Gordon from the Antarctic species. For polar organisms to have a 
long breeding season is uncommon, it is usually strictly limited 
and closely synchronized with the plaDkton blooms of spring and 
early SllilL~er. 
The external factors, if any, influencing the breeding season 
of N. hirtipes are unknoym. Wi thin the Arctic "both temperature and 
salinity are stable throl~out the year. The only factor that 
varies markedly "being the day length. 
Within N. hi rtipes the sex :Catio has been foun:i to "fary 
Significantly as the :::,.wrr::r::r ;:rogres138s (Graph 4 • .1.1). During June 
and July the percentagB of females U greater :'han males (A ratio 
of approximately three female,: to two mal~n). As the sum:ner 
progresses tha number of males gradually increases u..'1+;il in 
September number is equal to of the females. The single 
December station con:3i;:lti> of 8. od of !.'el1~L.~s, most of whi·~h 
appear to have ;::mly ;:l. :Ji t;:in :;heir ovaries. 
Of the maJ.;C:;3 
.tnto may be 
aexra.tio. It.. possible that 
The t ::> 
females mat-)rs dl'r~_~_,o0' +~\4" :'''l.·n+e~_ mon·th Q "Jl,..._l.·lst ,­,  u,HO" ' __ ~ '~l 'she males remaL1 as0_ 
larvs,e until the following SUI:lmer. 
The only externa11iffe:::::'ence between the last ir.star larva and an 
adul t !:lSl,18 is "the s ta te of the ventral femoral ceDlent pores. In the 
larva these appear .'i,S a roV! of rou..Ylded nodules with no visible 
extern8J.. pore, whilst in the adult each nodule is flat topped 
and bears a minute centrally placed pore. Samples of males exmnined 
for each of tllS months June to Septemoer show that the percentage of 
specimens bearing open glands increases as the sumner progresses, 
indi cating that the nu:rnbsr of males being rscrui ted froT:! the 
juveniles is Similarly increasing (Gr8,ph 4.4. 2 .). 
The ti:ns-lag between the maturation of '11ales and females may 

possibly be because oOgBnesis is more complex and lengthier than 

spermatogenesis. The females mature earlier so that sufficient 

ova vvill have been produced for the summer breeding season. 

TT,.:l t',' 19b'''' \ ' t '" l,... t . f . . l' d'neu.gpe n \. ,.5) sc;a 8S "Clla 1. these 9l1lfUa S oree 1n SUlTIlnet', 
as the nunber of ob 1riously unrleveloped egg masses suggests, we 
would. have to assume .ei thet' that these pycnogoD..ids grow to sub-adult 
size in a single season, or,that t1:1ey grow so slowly that the large 
young speci:nens osing carried. about have overwintered with their 
'+ Possibly hatchi.ng occurs i:1 winter" as with the' amphipodparen ,,3. 
The:ni sto 1 -ibellula (Du~bar, 1957).!! 
Therefore the lif,g history of ~phon hirtipes can be suriL".l3.rized 
as fall OVi :; ( Tab1 e 4. 4 . 1) :­
After :nating, t~le f3maJ.e~j die, lea-v'"ing the ffiL'i.'.es to overwinter 
. th .... l,... . "'"!.t can "De ass'"'",,"'d f::oom the efl:g production
"Tn vue inaturlng l~g6S. W'"_ ~ 
t ~h· .' 1 t 11.· n T\11r1' nc"'!; F."", ',','in-+:l",r cLClOrcths the egzstl18. ~,1.8 speCles 1S pO~y'e ~. ~ ~ u~_ -'_.' ~ 
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11ateh a'1d remain on the ovigers during the early st2.ges Qf their 
:pas t-~mb'Cyoni ~ deve'l0Ilrnent. 
.L1 'By A1e next; surm.ner the larvae have reached tie sub-adults tage 
(fift~'1 or and are _ _rom "'C°he me, which then dies.sixth insta:::-) ~ost f al 
In ~abora tory condi iions t"le larvae of N. hirtipes died soon after 
leaving t:'le male without rna turing beyond. the subadul t stage, 
(P. R. Richards, personal comm'lnica tion). This may indicatE ei tller 
tha t a further stage, perhaps involving a hydroii vector, may occur 
in the lif,'3 cycle or that the aV'3.ila-:Jle food Vias unsuitable for 
:Du::'ing the following -.v inter thc: larvae continue ~o mature illl"':.il, 
by the next surrcner, t'::.ey have developed into j-lveniles ~1alf the size 
":)f the adults. At ""this stage ·~hey are sufficiently large to De 
collect,,"c'l- in samples. Over the following winter the females reach 
naturi ty and begin to prodi.lce ova, whilst the males do not mature 
U:'1 til the following summer when mating occurs and the cycle is 
r~jJeated. 
N.hirtipes therefore t~(esFrom 'Jviposi tion" to maturi ty for 
ap"P::'o:cirnat.3ly two aYJd a. half years for females and three for males. 
Whom com9~lre(1 -,vi t:"1 the 150 days :::-eported for Pr~~ l2;'1gice-ps 
(Nakamura, 1981) this is a comparatively long time. How3ver, 
P.longice~ is a littoral sub-tropical species which has no 
'pro::on:rm.?bor: larval stage (this "takes place wi thin the egg before 
, t h- ) ',T t' . s a high arctic andieep ivater species.1... 1-.' 
nB.C ~'1g w~eraaS b.\llr loes 1 
m1 1 • th.,p' o.,,,",~rl· rOYllIlen7,al conditions between the t'NO species 
.J.. ,1e C..iL-C' fe renee 1 n _- -""" 

m'lst be responsib12 for the differenc'3 in dev8lopmental ti:l1_e. 
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Table 4.4.1. Proposed life cycle for Nymuhon h:rtipes. 
SDMMER 
Y"ELUl. 1. 
Sm'l'IMER 
YEAR 2. 
'NINTEH. 
YEAR 3. 
"lJINTER 
SDllllVIER 
YEAR 4. 
Mating occurs. Males receive fertilized eggs in 
balls on ovigers. Females die after ;na ting. 
Males overwinter with maturing eggs. Eggs hatch, 
early larval develo~ment takes ~lace on male 
ovigers. 
Larvae reach subadult stage and are lost from 
male. Male dies. 
Larval development continues; site u:'1known. May 
be either free living or parasitic. 
JU7eniles attain size where they are caught in 

samples (approximately half adult size). 

Female juveniles mature; o\)genesis begins. I'" 
Male juveniles continue development. 
Male juveniles mature. Females in possession of 

of mature ova. Mating occurs. 
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1. As "Wi th some other ecological investigations it proved
, ­
necessary as a prelude to this work to clarify the nomenolatural 
complexi ties which has accumulated in the literature since Sars 
undertook the previous maJ" or revision of -'-'ne g " 18Q1c. enus ln ,:. This 
has resul ted in the recognition of 15 species of Nvrnphon in the 
Eas tern Arc tic. .A key has been prepared for use in identifying 
"them. 
2. TIIO morphs which differ in size are evident in N;ynrchor. hirtbes. 
The larger morph is the more numerous, the smaller occurs in only 
a fe',.,. locali ties on the Wes t Spi tsbergen fishing banks. The two 
have never beer. found together and it may be, tterefore, that the 
size difference is the result of environmental d.ifferences and is 
net of genetic origin. 
3. Nygphon spinosissimum Nonnan 1908 has been incorporated into 
N.tenellum Sars 1888. As a result there are now two morphs within 
N. tenellur:1.. The more abundant one is the robust ferm and the rarer 
one the graceful form. Tl1e robust fOlm represents 'Nhat was taken -;;0 
be N. suinosissim1.1ID before its inclusion wi thin N. tenelh1ID. 'I'he 
two morrhs are often found in the same locality, by co:c.trast with 
the spaHal separation of the two morrhs of N.hirtipes. 
4. The complexi he", surrounding the former genus Chaetor.ym-ohon 
(S.90rs 1891) have been rectified and discussed. Four species are 
now proposed, these are Jtir1ll!.hon hirtum., N. hirti~, ~ron:iX 8-1"10. 
N. tenellum. 
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j. }Ixmnho.1. grosSiD8.S shov}s considerable mornholo,O'~cI11 ,~p~~<d'l'on
J:" ,::J--:::L..L ~ .......... ...t... __ v , 

in 1:'9. cio of the lengt:l of the ta_Y''''us +".J.." t n.l..h 
- uv \,0.a _ 0':' u e propodus. 
This led, in the 'past, to the fraornentatl·o·n 0'" the ~ .tl'~ .. ::;peCles. 
B-i oill_,e+rl',~ analy<:!'-'s ~10-v" l"_8,real tha+ "~,' .... 'n ....ho --;--e ,. n
.... - ~ ~ ~~., v, .,,-,-., I,. ~ '='AV p-Clon or 
differences in tr-:e terminal segments of the walk:'ng legs, species 
such as N. glacial§" N .mixtum and liT. -piliferum :-8semble !:.grossipes. 
6. TIe tailed ,,"xamina tion of the ani:nals has revealed that the species 
of ~phon under consideration ~all into two groups with rega:d 
to the mO'cphology of the legs. One group, exemplified 'by N. str!:)mi.., 
has long linear terllinal leg segments 'nhich have reduced 
spination·md :;?oorly developed auxiliary claws. The other, 
eX8mpli fied 'oy If. hirtipes., has shorter more robus t terminal leg 
segments, Ibr..g spines and well developed auxiliary claws. These 
interspecific differences give 'che N.s:'rl:)mi.. g:coup a hcility for a 
7Ialking::J:::' strid:',"g movement and the N.hirtipesgroup a facility 
for clir'.ging. 
7. The long 3egments (4th, 5th & 6th) of the male ovigers of 
all fifteen sp,ecies of Eastern Arctic ~£h.9Q have beeT). found 'co 
have severa2. adaptatior::s which increase their su.rface area compared 
. -I-h f th f 1 These modifications; all of which afford-'-1..­
",'i}:" (" Luat 0 e am2. es. 
a greater area for attachment of fertilized egg masses than would 
, 
otheL"Nise be the case, fall easily in. to five morphological groups , 
VJhich can be used 2.S tax,;nomic featu.res for' distinguishing between 
the males of different species. 
co 11 ~. spec-.L·esn8. 30th sexes 0.1. ,a HI t een 
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have been found to have a 
~ 
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I 
i 
,
t 
I 
i 
! 
t 
I 
gland-like E; b,:'uct1..;re of l..illknown flmction on the L1.+1-. 
0, ,0L. ovi8,'e r-::J. 
segmen t. 
.A ffi"" or t''; ~ 4-01 ' 1 d 1-.' 
- - .C", l-,--", c og'lca_ an Lilstochemica.l investigeotion 
is needed to ascertain both tte detailed :"tru'c""re and 
- - '.... possiole 
fune:-i:ill of: the I glsnd' • 
9. The Freliminar-y hh:tological examination of the ir..ten:al 
structure of the ventral cement glands of ~on hirtipes have 
Shown t.ha t adul t m"'le"" l'n "Vhl' ell the c"men.L. g~ and "'0 ~s ~ ~ v -", "I ~.J.. .l-' r", are open 
have a broad band of gls.ndula.r tissue lying under the epidermis 
whereas sr:ecimens in the final L::,rval stage lack these ventral 
poresmd. have little or r:a glandular Hss'ue associated. with this 
regior' • 
A f1.1rther,rno:c'e detailed histclogical and histochemical 
inves tigatien is needed to reveal the exact nature of the cement 
,snd. the way in which it is elaborated. 
10. The survey of cement peres in the ma,les of Nyrr.-pho:n hirti pes 
and n, tenellum have shcwr: that these stI'lJ.crures can be used as 
taxonomic fes. tures. These two species are very Similar, the maj 0::' 
difference between tb.em being that of ma):imunl size of the adult. 
N. -;-,enellum is mucb 8me.ller than N.hirtiDes when it 18 adult. Ir: 
, 4-]:: 'tte r..umber of nores increases Vii th the size of the00,;. spec::.es J:' 
adul t. 
11 • The size of the unfertilized ova in the ovaries and fertilized 
all the ma:"e ovig-ers are similar wi thin each species, but V'c'orJ­
g:l::eatly between gopecies. 
to be two reproductive s trategies in the genus.There appear 
l · is:t,y;-riC.\l.l of the striding fcrms such as N.strtJmi,1.-Tr: the first, ~ lC[~ __ , ~-
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a laz'ge number of lightly yolked aggs are produced and the le.rvae 
spend only a ShOI't period of their post-embryoIiic develo:pTIel'lt 01. 
the male ovig-ers befere "- 1:' The second group, which ist'hey d-isner'"~e..c. 
typict:O.l of the clinging fOTIns such 2,S N .hirtipes, produces fe'ier, 
larger, heavily yoE~ed eggs. The males overwinter with the larvae 
'nhich are lest only when their metamorphosis is nearly complete. 
12.. The interspecific differences may well be indicative of 
differences in lifestyle associated l'ii th feeding and reproductive 
strategies. Tt:at such contrasts exist and may lead to various 
ways of surviving in 	the S8l1le habi ta t is consistent wi +.~ the fact 
tr:cc t a single lace.li ty on the continental shelf in this region 
may support several s:gecies. Their differences prest:Illably enable 
tr:em "::0 avoid direct competition by exploiting different facets 
of the s~~e environment. 
13. 	 Existing data, together with the information made available 
'Q"i.ve m"'de 4t. nossl'ble to nostulate.. a life-cyclet dby tte preser:.t s ,u y,~. .c. 1:'c-' 	 1:' 
'This can only be a hypothesis as data.for NYIIlTl'COn hi:di 'Ces. 
a +''''elve "".on+'uh cycle mling to the adverse
cannot be o"otai:Cl"::d_ 1 n or 1." 1.C ­II 
i:;li:: l 9,tic conditions ir_ the area during the winter months. It 
appears that N.hirtines takes between two anel a half and ~tree 
years to attair:. maturity and breeds only d.u:ring its last sumr;,er. 
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Nymphon ele~ans. 
L.C. WALTJ-i::8R HERWIG. July / Augus t 1979. 10 s ta t::. ons. 
(1,5 =: 2F 1J; 19 = 2M; 47F 24M 4J; 25 3F 21vl1J; 
351M; 48 6F 4M; 72 == 1M; 137 = 4F 5M 2J; 
, 139 == 1 F 2M ) • 
I 	 Spitsbergen. Sta 312,363. ~Torwegian N01::th-Atla:c1tic exneiition. 
I 	 G. O. 3'3.r:5. From Christiana ?kuseu.rn. (90. '12.1.6-15). ­
II Kara Sea. "JIJ~'vPf'::NA ex:pedition. Syntype. Hansen, 1876. 
(91 •1 .6.58) . 
II I'RITON. Sta 9. 608 fms. Univ. Coll. Dundee. (1956.10.10). 
If 2ILVSR :jEJ·LLE. Faroe Shetland Channel. (1908.3. 11.2-4). 
!l i.ifor~'lan Collection. (1911.11.8). 
49092-95 F3roe Channel. TRITON. Sta 9. 
49096 Faroe Channel. POR.CUPINE. S'ta 57. 
11 '::;aD8 Ashton. 10.3.1893. Un:::'v. Coll. Durldee. (1956.10.10. 
381-82) • 
ZI;v1A 49.56 N 50.32 W. 320 metres. North Atlantic. 23.8.1969. 
II T. Kj ers tad. Deter:nination, M.Weber. 
L.C. 	 A.."4TOH ])OFIRlif. Jillle / July 1978. 17 stations. 
( 75,== 1F 1M; 85 == 1F 2M 1J; 87 == 1F; 102 == 1F 2J; 
110 -- 1,J 110; 	 == 3"F '0'1"11', 11 0c == 1.F 2J·,1~V[; 106 == 2M; 	 -'­105 
1J; 143 == 7F 	4M 3J; 144 ==128 =: 1F '1J; '138 == 1J; 141 
1 F 1M; 150 == '1j ).2F 1M 1J; 147 == 2F ,2M; 149 
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L.C. 	 WJ!..1THEB PEF:WIG.'::-uly/August 1979. 18 stations (~4 =0 IF IJ; 
25 1M; 34 1P'; 35 '" 1J; 37 == 1M; 48 = 2J; 53 == 1M; 
54 IF; 71 23F 9lVl 8J; 74 == 1M; 79 = 1F; 86 = 1M; 
122 1F; 132 = IF; 137 = 2F 5M 2J; 139 = IF 1M; 143 1M; 
155 IFl.i 
" (;IROLANA 1.12.1972. Sta 11/12.60.21 N. 47.10 V'l, I~O metres. 
II CIROLAL\fA July 1978. va:r:io1.E EtatioC'.s, North Sea. 
BM(NH) • Spitsbergen. CS:.rl Island and Ce,pe Torello Rev A.E.Eaton. (74.15) 
II Greenland. 40 - 50 Q8 tre s. Mr R01:; elL (53 .68) • 
II J:j' orway. JVT.x R. McAndr'eVI. (55.95) 
" Sukkertoppen. 44 fathoms. Mr Hcbell 1 s collection. (53.68). 
II Stn 7. 10 miles N.S. of Gric.dlenes2 •. 60 fS,thoms. Muc.dy sene.. 
Oct 1900. Univ ColI Ihmdee.( 1956.10.10). 
t! Norway l~orwegian expedition. (9C.12.1.2-4). 
" Franz Joseph Land. W.S.Bruce. 19.6.1897. 19 fathoms S.W. of 

Elmwood. (99.4.5.1-2). 

" Franz Joseph Land. W.S.Bru.ce. 1.e.'J897. 53 - 95 frr:s. (95.4.5.4). 
" Ormey. July 1889. Univ ColI Dundee. (1956.10.10.386). 
" Bell lEland, Newfound.land, La'orado:c, More_:!, Firth. '("niv 

Coll Dundee. (1956.10. 1 0 :87-391). 

" Franz Josenh Land. W.S.Bruce. 8 fIrS. West Bay at Cape Flora. 
(99.4.5.5). 

" Norman Collecticn (1911 .11.S) • 

49001-2. Off Nor.l-hl..ur.berland. 

~·9003-4. Off IlurbuTI. C ::as t. 

49005. Off :Tor":h1.1Ir.berlan(~. 

49006-7. Firth of Forth 1884. 

49008-10. Faroe Char:nel. Porcl1pine. 1869. 

49011-12. Greenland. A..Eancock. 

490~3. N.E.rySA. 1866. 

~S014-'16. 60.14 N 6.14 W St 57 PO~'c1.'pine, 1869. 

11 EMS CP...ALLL<N GER S'l'A 49 (s -: . ~ e) • 
ZDhA Norway. 
11 Spitsbergen, near Bear h:land.S"ta 1226. 14 fms. 24.8.1889· 

II Spi tsbe rgen, 1 mile off stian Eilo20 fms. 21.4.1889. 

" liVillem Baren is, 'i 87L1.. 

11 North Sea. Aug 1913. J . MEl tzela.ar. 
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ZDfA. Vibales Back. Iceland. 70 fms. 
Z11 ~~iia Sea. 
L.C. 	 A:ctcn Dohrn. June/Jl.;.ly 1978. 34- Stations. (73 := 1M: 
1F 1"M; 75 := 7F 9M; 77 := 1M; 85 := 1F '1M; 87 = i2F 3M 5J;74 
88 SF 4M 2':; 89 = 3F 1M 2J; 98 = 1F iM 2J; 99 := iF 'M; 
1F; 105 = 1F; 106 = 38F 20M 3J; 107:; 230F 146M ~5J;102 

108 14F 5M 2J; 110 = 16F 11M 51; 114:= 2J; 116 = 4F; 

117 27F 15M 2.J; 126 ;: 1M 2J; 127 := 26F 16M 9F; 128 := 63F 
81M 29J; 129 := 11F 6M 5J; 134:= 3F 1M; 135:= 2F 1M 41; 
138 := IF 1M; 141= 2F 3M lJ: 142 := 9F 4t\fl 51; 143:= 1Ivl1J; 
144 := 2?f.; 147 = 117F 12711116J; 148 '" 26F 22M 3J; 149 ;: 4F 
1 oril; 150 :: 2 F 3M ) • 
;:ialthe:c Eerviig. July/August 1979. 39 stations. ( 14 = 1M;
" 
15 := 2F 3M; 16 = 2F 1M 3J; 19 == 1M; 23 = 12:2 10M 5J; 
35 30F 24M 143; 38 ;: 36F 24M 6J; 41 := 4F Lj.WI 3J; 42 := 4F 
3M IJ; 44 ::: 2F 8M 1J; 45 := 1M; 49 := W; 50 = 1M; 51 = 26F 
32M 13J; 53 2F -;M; 54 := 3F; 55 == 6F 3M 3J; 59 := iF 3M;' 
71 := 1M; 73 := 6F 4M; 74 ::: 95F 4TM; 76 = 6F 3M; 78 := 9F 13lvI 
3J; 79.= 42F 23M 10J; 80 = 2F; 82 = 5F 5Mi 86 := 6F 8M 5J; 
I 

.~ 87 = 3F; 111 == 8F 12M 5J; 121 := 26:2 15M 6J; 122 = 3F 3M; 

13F 3M i;.J; 132:= 10P 19M 8J; 133:.: 1F 1M;

130 '" 1J; 131 
30F 27M 4J i 142 = 2F ) • 135 = 1F; 139 
Cirolana. 1.12.72. sta 11/12,60.21 N 47. 10 W. 140 metres. 
It 
" S.fT. Icelc~,nd. 12.7.78. Sta 78. ,64.46 H 12.32 W. '157 met:res. 
Sta 80. 64.30 N '\2.59 'N. 133 :!letI'es • 
• 11 Cil.'c,hi.na. 3.9. 1975. Sta 86,77. 26 N 12.47 E. 188 met:reE. 
Colledicn. (1911.11.8). PORCUPINE. 1869· 
BM(NR) . LlC)'11'! Voranc-eI' F'iord.. E.?ir.mark.100-125 fros. 
..... • • 0 "­rog Pjo:rd. E.FiDnark. 'Sta 60. 120 fIr,S.49 118 • 

49119-123. PORCFFINE Sta. 64,65,78 ,88.
491.24-125. orf Halife.:x:. 53 fms. lJSFC, 1877, Loc 1,18. 

!I ]'ranz Jose'Oh L~"nd. VT.S.Bruce. 21.7. 1879. 'Between Cape Flcra 
and Cape'"Gertrucle. (99.4.5.7). 
" Ka.ra Sea. IlIJ111?:HNA expedition. (91.1). 
:KNTGHT ERRANT. Sta 8,540 fms. 17.7. 1880 . (8~.38).
" 
T n W C)l 1 "74 5-' II 32 • ~8 vr. (2054).ERNERST HOL . n. .;.' aC.r~er. I ' ,) ­
" 
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BM(NH). M.V.ROSAURA. Sta 6 (3ft dredge) 110 metres. ,7.9. 1937.(71.266). 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
11 
" 
" 
II 
II 
11 
11 
II 
" 
" 
" 
" 
n 
ZIM!. 
11 
" 
" 
L.C. 
BM(NH). 
• 
·1
Norman Collection. (1911.11.8). VALOROUS. 1875.175fms 
Off Greenland. (49114-116). 
Barents Sea, 1887. P.P.C.Hoek. Sta 87. 75.16 N 45.19 E. 
30.7.1878. (81.39). 
North Norway, Jan Me~yan, Spitsbergen. Norwegian North Atlantic 
Expedition. Sta 223,273,275,363. (90.12.1.37-43). 
Norman Collection. M~ Hodge. (1911.11.8/49107-08). 
EIDIEST HOLT. Sta 36. North Atlantic. (1977: 229.5). 
Spitsbergen. Carl Island and Cape Torello Rev. A.E.Eaton.(74.15). 
Off Bray Head, 15 fins. Naticnal Museum, Iceland..(1921.5.27 .·13). 
Spitsbergen. Rev. A.E.Eaton.(74.15). 
ERNEST BOLT. Voyage 3/54. 17.51954. Sta 80. (1977:230.2). 
Discovery Bay. 25 fms. Capt. A.W.Ftelden. (77.19). 
Franz Joseph Land. B.L.Smith. (80.32). 
Winter quarters of HMS ALERT. 82.27 N. (78.14). 
Off Halifax, Nova Scotia. 52 fms. 1877. (80,29). 
. Disc'overy Bay. AJ;'ctic expedition. 30 fIns. (78.15). 
Franklin, Pierce Bay. 15 ~ms. Ca.ptFielden. (77.19). 
Floety? Capt Fielden. (77.19). 

STELLA CARINA. Aug 1939. G.J . Lockley. Barents Sea. 

Fuchs and Bartmann collection. No!.'Wegian Sea. 1935-6. 

E.Spitsbergen. 1 mile off Bear Island. 15 fms. 

Spitsbergen. 1.5 m~les N.W of ~J-ys-eil, 65 fms. 23.6.1889. 

N.Atlantic. 63.10 N 53.40,W.1097 metres. 14.9.1969. 

Autour. 66.20 N 12.28 W. 180-220 metres. 21.6.1938. F8lgian 

National Museum. 

N.Atlantic. 49.• 56 N 50.32 W. 320 metres. 23.8.1969. 

Nymphon.hJrtum. 
CIIlOLANA. July. 1918. Northerr. North Sea 1 male. 
:lorman Colleotion. (1911.11.8) 

49140 Montrose 

49141 . Firth of Forth. Sta 111: 1887· 
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BM(:FH). Sound of Mu+.l. Rev. J.S.Way. 
ZIiIL.l... Noordelijk, Deel. W'c:itby. 5 miles off Coast. 20.9.'1957. 
N;yr:rphon le-ptocheles. 
BM(:i\TIrl). Norman Collection. (1911.11.8). 
49045-48. 'I'rondb.'?im Fjord.. 150-200 fms. 
49050-52. Kors F,j ord. Hor-way. 
49053-55. NOri'l?y, 1879. S-t,a 36,44. 
4905·6-58. Horway, 54,55, 45-70 metres. 
49062. PORCUPINE. Sta 47. 1869. 
1893. 
2IM..4.. NOBBI. stat CP 11. 69.52 N 17.08 W. 300 metres. 28.7.1975. 
21L. White Sea. 
Nymphon lor.€i m~. 
ZIlVIA. E.Spitsbergen. Karl Islsr:d. 45 fm3. 12.8.1889. (Pa. 1221). 
11 IJama Expedition. 1883. 
ZI1. Whi te Sea. 
Nymphon longitarse. 
Spitsbergen. $ta 336. Nor.,;egian Ncrth Atl?,ntic 3xPedt~ :ion. 
G.O.Sars. (90.12.1.16). 
" Norman Collection. (191 ') .11 .8) • 
49026-7 Vadse R3.Dk. FiLmark. 1890 . 
. 49028 Me.ss Bay. 35 fms. iJor-'l,h [SA. 
" Fuchs ana. Bartmann Collection. I~cr::egian Sea. 1935-6. 
ZIMA. VAFJ:JA expedi tieD. 1883. 
ZI1. "White Sea. 
Nyrrmhon me.cror.yx. 
BIvI(11R). Franz Joseph Land. W.S.BT1.lCe. 
11 5 fms. (99 •4. 5 . 8) • 
8.7.1297. r: .55 N 55.25 'S. 
II TRITOK. 
II HTGOLF expedition. Sta 101-108. TJniv '::01: D\.:,nd68 i956.10.4C. 
393-396) • 
11 Norman Collection. (1911.11 .S) 
49142-151. PORCUPINE S-ta 57. 622 f;:1~;. 
45' 152 -156. TRITON'. Sta 1 '1. 555 ~~:J;;:. 
49 "151-178. TRI Ton. S -Sa :!. 5!J2 i'n13. 
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:BlVI(NH) • Kara Sea. DIJMIT~1A expedition.(91.1). 
" SILV'ER BELLE. Faroe She tland Channel. Sta 3, 507 fms. 
60.46 N 3.36 W. (1908. 3.11.11-16). 

" Spi tsbergen. Sm 362. lTorwegian North Atlantic Expedi tion. 

G.O.Sars. (90.12.144-156). 

" 'l'RITON. Sta 9,608 fms. (98.7.7.1-20). 

" KNIGHT ERRANT. Sta 11.17.8.1880.540 fIT.s. (81.38). 

ZUf.A. 	 VAP~A Expedition, 1883. 
Willem Barents Expedition, 1880-84." 
" E.Spitsbergen. 6.5 miles off Walter Thsmen strait. 40 fros. 
ZIL. 	 Whi te Sea. 
Nymphcn macrum. 
1.C. 	 ANTON DCHRN. June/July 1978. 2 stations. (116 = 1F 2M; 127 1M.). 
II WALTrtER tr::RWIG. July/Al;;gnst 1979. 1 Station. (34 = 1M). 
J3M(NH). 	 T'RI'l'ON. sta 10.(98.7.8.106-112). 

Norway. Sta 290. Norwegian North Atlantic Expeclition.
" 

G.O.Sars. (90.12.1.1). 

" Norman Collection. (1911.11.8). 

49097-101 Trondheim Fjord 150-200 metres. 

49 102 Gulf of Maine USA. 110 fms. 

49103 TRITON. 1882. Sta 11. 

II Davis str~dt. Sta 10.59.40 N 7.21 w. 516 fms.24.8.1882. 
(1956.10.10.397). 
ZTMA. 	 TRIlJ'OH. Sta 10. 
II VARNA expedition, 1883· 
Nymphon megalops 
L.C. 	 A}~'1'ON DCHRN. J1;ne/J1.l1y 1978. 12 stations. (85 :::: 4F 1M; 

113 = 1J; 115 = 1F 3M; 117 ::: 2M; 125 :::: Wi 126 :::: 2F; 

127 :::: 2F 2M; 128 :: 4F 1M; 135 = 1F 1M; 142 :::: 1F 1J; 

144 == 2F 2Mj 150:::t 1M). 
" CIROLANA. 1.12.1972. Sta '11/12.60.21 N 47.10 W. 140 metres. 
" CIROLANA. 3.9.1975. Sta 86.77.26 N 12.47 E. 188 metres. 
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BM(N}:I). 
" 
11 
11 
ZH1A. 
L.C. 
11 
11 
11 
BM(NH). 
, ~ " 
" 
11 
11 
" 
Nonnan Ccllection. Type, Ncr:v2gian North Atlantic 
Expediticn. Sta 46. G.O.Sars. (1911.11.8/49105). 
SIVlER :2ELLE. Faroe Si:1et12xld Ghe.nnel. Sta 3. 60.41 N 
3.36 w. 507 fms. 13.7.1907. (1908.3.11.1). 
INGOLP eXI,editiC)n. 61.23 N 5.00 W. (1956.10.10.398). 
Spitsbergen. 8ta 343. Norwegian North Atlantic :2xpedition. 
G.0.S8.rs. (90.12.1.5). I 
Nvmpholl microrhynchum. 
E.Spitsbergen. Deevie Bay by 3areLi;ine EiL 13-15 metres. 
22.8.1889 (Pa ). 
Nymphon serr'3.tlun. 
A.NTON DOB."RN. June/July 1978.-13 station2. (75 = 1F; 88 
2F 1M; 91 = 1F; 98 ::l '1M; 99 == 1J; 102 ::: IF 2M; 106 == 3F 
1 M 3J; 107 == 1 F ; 1 2 7 = 1F; 135 == "1 F ; 1 42 = 1 F ·1 M 13; 
143 == 2F 1M; 147 = 1M). 
Wt..LTI-::ER EERVlIG. July/August 1978. '18 stations. (34 = 1M; 
35 2F '1M; 42 == iF; 51 :: 2F 1M; 53 :: 1rJ[ i 54 == 1M; 
55 == 58 I , == '" 1/6F 2M; ;;;: 1F; "7.1 1M; 18 1~~1 ; '70 == iF 1M; 
;;;:86 2M; 111 3F; 117 = iF 1M; 122 = 1P'4Mj 132 = 4F 2}~I ; 

139"= iF 1M; 143 = 2F ). 

CIROLAITA. 1.12.1972. Sta 11/12. '140 metres. 
CIROLA.NA. 3.9. 1975. S ta 86. 188 metres. 
Spitsbergen. C:a.rJ. Islar.d 8.nd Ca:;:::e Torell. fiey. A.3.E:'?tcn. 
(74. 1 57.) • 
Hannan Collection. VALORCT:S. G:ceenland 'l87,:!., 175 ::"e:'res. 
(1911. 11.8/49104) • 
S'IELLA CARINA. Aug- 1939. G.J. Lockley. :i3a,r'snts Sea off Bear 
Island. 
Fuchs 	and Bartmarln Co:!.lection. Nor,'legian Sea. E::1ster 15'36. 
250 fms. S.W. of Bear Island.. 
VI.Spitsbergen. Deevie Bay. By VTr.2.l,e pCj,,11~. ';' • .1.:889. 
Whales Back, Iceland. 70 f;r:s. 
Willen Barents expedition. 1879-83. 
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Nymphon slui teri. 
L.C. ANTON DOEIEN. June/July 1978. 2 stations. (27 == 1F 5M; 107 1M). 
" WALTIIER HERWIG. July/August 1979. 1 station. (35 ::: 1M). 
" C1ROLP~A. 3.9.1975. 77.26 N 12.47 E. 188 fms. 
:BM(~n) . Davis strait. Univ~ Coll. Dundee. (1956.'10.10.7). 
" Kara Sea. D1JMPHNA expedition. (91.1). 
Norman Colleotion. Kara Sea. DIJIt?}"'NA expedi tiOD. Copenhagen" 
Museum. (1911.11.8/49056-66). 
" Fuchs and Bartmann collection. Discovery Bay, off Grincids? 

30 frrs. 1878. 

21MA. Willem Barents and VARNA expediticn, 1878. 
II W. Spi tsbergen. 
" E.Spitsbergen. Walter Thymen strait. 6.9.1889. 
Nymphon s trl:)mi 
L.C. p.NTON DOroo!. June/July 1978. 44 stations. (73 '" IJ; 74 == 7F 
11M; 75 == 4F 3M; 85 = 10F 6M 61; 87 == 3F 5M 2J; 88 == 39F 
37M 9J;89 = 9F 9M 3J; 91 == 1F 1M 2J; 98 = 18F 12M 1J 
99 == 2F 2M; 100 == 1F; 101 == 1F; 102 == 48F 52M 9J; 103 '" 5F 
4M 43; 105 = 3F 3M 53; 106 = 28F 25M 9J ; 107 == 18F 8M 4Ji 
108 = 1M; 110 == 7F 3M 1J; 111= 2F 1M 2J; 112 == 3F 5M 5J; 
113 = 1F 3M; 114 == 1 F 5M; 11 5 = 7F 5M 3J;' 116 == 141' 141IJI 6J; 
117 == 8F 12M 43; 124 = 7F 6M 1J; 125 = 4F 5M 1J; 126 = 4F 
11M 2J; 127 = 20F IBM 2OJ; 128 == 63F 81M 29·J; 129 = 40F 31M 
11J; 134 = 3F 3M; 135 = 2P 4M; 136 == 1M; 138 == 41-11; 
141 = 17F 22M 7J; 142 = 5F 1M 3F; 143 :., 7F 11M 8J; 144 = 
5F 7M 3J; 147 ::: 3F 1 M 3J; 148 = 11 F 12M 43; 149 = 5F 2M 1.]; 
150 = 3F 4M 1J ). 
II WALTHER HERWIG. July/AUg'1..1S t i 979. 48 atations. (13 :::: 1M; 
14 :::: 1M; 15 '" 2F 2M; 21 "" 10F 9M 53; 13 = 1M; 24 :::: iF; 
25 :::: 1F 3M 2J; 34:: 4F 4M 1J; 35:::; 25F 24M; 37 = 1iF 13M 
53; 38 = 13F 15M; 41 :::: 12F IBM 6J; 42 = 1M; 44 = iF 3M; 
45 =: 2F 3M; 48 '" 16F 20M 6J; 49 == 1F 3M; 50 :: 1M; 51:::: 
20F IBM 3J; 53 :: 4F 2M; 54 := 4F 4~ 43; 55 '" 1M; 57 = 10F 15M; 
58 == 1F 2M; 59 ::; 1J; 71 := 1CF 16M 2J; 72 =- 1M; 73 :: 14F 7M 
1J; 74 "" 28F 2OM6J; 76 ::; 3F 51£; 78 '" 28F 15M 9J; 
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79 43F 47lV1 23; 80 = 4F 3M; 82 = 6F 2M; 86 = 23F 45lVI 7J; 
87 2F 1M; 111 = 4F 2M; 121 3F 7M; 122 = 27F 19M 3J; 
~30 = IF 3M; 132 = 20F 26M 5J; 133 = 3F 2M 2J; 135 = 6F 
14M 3J; 138 = 4S'F 48M '73; 139 = 12F 13M 33; 142 = 4F 5M 1J ; 
143 = 1F ) • 
CIROLANA. 1.12.1972. Sta 11/12. 60.21 N 47.10 W. 144 metres. 
CIROLANA. 3.9.1975. Sta 86.77.26 N 12.47 E. 188 metres. 
,..,CIROLA-'l1A. July 1978. Northern North uea. 

CIROLANA. July 1979. Northern North Sea. 

12.7.1978. S.W. Iceland. Sta 79. 64.46 N 12.32 w. 157 metres. 

Sta 80. 64.30 N 12.59 W. 133 metres. 
Barents Sea, 1879. Presented by P.P.O.Roek. (S1.39) 
Ilisccvery:Bay, off Grine,iris. 30 fms. (71.85). 
81.50 N. Coliected by W. Fielden. (77.19). 

Tloeboug Beach? 1876.10 fms. Collected by Cant. Fielden.(77.19).

- " 
Norman Collection. Trcnriheim Fjord. 1893.(98.7.7.41-43). 
SU1l1berg Head, 1900. Univ. ColI. Dundee. (1956.10.10.403-4). 
TRITON. S ta 8. ( 98. 7 • 8 • 1 0 1 - 5) . 
Norman Collection. Lang Fjord. W.Der",'Tl8.:d.:, 1890.(1911.11.8/ 
49286) • 
Capt. Fraser, 80 fms. Collected -DY Capt. Fielden. (77.19). 
Entrance to British Channel 1 (59.4.15.341). 
KNIGHT ERRANT. Sf;a 8. 
Norman Collection. (1911,"11.8). 
49067-69 hardclngex' Fj erc!.. Sta 68,71..:L 
49070 Servig, Nor,vay. 25 fms. 18'(~ 
49071-74 Norway, 1878, 
49079 mJE of Shetlands ?CECl"'PINE, sta 66. 
4'9080-81 Herdanger Fjori. NorNay. S':a 30,31. 
49082 N. E. USA. (Viilsor.) TlSF'C? Loe 127. 
49088-91 Trbndheim Fjord. NOl~ay, 1893. 
Kara, Sea. D1H'lPHNA expedi-::ion. (9'! .1). 
S ta 223. NoX'wegie.n NOl'th Atlan"tic Expec.:, tieD. O:::'iginal 
'late1 == Nym-cll0r l1elleri, renarr;scl acccrdine: 'CO SCh::1111;evJi tscr:, 
1930. (90.12.1.17-22). 
STELLA CARINA. jl,l.~g 1939. G.J.Lcckh~y. Earsnts Sr:-,a, off 
Bear ISland. 50-150 fms. 
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BM(lilH). F\:.chs and Bartr.r.a..'1n collection. S.W. of Bes.r Island. Easter, 
1936. 250 fms. 
ZINIA. Willem Ba::::oents Exped.ition. 1878-8.1. 69-77U, 23-56E. An stations. 
" 58.14 N 3.20 E. April 1936. 
" VARNA expedition, 1883. 
If Onbekende Vindplaats. 
11 :N ordsee of AHanUc Ocean, off Iceland, 1929. 

11 66.20 N 12.28 w. 20-24 f:ns. May 19}5. 

11 GERDA. Sta 311 . 25.41 N 79·31 V.,., 8~)5-787 ~netres " 24.5.1964. 

" GEB.:DA. Sta 354. ~5· 39 N 79.32 w. 805-830 metres. '24.8.1964. 

11 GEfI.:DA.. Sta 170. 27.06 N 79.36 w. 677-659 ;netres. 29.6.1963. 

" Nordsee. Aangevoerd. het ijm~liier trawlers. Apr 1951. 

Ny;nuh::m t"melh,;!.lI:. 
L.C. 	 Al:r~ON DOHRN. June/July 1978. 7 stations, (114 = 1J; 115 = 1F 
1M; 126 = 4F 10M 1.1; 135 == 2M; 1.11::: 1F -:;\1; 143"" 7F 41\1[ 3J; 
144::: 6F 6M 2J ). 
11 WALTHER HERWIG. .Ju~y/A'.1gust 1979. S 2tations. (9 = iF 2M; 

21 ::: 1M; 24 ::: 2F II,vI; 71 == 6F 5M; 78 IF; 137 = 2F ) • 

If CIROLANA. 1.12.1972. Sta 11/12. 60.21 j' 47.10 ;,v. 140 ;:jetres. 
BM(NR) • Norman Collection. (1911 .11.8) • 
49126 Albatross sta 2488. 
49127-31 Trond1'leim Fjord.. 1893. 
49132-35 H2,rd.anger Fjorl, 1879. '120-190 I:us. 
49136-39 PCRCUPIJ'E. Sta 78,88. 
11 	 STELLA C&.ii.UrA. Aug 1339. G•.J. Locid2Y. 3a.r2nts Sea, off 

Bear Island. 

II fuchs and Bartm9l1n Collec':ior:;. 3.','/.3e,;,:c Ii3land. 2:;as39r 1936. 

250 fms. 

ZINIA Willem Barents e:.cpedition. 1:37-3-84. 
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.AP~Elf]IX II . 
EASTE;RN .AltCTIC liYNlPHON STATION BECOPJ)S. 
A. N.elegans Hansen, 1887. 
13. N.grossipes Fabricius, H94. 
C. N.hirtipe§.13ell, 1853. 
n. N.hirtum Fabricius, 1794. 
E. N.leptocheles Sars, 1891. 
F. N.longimanum Sars, 1891. 
G. N.longitarse K:r:pysr, 1844· 
H. N.macronyx Sars,1877. 
I. ~macrum Wilson, 1878. 
J. N.megalopS Sars, 1877 
K. N.microrhynchum. Sars, 1891 
L. N. serratum Sars, 1877. 
M. N.sluiteri Hoek, 1881. 
N. N.str~mi Kr¢yer, 1844· 
O. N. tenellum Sars,1888. 
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H. M. S. "PORCUPINE (1869). (Norman, 1908) • 
STATION. DATE. POSITION. DEPTH. 
LAT. LONG. (M) 
47 8.69 59·34N 7.18W 991 
51 8.69 60.06N 8.14W 804 
55 8.69 60.0Lt-."Kf 6.19W 1106 
57 8.69 60.14N 6.1TN 1155 
64 ;25.8.69 61.29N 3.44W 1170 
65 26.8.69 61.10N 2.21W 631 
66_ 26.8.69 61.15N 1.44W 488 
78 1.9.63 60.14N 4.30W 530 
88 6.9.69 59. 26N 8.23W 1289 
NORVfEGH1'T NORTH ATLANTIC EXPEDITTON 
sTAT:: ON. DATE. 

18 
31 
48 
124 
137 
164 
190 
192 
200 
223 
262 
267 
270 
273 
275 
286 
290 
312 
315 
326 
336 
338 
26.6.76 
29.6.76 
8.8.76 
5.6.77 
21.6.77 
21.6.77 
7.7.77 
7.7.77 
17.7.77 
1.8.77 
26.7.78 
29. 6.78 
30.6.78 
1.7.78 
2.7.78 
6.7.78 
7.7.78 
22.7.78 
22.7.78 
3·8.78 
5.8.78 
6.8.78 
POSITION. DEPTH. 

LAT. 
62.44N 
63.10N 
64.36N 
66.41N 
67.24N 
68.21N 
69·41N 
69.46N 
71.25N 
70.45W 
70.36N 
71.42N 
72.47N 
73. 25N 
74.08N 
72.57N 
72.27N 
74.54N 
74.53N 
75.3 1N 
76.19N 
76.19N 
LONG. (M) 
1.48E 753 
5.00E 762 
10.22W 547 
6.59E 640 
8.56E, 826 
8'),t:;J..J10.4GB 
15.51B 1590 
16.15E 1186 
15.41E 1133 
8.24E 128 
32.35E 271 
37.01E 271 
35.01E 249 
31.30E 360 
31.12E 269 
14.32E 817 
20.51E 349 
123014.53E 
15.55E 392 
22517.S0E 
12815.42E 
18.01E - 267 
...­
SPECIES. 
E. 
o. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
C. 
N. 

C,O. 

C,O. 

(1876-8). (Sars, 1891) • 
SPECIES. 
A,H. 

A,B,J. 

A,O,J. 

A,H. 

H. 
A. 
H. 
H. 
J. 
B,O,N. 
A,O,H. 
c. 
c. 

B, 0. 

1'1.,0. 
H. 

B, C,E, I, M. 

A. 

A,L. 

c. 

0, G. 

C,L. 

__-2_20_- _1IIIIIIIIiII_____ 
:WRWEGLA..N NORTH ATLANTIC ~XP:SDIT10N, (Continued). 
STATION. DATE • POSITION. DEPTH. SPECIES. 
LAT LONG (M) 
343 7.8.78 76.34N 12.57E 1358 C,li,J. 

362 14.8.78 72.59N 5.40E 839 H,N. 

363 14.8.78 80.03N 8.28E 475 A,C,N. 
WILLIAM BARENTS (1878-9) . (Hoek, 1881). 
S'.::A'l'ION. DATE. POSITION. DEPTH. SPECIES. 
LAT. LONG. (M) 
3 15.7.78 74.20N 18.30E 46 B. 
c 
,,~ 25.7.78 72.0SN 37.S7E 292 C. 
8 29.7.78 74.09N 42.02E 292 C,N. 
a 
-' 
:)0.7.78 75.16N 4S.19E 183 C,M, N, O. 
1 1 1.8.78 77.00N 45.48E 201 N. 

',3 13.8.78 73 .OON 43.00E 219 c. 

j4 23.8.78 73.25N 55.00E 18 B. 

5 14.7.79 72.32N 36.39E 234 C. 
7 19.7.79 75.23N 38.39E 161 C. 
8 21. 7. 79 76.05N 42.08E 274 C,N. 
10 24.7.79 73.42N 43.38E 265 C. 
12 30.7.79 71.06N 50.20B] 113 c. 
-13 31. 7.79 71.23N 49.38E 122 B, C, G. 
14 13.8.79 73.10N 57.00E 11 G. 
H. ~1/1. S. KNIGHT ERH.A.NT (1880) • (Hoek, 1881) • 
STATION. DATE. POSITION. DEPTH. SPECIES. 
LAT. LONG (M) 
") 11.8.80 59.26N 7.19N- 941 N. 
N.7 	 11.8.80 59.36N 7.16w 969 
B,H1 N.8 17.8.80 60.03N 5.51W 987 
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H. M. S. TRITON ( 1882) • (Hoek,1883). 
S'I'liTIon. DATE. POSITION. DEPTH. SPECIES. 
LAT. LONG. (M) 
5 1882 60.12N 8.15W 8"0 c. 

6 1."82 
 60.09N 8.17W 815 B, H,N. 
8 1882 60.18N 6.15W 1170 H,N. 
9 23.8.82 60.oSN 6.21W 1111 A,B,H,N. 
10 1882 59.40N 7.21W 943 B,H,L 

11 1882 59.39N 7.13W 1015 
 E, H, 1. 
PRINCESS ALICE (1898). 
. (Bouvier, 19'17) • 

STATION. DATE. 
 POSITION. DEPTH. SPECIES. 
LAT LONG (M) 
922 6.7.98 53.16N 5.48W 343 O. 

960 29.7·98 72.37N 20.00W 394 c. 

966 30.7·98 Bareen Island 20 B. 

970 31. 7.98 76.30N 25.27W 48 B,L. 

997 11.8.98 78.73N 17 .10W 102 C. 
1012 18.8.98 eO.01N ·10.15W 430 C,M,N,O. 
1020 20.8·98 78.08N 13.44W 393 C,N. 
1043 13.9.98 59·03N 1.47W 88 B. 
VALDIVIA ( 1898) . (lVffibius, 1901) • 
STATION. "DATE • POSITlmr. DEPTH. SPECIES. 
LAT. LONG. (IvI) 
7 7.8.98 60.37N 8.47W 588 e,I. 
'10 7.8.98 59.37N 8.50W 1326 H. 
BRUCE ON BLENCATHRA. (1898). ( Carpen ter, 1902) • 
STATIOlT DATE. POSITION. DEPTH. SPECIES. 
LAT. LONG. (M) 
~ 
I ,5.6. G 8 70.52N 49.10E 62 B. 
2 16.6.98 70.48N 53.09E 37 B. 
3 13.7.98 76.28N 33.06E 183 H. 
4 15.7.98 78.21lif 27 •55E 183 N. 
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7' P 1T S-- - i 8qq) •
.:..IF...l -'- l:i .LHGCLF EXPEnITION. (1I/reinert, / -' , 
ST-'o:l.TIOI~ • 
2 
3 
4 
7 
9 
1 r
,') 
44 
5: 
53 
54 
78 
87 
91 
93 
94 
95 
98 
101 
103 
105 
106 
116 
126 
121 
138 
139 
140 
141 
144 
?OSITION. 

LAT. LONG. 
60.0411 9.22W 
63.35N 10.24W 
64.07£1 11 .12W 
63.17N 15.41W 
64. iBN 27.00W 
66.18N 25. 29W 
61.42N 9.36W 
64.15N 14.22W 
6}.15N 15.07W 
63.08N 15.40W 
60.37N 27.52W 
65·02N 23.57W 
61.44N 21.00W 
64. 24N 35.14W 
64.56N 36.19W 
65.14N 30.39W 
26.21Wo5.38N 
12.05W66.23N 
8.52W66.23N 
1. 8W765·34N 
8.54W65.34N 
8.26W10.05N 
15.52W61.19N 
20.0SW66.33N 
63. 26N '7.5 6W 
(.30W63.36N 
6.59W63. 29N 
6.58W63. 22N 
'7.12W62.49N 
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DEPTH. 
(My 
493 

511 

446 

1128 

555 
620 
1025 
128 
1495 
1299 
1502 
207 
912 
.1143 
384 
1414 
259 
1010 
1089 
1434 
840 
697 
551 
83 
885 
1320 
14G6 
1217 
519 
SFECI3S. 
B,H,N. 
If, 
8,E.}T. 
";' 
.:..:..I. 
c. 

A,C. 

N. 
c. 
('I
-'. 
C. 
v. " 
5,C,N. 
1. 
('I T ­
...;,u ,LJ. 
L. 
B. 
C. 
H. 
H. 
H,M. 
M,N. 
A,R. 
A. 
3,e,L. 
A,E,J ,M. 
u 
u. 
H. 
H. 
C,J. 
ilM 
S~mDISH ZOOLCGICAL EXPEDITION (1899-1900) • (LlJnnoerg, 1902). 
-

f 
" 
STATION. DATE. eOSITION. DEPTH. SPECIES. 
LAT. LONG. (M) 
24 1899 73.24N 21.25W 70 C. 
41 1899 72.43N 24.49W 50 C. 

6 1900 Spi tsbeI'gen 350 c. 

7 1500 78.20N i1.30E 7 B. 

16 1900 72.25N 17.56W 300 A,C. 

18 1900 74.30N 18.40W 90 B, c. 

19 1900 74.35N 18.15W 150 C,N. 

20 1900 73.55N. 19.20W 150 B,C,N. 

MICHAEL SARS 	 (1900-14) • (S tephensen, various papers. Alllillend.ed 
by J .W.Hedgpeth, 1948). 
STATION. DATE POSITION. DEPTH. SPECIES. 
LAT. LONG. (TvT) 
62 5.9.1900 74.19N 16.3GW 280 I,N. 
1<'II 9·5.01 71.22N 27.55W 393 .u • 

37 29.6.02 62.42N" 1.26E 775 A. 

38 29.6.02 62.33N 1.56E 550 c. 

55 19.7.02 62.40N 1.56E 670 A. 

56 20.7.02 62.23N 2.03E 500 N. 

67 28.7.02 62.35N 4.04W 600 A. 

75 10.8.02 60.i0N c.35'}! 1220 A. 

"- ,.,76 11.8.02 53·28N 8.01'1'1 1200 rt,u., 

91 23.8.02 64.27N 13.27W 160 B, C,I,L,l~, o. 

144 1 .7.03 58.00N :: .24E 93 IT. 

212 19.6.04 57.441'-1 5.35E 10~ 1~ . 

275 6.7.04 51.09N 1.30W 96 N. 

108 1909 70.32N 13.17E 300 
'"

..:.I. 
.'"'
'..I •6 4.6.14 70.09H 3'J.52E 200 
7 	 3" '''~T:1
• I 	 5.6.14 70.i8N ~.cjl:!J 20-S L. 

28 24.6.14 70.16N 32.20E 220 G. 

"0 ~.~-, 	 ('62 16.7.14 75. 1 SN ,::;: • ..Jo.-::,. 11:0 •.J 
I" 
>d.63 16.7.14 74.0'3N 19.1BE :06 
4' T65 18.7.14 74.15N 17.15E 17S "-,,.w. 
..
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BELGICA (1905). (Unpublished). 
STATION. DATE. POSITION. DEPTH .. SPECIES. 

LAT. LONG. (M) 

4 i 9.6".05 79.51H 11.37E 80 B, C. 

11 a 7.7.05 79.52N 10.42E 310 C,L. 

32 24.7.05 79.58N 14.10W 300 H. 

41 31.7.05 78.09N 14.01W 78 B,C. 

45 3.8.05 77 •31N 18.24W A,N. 
SILVER BELLE (1908) • (Unpublished) • 
STATION. DATE. POSITION DEPTH. SPECIES. 
LAT. LONG. (M) 
3 13.7.07 60.41H 3.36W 927 H,J. 
9 18.7.07 60.40N 5.47W 905 A. 

10 19.7.07 60.30N 6.24W 908 A. 

POURI~UOI PAS ~ (1913) . (Bouvier, 1914) • 
STATION. POSITION. DEPTH. SPECIES. 
LAT. LONG. (M) 
22 70.47N 8.02W 140 C, F. 
25 71 .041i 7.56W 70 o. 
27 70.58N 8.07W 160 O,N. 
28 70. S8N 8.42W 40 B,C. 
29 70.56N 8.55W 40 O. 
31 66.13N 23.42W 50 C. 
32 66.00N 24·14W 60 D. 
"B&~T1ETT COLLEOTION (1926-41). (Hed~~eth, 1943). 
DATE. POSITION. DEPTH. SPECIES. 
23.6.27 70.00N 33.17E 122 E,L. 
29.7.31 74.21N 16. JOW 75 C. 
30·7.31 74.041T 17'.5SW 120 c. 
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lCELAND. (Stephensen, 1937. Zoolo~r 	of Iceland) 
POSITION. DEPTH. 
LAT. LJNG. (M) 
64.51N 13·44W 150 
'55.42N 13·57W 113 
65.14N 14.08W 51 
64.00N : 4.22W 128 
64.04N 15.42W 65 
66.17N 18.14W 98 
oj.27N 18.2TN 150 
63.20N 20.00W 70 
63.15N 20.04W 2:6 
.:)3.33N 20.05W 83 
63.30N 20.1471 80 
63.18N 21.30W 178 
63. "1 5N 22.23W '"'276 
64.04­lIi 22.26w 40 
66.13:{ 23.42W 50 
65.0Zif 23.56W 207 
65. 3~~ 23.58W 62 
66.o0N 24.14W 60 
66. 'J8!'I 24.12W 90 
66.53N 24.42Vl 215 
66. 13:'T 25.10W 
66020rT 25.12W 175 
~:'!EST HOLT. (1949-53) . 
CRUISE POSITION. 
& STATION LAT. LONG. 
1949(IV) 
13 74.00N 17.56E 
1q,10 (V)
/ ""f /' \ 
74.28N 16.25E 
25 74.15N 16.23E 
~' 
""'!, fjj,:;' 	 74.36N 16.52E 
74.30N 16.34E34 
74.441\1" ' 17.45E39 
.-, -.., 
{U 	 73.54J.\f 19. 25E 
0'-",Ie:. 	 73.54N "19·50E 
-2:26­
SPECIES. 
('I 
v. 
L. 
O. 
0. 
B. 
C. 
0. 
D. 
b • 
B,C. 
B,D,G,N. 
B,E,O. 
B,E,N,O. 
D. 
D. 
B,N,O. 
D. 
D. 
C. 
B,C,N. 
E. 

C,I. 

(Blacker, 
DEPTH. 
(M) 
174 
311 
283 
182 
274 
201 
345 
177 
1957) • 
SPECIES. 
N. 
N. 
N. 
B,H. 
B,I. 
C. 
N. 
C,N. 
C 
. 

ERNEST HOLT. eCcntinued) • 
CRUISE POSITION. :DEPTH. SPECIES. 
&STATION. LAT •. LONG. (M) 
1949(VTI) 

60 75.03N 25.37E 182 C,L. 

61 75.01N 25.47B 208 N. 

1949(VIII) 

19 76.51N 32.00B 135 N. 

1949(IX) 

9 74.3'lN 17 .04E 117 13,1. 

16 74.36N 16.40B 210 C,N. 

n 74.28N 16.42E 200 C,N. 

21 73.58N 17 .40E 216 C,I. 

29 74.21N 17 .42E 148 C, M, N. 

31 74.13N 17 .19E 188 C. 

1950(1) 

81 74.21N 20.40E 201 C. 

1950(11) 

I"t44 73.55N 18.56E 457 v. 
1950(V) 

11 74.31N 17 .28E 137 E,C,1. 

12 74.3BN 17.14E 157 13, C, 1. 

27 74.40N 16.36E 219 N. 

33 74.2411T 17 .20E 182 C, K, 1,N. 

38 74.13N 16.38B 274 ., N. 
44 74·45N 17.07E 377 1. 
50 70.02N 17.36E 212 A,B,I,1,N. 
52 74.03N 17.54E 216 B, C, I , 1 , lvi, N • 
54 74.10N 17.52E 181 B,C,N. 
57 74.09N 18.04E 146 C,1,N. 
59 74.04N 17 .06E 238 B. 
62 74.08N 16.26E 329 I. 
68 74.43N 17.02E 229 K. 
72 74.38N 17.36E 124 B, C,L. 
76 74.45N 17 .23E 256 N. 
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:; 
2HNEST ,{OL!:;, (Continued) '. 
CRUISE POSITION. DEPTH. SPECIES. 
& STATIOn LAT. LONG. (M) 
1950(V11) 
49 74.39N 17 .22E 143 C,N. 
50 74.39N 17 .40E 146 C,N. 
52 74.33N 17 .03E 165 c. 
53 74.37N 17 .25E 135 (1 v. 
54 74.33N 17 .26m 143 :B,C,1. 
56 74.45N 18.26m 165 :B. 
57 74.44N 18.02E 182 :B,N. 
59 74.45N 18.45E 150 G,L. 
72 74.26N 20.20B 1-19 G. 
80 74.01N 18.40E 137 C. 
88 74.38N 18.20E 143 C. 
v.101 74.56N 18.30E 194 r< 
102 75.03N 17.25E 179 N. 
1950(V111) 
43 73.4QN 18.32E 238 N. 
44 73.43N 18.34E 292 N. 
73.59N 19.062 133 	 c.54 

1'35,)(IX) 

C.41 74.34N 17.45E 113 
G,L.74.30N 17 .30E 13942 
:B,C,L.57 74.4QN 18.292 95 
C, M.91 74.26N 17 .16B 	 175 
124 B,C.18.02E92 '74.25N 

1 ') 
• .J 1 i8.0eE 201 N.
73.5SMI 
1951(11) 
C,lL8 74.22N 23.45E 	 247 
C. 
11 '7 4.10~1 23.11E 307 
C,N.??
,-,,-, 73. 52~1 17.58E 219 

n51(III) 

C,N.22.31E 27174.i2N 
212 C,N.42 74.15N 23.102 
C. 
.13 74.451~ 25.22E 	 292 
32974.3mT 25.452 	 c. 
G,N.26574.16t~ 32.452S9 
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~R.HEST JOLT. (Con-sinued) • 

CRUISE POSITION. IlEPTH. SPECIES. 

& S'TATION LAT. LONG. (M) 
1951(III) 
c~nt. 
60 74.16N 32.41E 247 C,L,N. 
64 73.05N 33.50E 223 L. 
1951 (IV) 

20 74.07N 16.27E 292 N. 

21 74.06N 16.50E 238 N. 

22 73.59N 18.53E 128 B,L. 

23 73.57N 19.18E 141 B,C,L. 

24 74.17N 22.42E 192 G,N. 

25 74.20N 23.05E 274 C,N. 

B,C.26 74.37N 26.06E 	 311 
201 B,O,L,N.28 75.31N 26.40E 
32 75.47N 30.40E 322 e,M. 
165 B,C,L,lI'I,N.36 75.20N 33.32E 
B, C,M,N.41 75.5'2N 34.50B 194 
44- 75.08N 30.35E 375 O,N. 
47 75.0911 26.30B 219 O,N. 
-165 O,N.50 75.0611 24.30B 
51 75·00N 24.30E 168 N. 
52 74.27N 23.25B 186 c. 
C.53 74.23N 23.11E 	 153 
210 B, o. 
- 54 74.17N 23.20B 
238 . O,L,N.55 74.18N 23.20B 
G,N.56 74.13N 23.25B 311 

1951 (V) 

C.16.36E 	 174­110 74.14N 

1951(VI) 

C,L.17.18E 	 15635 	 74.37N 
76.31N 14.348 219 c. 44 O,N.
63 77.09N 12.15E 	 201 
1952(I) 
L.27 74- .31N 17.30E 	 135 
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, ERN8ST~. ,( Continued) • 
CRUISE POSITION. DEPTH. SPECIES. 
& STATION LAT. LONG. (M) 
1952(III ) 
44 71.10N 28.32]] 269 1,0. 
46 74.08N 16.18E 296 L. 
51 74.5SN 26.14E 210 C,L,N. 
53 74.44N 26.19E 300 C,L. 
1952(lV) 
27 72.33N 25.19E 210 B,L,N. 
82 72.35N 23.29E 252 c. 
1953(III) 
49 74.21N 24.44E 307 c. 
50 74.22N 24.56E 311 C,N. 
1953(IV) 
36 15.15N 25.37E 179 c. 
37 75.10N 25.21E 165 c. 
1953(VI) 
13 76.38N 33.23E 143 C. 
28 76.45N 33.12E 140 C. 
31 77.52N 30.00E 285 C. 
42 77.21N 38.50E 212 C. 
44 73.33N 41.48E ?38 c. 
47 76.55N 37.55E 182 C. 
48 76.21N 37.55E 267 C,N. 
51 75.30N 33.52E 234 N. 
208 C,N.52 75.02N 32.23E 
N.53 74. 551~ 32.13E 210 
c.61 76.07N 21.058 174 
1953(VII) 
13 77 •52N 29·29E 249 c. 
14 77 .46N 29.08E 229 c. 
16 n.15N 28.11]] 182 	 C. 
c.18 76.22N 29.08E 190 
G,N.19 76.15N 29.00E 165 
C.20 76.0aN 28.48E 165 
21 76. 1 0:& 28.26B '143 c. 
29 76.2a~i 33.15E 238 	 C. 
C,H.30 76 .3~1' 33.10E ~ 65 
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BEHEST HOLT. (Cor.tim~ed) • 
CRUISE FOSI'l'ION • DEPTH. SPECIES. 
& STATICN. LA '1'. LONG. (M) 
1953(VII) 
CODt. 
31 76.53N 32.30E 210 C,H,M. 
32 77 .02N 32.15E 210 C. 
33 77 .02N )'1.48E 227 c. 
34 77 .02N 31 .14E 229 C,E. 
35 76.44N 30.33E 278 c. 
36 75.49N 21.12E 201 c. 
37 ' 75.49N 26.43E 165 N. 
40 75.11N 26.51E 238 C. 
41 75.11N 26.25E 225 C,N. 
42 75.11N 26.00E 205 B,C,N . 
. 
48 75.59N 34.22E 229 C,N. 
49 75.53N 34.22E 249 C,N. 
50 75.46N 34. 22:8 205 C,N. 
53 74.53N 32.38E 210 C,L,N. 
54 74.47N 32.26E 216 C. 
56 74.47N 25.00B 165 C,M. 
59 74. 1 7N 22.11E 219 C,L. 
60 74.18N 22.43:3 150 C. 
61 74.18N 22.23E 165 C,L. 
63 14.20N' 22.34E 165 C,N. 
1953(VIII) 

38 73.37N 49·54E 265 N. 

c.39 73.32N 49.56E 274 
75 73.36N 37.58E 238 N. 
CIROLAN~ (Dec,1972). (Unpublished) • 
POSITIm1. DEPT.f:I. SPEC:ES.STATION. DATE. 
LAT. LONG. (M) 
C,L,N.11 ' 1.12.72 60.21N 47.10W 	 140 
~40 C,N.12 1.12.72 60.21l~ 47.10W 
c.18 2.12.72 61.18N 49·59W 	 130 
19 	 3.12.72 61. 31N .34W 130 N. 
C,I,N.24 3.12.72 62.37N 51.34W 	 130 
25 	 3.12.72 62.26U 51. '1)W ~40 c. 
88 c.26 8.. 12.72 62.29N 51-iT,'} 
-231- ._______________ 

CIEOLAl"TA (Aug, 1975). , (D!1published) • 
.. 

STATION. DATE. POSITION. DEPTH. SPECIES. 
LAT. LONG. (M) 

34 27.8.75 74.31N 23.30E ! 60 c, M, N. 

47 28.8.75 
 62 O,L,N. 
86 3.9.75 77 .2 3N 12. 27E 180 C,L,M,N. 
rCEL,ANTI (July, 1978) . (Palsson, rersonal cornnl1.::nicaticn). 
STATICN. DATE. POSITICN. DEPTH. SPECIES. 
LAT. LONG. (M) 
71 9.7.78 65.38N 13.22W 157 A, C, N. 

76 11.7.78 65.0~T 13.5JW 183 C,N. 

78 12.7.78 64.52N 13.11W 146 C,J,N. 

79 12.7.78 64.46N 12.32W 174 C, N. 

80 12.7.78 54.JON 12.59W 146 C,N. 

lUTTON DOREN ( t978). 
STATION. DATE. POSITION. DEPTH. S?EC:IES. 
LAT. LONG. 
73 21.6.78 73.44N 20.27E 415 C,N. 

74 21;6.78 73.52N 20.09E 306 C,N. 

75 21.6.78 71 .01N 19·15E 134 B,C,L,N. 

76 21.6.78 74.07N 19 . 10E 80 C. 

Wo 22.6.78 74.07N 16.18B 750 B,C,J,lif. 

87 23.6.78 74.21N 21.46B 200 :s., C, IE, If • 

88 23.6.78 74.071T 22.03E 285 C,L,?yI,N. 

89 23.6.78 74.03N 2 1 .02E 300 G,N. 

91 23.6.78 74.25N 21.08E 110 L,N. 

98 24.6.78 76.31N 14.32E 2.30 C,L,lJ. 

99 24.6.78 76.29N ~4.18E C,L,N. 

100 24.6.7'8 76.451:1 14.12E ~25 10... 

101 25.6.78 76 •5TN 13 • 55E 

102 25.6.78 76.56N 13.22E ?1t:i =-,C,L,li.
.-- 1,/ 
103 25.6.78 76.5e.N 12. 15E ri. 

105 26.6.78 77 . 28N "; 1 • :;: 2E 225 

":j ,.-, -; ....:r106 26.6.78 77 •33N " 1. 58E 2CC _, ....".;.J'el.i. 

107 26.6.78 77.26N 12.33E 

108 26.6.78 77 • 3 5N 13 .05E 10(j 
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A}.:TON :::JOHBN (Continued.) • 
STATION. DATE. POSI 'II O~T • nEFTI!. SPEO::BS. 
LAT. LONG. (M) 
110 27.6.78 77 .4811 10.33E 210 B,C,N. 

111 27.6.78 77 . 52N 9.55E 300 N. 

112 27.6.713 77.59N 9.30E 410 N. 

113 27.6.78 78.06N 9. 28E 510 J ,N. 

114 ;21.6.78 78.o6N 9·55E 210 0, N, O~ 

-: 15 3.7.78 73.53N 16.06E 415 	 B,J,N,O. 
B,C,I,N.~ 16 3.7.78 73.S9N 16.35E 	 320 
1 '17 3.{.78 74.2HT 16.54E 206 B,J,N. 
124 6.7.78 78.10N 10.00E, 260 N. 
125 '~.7.78 78.101~ 9. 26E 350 J ,N. 
O,I,J,N,O.6.7.76 	 78.15H 9·33E 450 
O,I,J,L,O.127 6.7.78 78.32N 9. 2OB 500 
B,C,J,H.128 6.7.78 78.36N 9·25E 	 400 
310 C,N.129 6.7.78 76.40N 9. 28B 

'1 ") ;1 7.7.76 79.iON B.25E 510 C,N. 

, J­
B.21E 400 C,J,L,N,O.135 7.7.72 79.12N 
1 /.7.78 79.17N 8.24E 2'55 	 N. 
B,C,N.138 7.7.78 79.32N 8.53E 296 
B,C,N,O.
.., ,'\ 14.15E 	 245I..,. 1 , :.7.78 76.37N 
C,J,L,N.~~ it r; Q '7 "7Q is.53N 14.38E 	 376,/ • •
''+''- i r u 
B,C,L,N,O.14.10E 4601':.7.78- 75.46N143 
B,C,J,N,O.14.0L\E 560144 9.7.78 75.39N 
B,C,L,N.152• 74. 34J.'l 17· 2OEI'147 .?78 
200 C,N.16.43E148 10.7.78 74.28N 
B,C,N.16.nE 300 ! 10.7.78 74.30N B,C,J ,N.16. HE 50015C 10.{.78 74·32N 
\7p~?r:E',r( 'E"SRI'iIG (1979). 
SFECIES.JA§. POsITIon 'DEF'ffiSTA'rI;:'!i. 

LAT. LCNG. (WI) 

B.7~ .18N 22.19E 4057 15·7.79 O. 
1 c:: ..., 1'1 .32N 23.23E 373 
':l I .,;-'. ( •
.I 	 N, O.22.1 1jE ~,25
-" 16.:.79 "72.23N! ;. 	 C,N.P'fr~ fJ 5N 23.31E 277 
·1 
'''t 
~ 16.7.79 /I!., • G. 
",\r-,~ )1.; C,N.6 7 '7(. 72.48N 23.3 1E 
• • I ..'15 
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';'IA.lTP.ER ~:ERWIG (Continued). 
SJ:.-ATICN. DATE. POSITION. DEPTh. SPECIES. 
LAT. LOllG. (M) 
16 1'~o. 7 f .79 72.42N 21.52E 
1'" 
415 A~C. 
' " 17.7.79 73.00N 21.05E 455 A,e. 

21 12.7.79 73.39N 
 18.49E 334 N,O. 

?~ 18.7.79 D.HN 18.59E 465 A,C,N.
~.J 
24 16.7.79 73.12N 17.23E 460 A,:B,N,O. 
25 18.7.79 73.36N 17 .21E 407 A,:B,N. 
34 19.7.79 73.55N 35016.21E J3,I,L,N. 
35 19.7.79 74.05N 16.56E 258 A,:B,C,L,lVI,N. 
")'~ ~.( 19·7.79 74.12N i 6. 44E 245 :B,C,N. 

28 '19.7.79 74.25N 17 .OOE 190 C,N. 

..,..A 1 20.7.79 74.11N 20.48E 225 C,N • 

42 20.7.79 74·03N 20.21E 137 :B,L,N. 

44 21. 7.79 75.06N 17.08E 200 .C,N. 

,1 ~ 21.7.79 75.12N 15.55E 240 C,N.
'"t -' 
48 21.7.79 75.31N 14.48E 396 A,::S,N. 
'T·'0.' 21.7.79 75.36N 15.33E 380 C,N. 
50 22.7.79 75.32N 16.18E 247 C,N. 
51 22.7.79 75.36N 17 .45E 150 C,N. 
53 22.7.79 75.48N 16.33E 370 :B,C,L,N. 
54 22.7.79 75.5iN 14.35E 326 :B,C,L,N. 
55 22.7.79 76.04l'T 15. 26E 365 O,L,N. 
57 23.7.79 76.nN 16.37E 130 N. 
58 23.7.79 76.16N 17.00E 200 L,tT; 
59 23.7.79 76.11N 16·.34E 260 C,N. 
76.56N 12.37B 420 B,C,N,O.71 24.7.79 

72 ,25.7.79 77.05N 12.46E 475 A,N. 

C,N.
73 25.7.79 77.17N 12.44E 215 
B,C,L,N.74 25.7.79 77.08N 12.45E 190 
76 25.7.79 77 .27N 13 .10E 230 C,N. 
78 26.7.79 78.13N 'j 0.42E 280 C,L,N,O. 
B,C,L,N.79 26.7.79 78.17N 10.12E 305 

C,N.
80 26.7.79 7S.13N 9.19E 500 

C,H.
32 26.7.79 78.30N 9.30E 434 

C,L,N.
86 27.7.79 SO.OiN 10.51'E. 370 
87 27.7.79 80.o6N 11 .06E 250 J3,C,L,N. 
C,L,N.167111 29.7.79 79.21N 8.36E 
2";),Li­
.-, 
7lA.LT1-3P,- HERWIG (Continued) • 
3~.~TICl~ • DA rrz. POSITION. DEPTH. SPECIES. 
LA'I' • LONG. (1£) 
I 	 L.~ , 17 30.7.79 79.03N 9.39E 100 

C,N.

'-	 9.34E1':'1, 31.7.79 78.34N 	 199 
-'I,'.......... 
 B,G,L,~T.I .:;::: 31. 7 .79 78.25N 10.56E 185 

130 3.8.79 77.39N 10.47E 353 C ,N. 

C,N.
131 3.8.79 .44N 10.46E 247 
13,C,L,N.132 3.8.79 77 .43N 11.40E 181 
G,N.1"'')j.) 3.8.79 77.42N 10.38B 350 
G,N.
'j ">::. 4.8.79 77.29N 11.09E 453 
..1/ 
A,B,O.137 4.8.79 77 .16N 11.25E 452 
:38 ~.6.7S' 76.46N 13.16E 256 	 N. 
A,B,C,L,N.
"1 "),q 4.8.79 76.341T 14.12:8 175 
.-'" C,1T.16. HE 350~ 
, 5.8.79 74.27N 
13,L,N.74. 22N 16.16E 460 ~43 5.;3.79 
B.2507.8.79 72.00N 26.39E1551 
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APPElilJIX III. 
MEASUREMENT TIATA. 
The llleasuremen ts me.de o~-: eleven of the fif-':;een Eas tern 
Arctic N;ymuhcn species have been deposj ted in the following places. 
a. With the Author'. 
b. Mrs P. Fry, Marine :Bem;hos La"boratory, 
Putteridge Bury, Hltchin Eoad. Luton. 
c. Crustacea 
Hl' co tor~71J.._ .... ' r .J;' 
Section, ::British Museum 
South Kensington, London. 
(Natural 
The data ccnsist 
1. Nymph on tenellum, 
2. Nymph on hirtiues, 
3. Nymuhon hirtiU8S, 
4. Nvmuhor, hir-+:i "ces, 
5. Nymphon hirtiues, 
6. Ny-mphe:!: hirtiu8s, 
7. N:ynrphon hirti-oes, 
8. Nymphon hirtiP8s, 
9. N;YTIlllrWn !:irtiues, 
10. Nymuhon hirt; pes, 
11 • Nym-rhon hirtiues, 
12. Nym-phon hirtipes, 
13. Nym-r,hor~ hirtipes, 
14· Nyqmhon hirtip8S, 
15· N;,'111Ilhon hirtipes, 
16. Nym-D1:"on hi:rtip8S, 
of the following s:peci es and stations. 
mixed stations from Eastern Arctic. 

(48 specimen;::.). 

Sta 148, Anton Dohrn 1978 Cruise. (30 s:pecir:ler.:.E). 

Sta 166, Anton Dohrn 1978 (30 specimens). 

. 'ISm 107, Anton J)ohrn 19'i8 ( 30 specJ.J1le:::ls; • 
'" .;:;'"Ga 110, Antor. Dohrn 1978 ( 30 specirr:ens) 
· 

Sta 110, Anton Donnl 1978 (30 sp6cL~en8). 

Sta 117, AlJ:on Dohrn 1978 (30 specimer:s • 

S:ta 127~ Anton rohrn 1978 (30" EpeciT:1er.:s 

· 
Ste. 128 1 J.... n-worl Dohrn 1978 (30 specimens) 
· 

. '\
Sta 129, Anton Dohrn 1978 (24 speC JJr.2 DE " 
· 

Stella C9~riYla., Aug 1939 (30 spec:L~ens). 

Sta 86, Cirola..'Y18 1975 ( 30 specimen::"). 

Sta 1~ & 12, Cirolana 1972 (26 srecin:ens). 

. " Sta 80, 1978 (26 speClmenl1'). 
Ste. 79, Iceland 1978 (13 
Earne s tHo} I, 3arent.:" Sea (:2 
17. Nvmphon strl'imi, 
18. 	IT"JLlphon str'Omi, Sta 98, Anton Dohru 1978. (30 	 specimens) • 
1 .... "'0 	 ~T;lr72Dhon 3tr~mi, Sta 102, Anton Dohrn 1978 (30 SlJecimens) , 

· 
~'T ~l7;:1;·h 0 n strlJmi, 
 Gta 106, Anton Ilohrn 1978 (30 specimens). 
2; • ~J;ll::'Dhcn ~Jtrl)mi , Sta 107, Anton Dohrn 	1978 (30 '" . . \~yeCll1lens). 
'?:: .. 	 ~I;m~3bon :3 h:\:)mi, Sta 116, Anton Dohru 	1978 (30 specimens). 
,,~ {:.. ~. 	 Iltrm'C~norl 3 '::1'C)mi , Sta 127, Anton Dohru 	1978 (30 sIJec::Lrnens) • 
.... ,.. 	 !
,::4 • 	 l\J "!,;'T!! 1: :1 0 n str'Omi, Sta 128, Anton Doorn 1978 (30 specimens). 
'to'" 	 •
') :;::, 
t- ,J a 	 ~"4 :1""!nPt:C~ 3t==~mi, Sta 129, Anton Dohru 1978 (30 specimens) • 

~) . :J:;rrn:.:hen 2trBmi, Sta 141, Anton Dohrn 1978 (30 specimens) . 

~,; yrr:. ;~.' r. en :=.; ":r()mi,

· 
Sta 142, Anton Doh:rn 1978 (30 specimens) • 

-

"0 	 Q'i- ....... 

-...J "Sa!17~G: ;~ h en .~ ':;rcmi, 86, Cirolana 1975 (29 specimens) • 
· 
:~r .~.rr:rDhen s-:rJ.;rr:i, 	 Stas 79,37,52, 108, Cirlana 1978 (30 specimens) • 
• :h;r.'r:,r:n: 	 ser1'arJID, Various stations Anton Dohrn 1978 (26 suecimens). 
V,?xious stations Anton Dohrn '1978 (27 specimens). 
3:;:. 	 !'!:;:;r:Lhf~n slui teri, (Amsterdam collections) (30 specimens). 
ii?'!':';r;:hcl: 2Tos3ipes, 'Tarious stations Anton Dohrn 1978 (60 specimens). 
• 	 ~l\"'T.'Cr:or: ele&(3.D3, Wbi te sea (Yarious) (30 specLrnens). 

N;I:::2hcD 1::r:.",i tarse, White sea (Yarious) (30 specLrnens) • 

, 
. 
.E:i:rr.d:cl! ;-::a,cronyx, 	 'Nhi te sea (Yarious) (30 specimens).~ 
7. l~y;::phon l;:mg'imanum 7lbi te Sea (Various) (11 specimens). 
:nensural variables for each specimens (18 primary and 23 in total) 
s.rf~ wm i!: full in table 2.1. 
31 • 
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AFF:sNDIX IV. 
'JCM?1JTER FROGRJlJvIMES. 
1 • Y·:J.4 - Listing l' cr..~y. 
2. CE-CK 1 • 
-
Listing or.ly. 
'"I 
"
- . 
FRYIJA4 Listing and example. 
4. FRYDA6 
-
Listing; and example. 
Ii '""., 
VD4 LIST 

1000 REM PROGRAM INPUTS DATA VIA VDU TO PVKNOS.DAT FILE. 
1010 ! VEf::SION 29/6/79. 
1020 ON ERROR GOTO 2620 \ YI=SYSICHR$(6%)tCHRI(-7%» 
1030 DIM N$(5),C'(5),FIC5),SI(5,23) 
1040 OPEN 'DKO;PYKNOS.DAT' AS FILE 2%,MODE 1% 
1050 FOR J=1 TO 5: FOR K=O TO 23 
1060 FIELDI2%,2 AS 01$,2 AS Q2',8 AS 03S,100*(J-l) AS Xli, 
1 AS F'IJ).2 AS NI(J),l AS C$(J).4*K AS X21.4 AS SI(J.K) 
1070 NEXT K: NEXT J 
1080 GETI2X,RECORD 1% 

1090 BO%=CVn;;(Ql$) !BO% IS NO. BLOC!'':S IN USE IN FILE. 

1100 AOi:=CVT't,%(Q2$' 'AOi: IS t-<O. OF ANIMALS STOr~ED. 

1110 PRINT CHR$C24%);'DATA INPUT PROGRAM.'\PRINT'-------------------' 

1120 PRINT\PRINT"CURRENT FILE DETAILS:-'\PRINT TAB(23); 

1130 PRINT"NO. BLOCKS IN USE "IBO% \PRINT TAD(23); 

1140 PRINT'LARGEST ANIMAL NO. IS 'IAO% \PRINT 

1150 PRINT'ANIMAL DATA CAN NOW BE ENTERED,'\SLEEP 5 

1160 DIM YS(23),ES(6).L(23),X(23),E%(23) 

1170 READ VI(K) FOR K=O TO 23 !VARIABLE NAMES. 

1180 DATA 'yO " ·YI ','Y2 " 'Y3 ·,·Y4 ·,"Y5 ", 'Y6 ',IY7 ','Y8 ','Y9 • 

1190 DATA YIO,Vl1.V12.Y13,Y14.VI5,YI6,Y17,YI8.Y19,Y20,V21,Y22,Y23 

1200 MAT READ E$ !SEX CODES. 

1210 DATA M,E,P,F.L,J 

1220 READ LIK) FOR K~O TO 23 !VARIABLE LIMITS. 

1230 DATA 150,25,15.10,10,10.10.50,10,10,10,20,10,30,50,80,80,120 

1240 DATA 20,20,10,60.10,10 

1250 OPEN'KB:' AS FILE 1X,MODE 8%\VS=SYSICHRS(11Z') 

1260 DEf'- f'NQ,\I'f'l;) !OUTF'UT STRING. 

1270 PRINT fl%. RECORD 4096%, AI; 
1.~ct'0 FNENl:I 
12 9 0 DE~ FNC%(X%.YZ) 'POSITION CURSOR. 
1300 PRINT ~1%, RECORD 4096%. CHR$(l~~Z)t'Y·tCHRS(X%)tCHRS(Y%); 
1310 FNEND I O(;x%(=80 0<=Y%(=24 
1320 X$=FNL'H;( CHRS (24;~) ) ! CLE,'lR SCREEN :I. cur,SOR HOME. 
1330 X$=FNQI(CHR'(14%» !SfT 
1340 Xs-FNQ$(CHR$1155Z)t'L') 
1350 :X:'V:FNl~$(' ') FOR 1\,;=1)% TO 
1360 P%=FNC%(O%.l%) !MOVE TO 
1370 X,=FNL'<S (. .) FOR 1-.7.=0% TO 
1380 PX=FNC%(ll%,l/.) 
1390 X.=FNQ$('SEA-SPIDER DATA 
1400 X,=FNQ$(CHR'(6%) 
1410 P%~FNC%(7%,3%) !MOVE TO 
1420 X$=FNQS('ANIMAL NO.----­
HIGHLIGHT MODE. 
!SET 
£10% 
LINE 
79% 
INPUT 
LINE 
1430 FOR JX-O% TO 3% \ FOR K%-OX TO 

1440 P%=FNC%(13%MK%t2%,2%*J%t5%) 

1450 X$=FNQ'(YI(6Z*J%tK%» 

1460 xt=FNQS" ------') !F'AINT 

1470 NEXT K% \ NEXT J% 

1480 FIELD t1%. 8 AS FI 

1490 P%=FNC%(17%.3%) !ANIMAL NO. 

INVERSE VIDEO, 
!LINE O. 
1. 
PROGRAM. VERSION 2b/6/79,') 
3. 
SEX CODE -") 

5% !LINES 5,7,9,11 

24 FIELDS 
1500 PRINT 11%. RECORD 256%. CHR'10%t5%)t'-"; 

1510 GET 11% \ LX=RECOUNT 

:1520 NIX=VALCCVT'SILEFT(FS,LX),-l%» 

1:;30 IF N1%)AO% THEN 1600 

1540 Bl%=IN1%t4%)/5% \ Pl%=Nl%-5%*(Bl%-I%) 

1550 GET '2/., RECORD B1% 

1:;60 N4%=CVTS%(NS(Pl%) \ IF N4%~)Nl% THEN 1600 

1:;70 P%=FNC%(6%,19X) \ XI=FNQS(CHR$(14/.») 

1580 X$=FNQS("CAUTION - DATA EXISTS FOR THIS ANIMAL 

1590 XS=FNQ$(CHRS(6%» 

1600 P%=FNC%(40%,3X) !BEX CODE. 

1610 PRINT 11%, RECORD 25¢%, CHR$(OXtl%)t'-'; 

1620 GET :1'1% 

1630 FOR J%=l% TO 6% 

NUMBER. ') 
1640 IF LEFTCFS,l)=ES(J%) THEN 1680 ICHECK POSSIBLE SEX CODES, 
1650 NEXT J% 
1.660 P%=FNC%(6%,22%) \ X,zFNQS(CHRSI14Z) \ X$=FNQSC'SEX-CODE ERROR! 'J 

1670 P%=FNC%(39%,3%) \ X'~FNQ$(' ') \ XS=FNQ'(CHRS(6%» 

1680 SS;LEFT(F',l%) \ MAT E%=ZER 

16'10 FOR J%;O% TO 3% \ FOR K%~O% TO 5% 

1700 P%=FNC/.C13X*KXt6%,2X*JZ+5%) 

1·710 PRINT 'HZ, RECOf'W 256/:, CHr{$(O/.+6~:l+"-·; 

1720 GET .1% , L%=RECOUNT 

1730 N2=VAL{CVT•• CLEFT{F.,L%),-lZ) 

1740 I%='6%*J%tK% 

1750 IF N2<LCI%) fHEN lJli'O 

1760 P%=FNCX(13X*K%t5%,2X*J%i5X) 

1770 X'=F"NQS(CHf~$(1.4X)) , X$"'FNQ$(' ') 

1780 P%=F"NC%(6Z,23Z) \ X,-rNQSI'LIMIT 

1790 X(IZ'=N2 

, Ei~U% "'1% 

ERROR!') \ X'~FNQi(CHRI(6%) 
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1800 NEXT KZ \ NEXT JZ 

1810 PZ=FNCZ(6Z,13X) 

1820 X$=FNQIC'To ACCEPT TYPE 1 OR TO CORRECT TYPE 2 -')

1830 P%=FNC%(44%,13Z) 

1840 PRINT 11Z, RECORD 256%, CHR$(OX+l%)t'-'; 

1850 GET tlZ \ AI=LEFTCFS,l%) 

1860 IF AI:'l' THEN 2310 ELSE IF A$='2' THEN 1870 ELSE 1810 

1870 P%=FNCXC6%,14Z) 

1880 X$=FNQIC'To CORRECT ENTRIES TYPE 1 FOR ANIMAL NO., 2 FOR SEX CODE,')

1890 PX=FNC%(15%,15Z) 

1900 X$-FNQ$('OR 3 FOR A V-VALUE _') 

1910 PZ=FNC%(35Z,15X) 

1920 PRINT 11%, RECORD 236%, CHR$(OX+1Z,t'_'; 

1930 GET 11% \ AI=LEFT(FI,1) 

1940 IF A$='l'THEN1950 ELSEIF AI.'2'THEN2000 ELSEIF AI.'3'THEN2090 ELSE1870 

1950 PZ=FNCX(17Z,3Z) \ XI=FNQ$C' _____ ') \ P%=FNC%(17%,3%) 

1960 PRINT 11%, RECORD 256%, CHR$(OZ+5Z,t'_'; 

1970 GET 11% \ LX=RECOUNT 

1980 NIX=VALCCVT'ICLEFTCFI,LX),-lZ» 

1990 GOTD 2270 

2000 P%=FNC%(39%,3X) \ XI·FNa,C" _') \ PX=FNC%(40Z,3Z) 

2010 PRINT 11%, RECORD 256%, CHR$COZ+IZ)t'_';

2020 GET ~l% \ B'-LEFT(F$,l)

2030 FOR J%~l% TO 6% 

J040 IF SI=ESeJZ) THEN 2070 

2050 NEXT J% \ P%=FNCX(39Z,3Z) \ X$=FNQIICHR$(14Z») 

'-'060 X,"~FNl1'lH' ') \ X$=FNLU(CHR$(6%» \ GOTD 2270 

~070 P%=FNC%(6Z,22%) \ XI=FNQS(' ') 

2080 GOTu 2270 

J090 P%=FNCZC6%,16Z) \ X$=FNQ$('WHICH V-VALUE __ ') \ PZ=FNCZ(21Z,16Z) 

2100 PRINT 11%, RECORD 256%, CHR'COZt2X)+'_'; 

'-'110 GET i1% 
2120 K=VALICVTSICLEFT(FS,2Zl,-lZ)) 
2130 JZ=INTIK/6tO.l) \ Ki.=K-6Z*JZ 
2140 Pl%~13%*KZt5% \ P2%~2Z*JZt5Z 
2150 EZeK)=OZ \ TX=O% 
2160 T%=TZtEZ(JZ) FOR J%~OZ TO 23% 
2170 IF rZ{~OZ THEN 2190 
2180 P%=FNCZ(bZ,23Z) \ XI-FNQ.C" ') 
21~O P%=FNCZ(PIZ,P2Z) \ X'-FNQ,(' ______ ') \ PZ=FNCXCPIZtl%,P2X) 
2200 PRINT IIZ, RECORD 2361., CHR.(OZt6X't'_'; 
2210 GEf lIZ \ LZ-RECOUNT \ N2-VAL(CVrl$CLEFT(FI,LZ),-lX») 
~220 IF N2 C L(K) THEN 2260 
22JO E%(K!=lZ \ PZ-FNCZ(P1X,P2%) \ X$=FNQ$(CHR$(14Z) 
2240 XI=FNQI" ') \ PZ-FNCZ(6%,23%)
2250 XS=FNQ,('CHECK LIMITl') \ X,-FNQ$CCHR$(6Z» 
2260 XIK)-N2 IY-VALUE IN TEMP STORE. 
2270 PX~FNCZ(6Z,lBZ) \ X,-FNUs,'ANY OTHER CORRECTIONS? Y OR N _') 
:'280 F'%=I-NC7.(J8X,18Z) \ PORIHT UZ. RECORD 256;', CHRI(OZt1XH'_'; 
2290 GEl *1Z \ AS-LEFTCF',lZ) 
2300 IF A$:'Y'THEN 1890 ELSE IF AI='N' THEN 2310 ELSE 2270 
2310 pXmFNCX(6%,20~l \ X$=FNQ'CCHR'C14Z» \ XI=FNUI('DATA COMPLETE.', 
2320 X'.FNQS(CHR$(6Z» \ SLEEP 5 
2330 B1Z=IN1Zt4Z1/5Z \ PIZ-N1Z-5Z*CBIZ-1Z) 
23~0 GET t2Z, RECORD BIZ 
2360 LSET F$CPIZ):'A" ! FLAG AS ACTIVE. 
2370 L~ET NI(P1Z)=CVTZ$(Nl~ !ANIMAL. NO. 
2380 LSET C$(P1Z)mS, ISEX-CODE. 
2390 cOR 1Z=O% TO 23% 
1400 LSEr S$(P1Z,!Z)~CVTF'(X'lZj) IY-VALUES AS CHARS. 
2410 NEXT IX 
!420 PUI .21, RECORD BIZ !STORE MfA FOR ANIMAL. 
2430 l~ Nl%<=AOX TH~N 2~OO 
2440 GEl 12X. RECORD II. !STORE FILE DATA. 
241u LSET Ql$-CVTZI'B1X iSTORE NO. BLOCKS. 
2480 LSEl Q2,-CVTZ,INIZ !STORE NO. ANIMALS. 
~490 pur .21t RECORD l~ 
2~OO x.~FNa~(CHR'1241>' \ PX.FNC~(6~,JII 
::!51 t,) ,; HW-, ( • HIAN(HH~R AHIl'IAL I,E ADDED? Y OR ill _') 
2t.::!0 UNUJCK t2" 
:530 F',,"'FNCX(46X,J::O \ PRINT ux. REcm~D 256:4, CHRilHOX+li.H' -'; 

2340 ULI .11 \ SL.IIP 1 \ A'.L£~rcF',lX) 

2:;~O IF M"'Y'THEN 1320 £I..IE ,,'Ii 'WTH£N :<:560 ELSE 2500 

2:;'60 r'%"'rNCX<6X,lOlO \ )(".FN(lH'ENr, AU. DATA INPUT,') 

25/0 GET .27., RECORD 11 

2~BO C$-LEFTIUJI.l' 

,cS\iC) IF CS"'A· THEN LSE'T Q3''''"S" ELse; LifT t'l3$""A" 
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~600 pur f2%, RECORD 1% 
:2610 GOTO :2700 
:26:20 IF ERR·.~5:2 THEN 2650 
2630 X$=FNQ$(CHR$(7~» FOR D=1 TO 100 
2640 RESUME 1700 
2650 IF ERR<>19 THEN 2670 
2660 SLEEP 5 \ RESUME 
2670 X$~FNQ$(CHR'(24~» 
2680 X$=FNQ$('ERROR HAS OCCURRED 1 THIS ANIMAL DATA IS LOSTI ') 
2690 SLEEP 4 \ RESUME 1320 
2700 CLOSE iZ,2% \SLEEP 4 
2710 F'fdNl CHr\$(l:2); 'FILE MUST IWW l;l COF'IED' 
2720 PRINT\PRINT'LOAD TAPE ';e$ 
2730 PRINT\PRINT'PRESS RE1URN TO COpy TAPE,' 

2740 PRIN1\lNPUT Z9' 

2750 Y'=SYSICHRI(8Zli 'PIP MTO:PYKNOS.DAT/MO:16=PYKNOS.DAT") 

'2760 CHA IN' H' IF'EX T' 30000 

2770 EH[' 

CHECK 1 LIST 
2000 REM CH[C~ F'RGGR~M TO LIST fNT~IES If~ SF'IIIER~ri~T 
1010 ON ER~OR GOTD 1300 \ Y'=SYS(CHR.\QZ)tCHRs(-7~)1 
1020 DIM Nf(~',Ci(5),F~\~;,SE(5,:31 
1030 orEN ·~~O:SPIDE~.~~T' ~s FILE _!.nOGE l~ 
1040 FOR J~1 T8 5: FOR ~=G TO :3 
1050 FIELrlt2~,2 AS Glt,: ~S a:t78 (l£ Q3i,lOG¥{J-l) AS Xl$, 
1 ;,5 FhJi,: ;IS'l!\.(J)t1 ,;:::; CiiJII4H·.';S X':'I>,4 AS :::;'I>U,I·,) 
6\.) NE:q ~,: NEXT -' 

00 F'RINT CHRi(24~);'F'~OGRA~ CHC~i~S L(~i'RIES It~ SF'rrjER.r:~T· 

4 
10 ;:. F: 1 N1 '-'; FOR N" 1 Tij .," \ r' f( I N T 

:0 PRINT 'WHICH ';NIM~L'i 

30 INP'UT I"l!: 

1:' fl~:=\Nl~i~~~/5:~ \ F'1:.~r~1~-5~~,1.1~-1~) 

1 :;0 GETf:~.RECORD Bl~ 

1 t·: F·~:I\lT\i=·~:{":T·rlNli"'"rHL t~I), :S . ;CI,q t.i;:N! "F'l:;)) 

II) F' 0:;' IN'" ' 5 E' - C G [I t: r s '; C t \ ;:' 1 :. I 
I '30 F~!N""Y-V';LUES 0RE;-' 
~I) 
::'CF-: Ci:=0~: "1'0 5\. 

('. MZ=C%+o~l~~ V~CVTIF(55(Pl~,M~11 

!) PRINT USING' Ylt~4tt,~~t'M~.V; 

0 NEXt C;: \ FRINT 

0 

ff·:Ir~T\F·F'·INT·13 HNOlr,L.F, ~·1{(li"'H1L iD 1,t Ct"i£'ChED? ! ":'H', f-.t"i 
<" L'NLOn t:~; 
'.' 
-' 
r. I Ni-'UT ""$ 
(, rr,$="(' THEN IF·':· 
0 130TO 2370 

r) FF.:l NT' ETFO~ ! • 

o CLO':": [ ?~; 
o ENII 
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DA4 LIST 

li~~I~) F,'[M H sr:\TISTIC(t:.. 1:·F·I~·GF-'t~iM Ft:;:CCt::~'~I:(D 2,P.':DCt\.[,{.T 
101 ! V[R~IGN l:-JUL-~q. 
105 F'~:lNT I:HR1:1~J; ·~'~GG~.~~ - 7R'f[lt~,~,. 
110 F'R1NT'-';FOR \=1 T.:! 17:F'FLH:FRINT 
115 PRI~r'ST~TISTIC~L ?ROGRAM TO ?FJCESS SFIDE~,0~r ~I~E,' 
l~O ON fRf:OR GOTD 5 7 0: )f~SYS(C~!R$~6;~JTCti~'f~-7~~! 
'1 ~5 I'll" t~'ll ~ -:..) ~ S$ \ 5!''=:;:, ~.~i·'.5) ,f'J!,,:: i ,VI., 1:':"0) 
130 (WEN 'r,r'>;3~'D"~,:,,:~' AS rILE 1;;, nO;::E Ii: 
13:· FOr.' J:..: 1 TO:: 1_ f' : • ..:.:- Tt~ :3 
!40 FIELr:1Jl~12 ,'1; ~1$,2 AS ~2$,8 AS Q3i,101~~'j-l) 
1 ~s F'IJ),2 ~s NtiJ},l AS CI(J),4~~ AS X2i,4 
145 NEYT K: NEXT J 
'!~;O F·r.:lNT:;:'f\Ir;T·SELTlU(~ 1. 1 :F'Fo:II~i'----'~"-----' 
1~5 PRINT:PRINT'CO~R[L~TICN I CURVE 

1<0 F'RINT:PRINT'WHICh 2 y'S ~RE TO 

: :':, F' fd iH ' N , I;. F r ;;, S T( I S Y ( 0 i , • 

; ;'0 rreUl ''r NLM?ERS';( ::'; .r::-.:'; 

175 F'~INT'HO~ ~~NY F~IRS OF VALUfS 

! '~'J I NF'UT ,,,~: 

18~ DIM L~r~0(:: M~T L~~ZER(N~) 

L '.; \) fl rh :., ( ..ll~<j " • y.; 4 Co 0 ;, 

lO~ ~;T 1~~ER'N~l: ~~T '.:ER(~~l 
FITTING,' 
&E COMr~~£D?' 
~RE TO BE USED'; 
i :'-', r~:NT'f'lF'[ IN T"C'N;:'MHnr,L. r,UM:,:r~:s,' 
~":".1 11,;T l'U'UT L::(r;;~' 
.',j'", ,":ItiT',:r-U::':::I\1 THE','r.',',(JI",:,LS .-,,',[:-' 
~10 ~~JNT uSING "t41' ~~rD~;; FOP 8X~1~ TO 
::1~; f'fdr,l :r'f'INT' 1'5 TH",T C0,.:F:CGT? TYF'E r£S 
N~ 
[,r.: NO' 
220 I4PUT Ai: IF A~~'1ES'THEN 2~5 ELSE IF AS~'NO' 

~~:, rllM S(11),i,.;~_(5,5). F'Rlr~T 

. ) 3 (I 1'1 ~I T ~ =;- £ f,: ,,9 ~'.. .::: (/;;. 

'":;::, F· ..:lNT l'=-It~u' COl.;NI ';(~Ii1r1L Vt",F::'.&: Vfo1r:-8t' 
~40 PRINT' --------------------------------, 

"2·\: N9;~.:::N~:\ J~:;:O 

~4S FOR ~!=l~ TC N~ 

~!~~'Ij !<'/.= \ L i~ \ t\~;) +4t) /5"'~ \. S;.=I...'; (t\i~) -5i.~ (f;i~-l i; j 
255 REM D~ IS ElOC~ & SZ THE SUB-RECORD, 
:00 IF B%=BQ~ THEN :~) 
GETtl~,RE[ORD L~ 

H';:=~:'; 

i=CVTi~.Si(£~·Yl~)): y=CVTsF\Sli3~,Y2~)) 

IF ~. =0 AND l ~O TrlE~ :80 

,-­ pprNT"VA~L~[SI MISSING - ~NlnAl'L~(~X)' - ~NIM~L 0ELETED,'
... 1 ' 
278 r~9~=N9Z-1%:Xi;\~)=-1:GGTO 305 
~80 X(~~)=~\ Yil~'=J\ M=MtX 
S(11~\=S(11~/+Y*y 
HH,.ft
--*r~INT USING' 
305 NE~T ~~:Jl~O:CL05E lZ:F9=1 

'00 M' ~'N~~\ PRINT\ ~R!NT'~E~N IS 'iM 

~)7 rOR ~~.1~ TO N~ 

,,'~; IF (I\~:.l='''l Tri£> ::11 ELSE X(t,i:)=X,h;~)-M 

3~9 S(P~)=S(~~'+~I~~IPp~ FOR P~=OZ TO 6~ 

310 S'P~i-~'=S(P~+7:ltY!~Z)~X(KI)~P~ FOR PZ=O% 

311 I;EXT K~ 
,l.!"..~ r·~·INT:F·F:lt·'~ .. GEr.£T\,;L F:Eur:ESSICN ;tf~FiL·rSlS.· 
320 PRINT'-'; FOR 0=1 TD :S:PRINT: ~=S(11)-S(7)'SZ7)/N9% 
3: :' F' PIN T: Ii ! M A '. -I , -, i , I ( 4 , 4 j d<C ·n . ;: (4 ) 

~~~ Ml'='NE~ T[~M IS NGl SrGNIFI2~NT ~T 1~ LCVEl,' 

335 M2 •• 'NEW TERM IS SIGNr~JCANT AT 1~ LEVEL,' 

~.;,:, FOR 0=: TO 4 

,;45 ~~T A-:ER10,O)\MAT B=:ERIO'\MAT Z=ZE~(O) 

350 AIJ,~)=S(JtK-:) FOR J~l TO 0 FOR K~l TO 0, 

3~5 B(~)~S(J+6) ~CP J=l TO 0 

::~oC;O GO£,UB cOO 
(~5 PRIN"TO FIT'C'COEFFICIENTS," 
"v PR!NT'-'; FOR H~l TO :212~INT:?RINT'FORM IS ­
371 ON 0-) GOTO 37:,~73·374 
J7: PRINT'Y.~+B.iX-~) WHERE" GOTD 375 
~73 PRINT'y~~t8,(X-MltC,\X-~)-2 ~HERE" GO TO 375 
~s XIS. 
He S~(J,KI 
THEN 175 ELSE 215 
Yli~,'(:2i. 
TO 3~ 
';:T=O 
:3 7 4 F'r.: rN1 • Y" AfEt, i A- r1 ItC , (X - M ) -::!+Ii, (X - M ) - 3 '" riEm:: '\ GOT 0 :; 7 5 
~7~ PRINT CHRSlb4tHI;" ~ ';Z:HI FOR H=l TO 0 
~"'7 F'r\I/JT' Mlfi wf,c;;:[ M IS ';1'1 
'J~', ~OR J;.,q;; TO N~; 
I~':' IF XeJ:;j'·-l THEil .\.)(. 
v(J;:) "':,1 
-242­
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400 NEXT J~ PRINT N =N9% 
405 L=W-T: 1=[\-1 :C=L/LI 
410 Tl=N~-O T:=T T F=L2/T2 
·H5 U$='-': U$=U$ • FOF: H=l TO 36 
420 PRINT'SOURCE SOS N VAR F': PRINT U$ 
425 PRINT USING'LINE fftf.ft ft. fft.ff ttf.~ t'L,L1.L2,F 
430 R3=L-Q3' IF 0=2 THEN 445 
435 PRINT USING' [ PREVo ~t~t.tt ~II f.,." tl ••• t J~Q3,Ql,D2,Q2/T2 
440 PRINT USING' C NEW t~~t.lf ftt ~tt.'1 ttt.~j ]'R3,1,R3,R3iT2 
445 P',;ItH US1NG'F:ESnUr.L. H~~,H fH ~H.ff'T,T1,T2 
450 PRINT UI:PRINT USING'TOTAL Iflt." fltf'W,N%-l% 
~55 PRINT: ON 0 GOTO 57C,46~.485,510 
4bO Fl=6.63T:4.7~7/Tlt93.33J/~1-2: Ir F~Fl THEN 480 
•• <:> 5 F'R I N 1 ' LI N EM;' r IT IS 5t; T I ';) F.', CTor, y .; T 1;; L[V[L. ': 01 =1 
~70 2=(S(8~~NZ-S{1)~S(7)/SQF:( ,S(~)~N~-S(1)~2)~(S(11).r~z-a~7/~2)) 
47~ PRrNT'CDRREL~TION COEFFICIENT IS';:PRINT USING' t,~t'Z: GOTO 535 
~80 PRINT'LINEAR FIT NOT S~TISF~CTJ~Y AT 1~ LEvrL.':G01G ~35 
485 Fl=4.blt20.33J'Tl+Ql.c67/Tl-2: IF F~Fl THEN 5~5 
490 PRINT'QUADRATIC FIT IS SATISFACTORY .;T l~ LEVEL.' 
495 IF(6.63+24.7t7iTl+93,333!Tl-:)~R3/T2 THEN PRINT Ml~ 
ELSE PRINT ~21\Jl=2 

500 GOlD :13~:' 

505 PRINT'QUADRA7:C FIT NOT SATISFACTORY AT 1% LEVEL,':GG10 535 

510 IF(3.78+19.03:,Tlt86.667/TI-2)~F THEN 530 

515 PRINT'CU~IC FIT IS SATISFACTORY AT 1% LEVEL,' 

520 IF(6.~3i24,767/Tl+Q3.333/Tl-2) R3!T2 THEN PRINT MIS 

ELSE PRINT M21\Ol=3 
~":25 C~OTO 53~· 

~30 PRINT'CUBIC FIT is ~GT SAT:SFACTORf AT 1% LEVEL,' 

~35 PRINT\PRINT' G3=L\Ql=Ll\Q2=L2 

540 NEXT 0 

~.q5 F'RINT' COUCLUSIllN. ';; Or" 01tl GOTO 550,555,560,565 

550 PRINT'NO SIGNIFICANT FAT1ERN H~5 PEEN FOUND,'; GOTO 585 

555 ~RINT'BEST FIT IS LIN[~~.·: ~OTO 585 

r;:e, c"fdNT'E'ESl FIT IS ,)1:;;[,r.:';TIC. '; GOTO 585 

5~S PRINT'BEST FIT IE CUPIC.': GOTD 585 
570 PRINT 'ERROR H~S OCCU~ED. LINE NO. '[RL' & ERROR NO,'ERR 
~75 PRINT'CURRENT ~AT~-BLOCK M~Y HAVE 8EEN CORRUPTED,' 
580 Y.=SYS(CHR'(6~)iCHRI(-7~») 
585 IF FQ=l THEN 595 
:,';'0 CLOSE 1;: 
~'~5 PRINT\ ;~lrlT·EtJ!; OF RJ~.· \ GOTD 9~O 
600 MAT I=!DN(8~O)~,~AT W~=ZE~'O,Q) 
010 FOR 11=1 TO 0 
:·20 X,F",G=O 
~30 FOR J1=1 TO O~ ~OR Kl=l TO 0 
,,40 IF t~BS(~(_;l,j;.l)j -='J 0;': W~:(J111\l.l.0Z THEN ovG 
650 X.ABS(A(Jl,~l»)\ P=Jl\ G=~l 

':'00 NEXT Kl\ NEXT Jl '(hr.! IS TH" PIVOT. 

0 7 0 FOR Kl=l TO 0 

680 W;:(f",/,l),W~;O'I,Q·,"::. 

090 NEXT ~1'. W%(p,Q~=~~~ 
100 FOR ~1=1 TO 0 
710 IF Jl=P THEN 770 
-20 R=A:Jl,GI/AIP,G: 
'30 FOR KI=1 TO 0 
?4( A(Jl,Kl)=A(Jl,Kl ;-R~.;,P,Klj 
750 I{Jl,Kl)=I(Jl,~ll-R'IiP'Kll 
760 NE:~'.T Kl 
770 NEXT Jl\ R=A(F,~I 
~80 FOR Kl=l TQ 0 
,QO A(P,~l)=A(P,Kll!R \ I(~,~lj=I,P,Kl);~ 
800 NEXT U 
::l2~~ MAT Z=I:foEl\ ~'ETURN 
'.00 E:N[I 
-243­
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DA4 EXAMPLE 

STATISTICAL PROGRRM TO PROCESS SPIDER. DRT FILE. 
SECT!(IN 1. 
tO~RELRTrON & CURVE FITTING 
WHICH 2 V'S ARE TO BE COMPARED? 
N. B FIRST Y IS Y(G). 
I' IHI tl E:E R ~.? b, 1 
H(III 11 fill,' f' Ii I ~::. 0 F VfI L U E S ARE TO 8 E USE l';? J (3 
TYPE IN THE ~B RNIMRL HUMBERS. 
:. f,;'[1, l:;'L t.?2. 6,], €.74, 6701\4\5, 67t:, 6n, 6789\9\, 679, 68(3,681. 682, 683, 684, 68 
:',686,687,688,689,69(1,691. 692,69:;,694,695,696,697, 69'S, 699 
'CHE(~I THE ~0 ANIMALS RRE.­
67e }71 6~2 67l 674 675 676 677 678 679 GSB 681 682 683 684 685 686 687 
688 689 69B 691 692 C9: 694 695 696 697 698 699 
15 THAT CORRECT? TYPE YES OR HO 
IS THflT CD~RE(T' TY~E YES OR HO 
7' ." E:. 
COUNT ANIMRl VRR B VAR 1 
1 t:7£J 
€: 2. 42 9. 28 
;> [. :' 1 5 l~. 74 8. GG 

.: f.?2 7 6 . ]0 7. b$ 

4 f.?? 71, 48 e 80 

5 674 6i. 26 9. 12 

f. £.75 551 B. et)~~, 
",6 (,3 {t; 9. 28 

S 677 52 64 .., 52 

9 678 56. 3.2 7 36 

1.(1 67'9 { " ;6 e 64
-., 
1.1 Co E: (1 t· .l 34 9. 12 

12 6 £: 1 55. 2B 6. 56 

.,.., 
~U i·E; 2 65 . . B. ee 

14 6 E: ~ 57. 4" 7 36 

1.5 f..E:4 73. 24 S. 9b 

16 f.E:~. 71. ;: t~ 8. sa 

17 £.96 71. 28 8 32 

1E: 6E:7 S1 12 7 52 

1~ 69S 54 68 c. 7:: 
o -.z:e. f. E: 9 16 C 88
-' " 
21 ':'98 t.s. t:s 8. 48 

~2 6,,1 60. 9£. 8. 80 

2] t: 5J.2 64. Bil 7 84 

24 t.9~ 59. 2;: s. 1313 

25 f..94 51. ~ t~ 6. (14 

26 £·95 .,I t:,., - 74 8 
€:€I 

27 f.96 ft.:. 24 9. 12 

l:;
_ l ­~B £'~7 71. 8. 64 

2~ t·:'1i': 55. ~ ~; B. BCl 

:: (, 6~\:f 55. (. (I 
 6 :·6 
t1 ERlj I 5 t:: ('2'; 
I 
~A6 LIST 

RE~ ~ STATISTICAL PROGRAM PRUCESSING SPI~C~,~~r 
VERSION 7-NOV-1979, 

n:lNT CHR~'(12);'F'RIJGF\H"'\ - ri'd["'1~" VERSIOti i'-NO()--l9, , 

PRINT'-'; FOR K=l TO 37\ PRINT\ PRINT 

PRINT'STATISTICAL PROGRAM TO PROCESS SPIDER,DAT FILE,' 

ON ERROR GOlO 604: Y'=SVS(CHRtl&~)~CHRt(-7~» 

[11M N1>(5) ,51;(5,:::3) ,CI(5) ,F~. c;) ,VISOO) 

OF'EN 'DKO:~,FE:rF,[i;"T' ,'13 FIL,: 1;;, MODE E 

FOR J=l TO 5 \ FeR ~=0 TO 23 

FIELDtl%,2 AS DIS,2 AS D2S,8 AS Q3$,IOOI(J-l) AS XII, 
I AS F$(J),2 AS NI(J),l AS CSeJ),4*K AS X2S,4 AS SS(J,Kl 
NEXT K: NEXT J 
PRINT:PRINT'SECTIOti l,':PRINT'----------, 
PRINT:PRINT'CORRELATION & CURVE FITTING,' 
PRINT:PRINT'WHICH 2 V'S ARE TO BE COMPARED?' 
PRINT' N.B. FIRST Y IS YIC),' 

INPUT 'Y NUMBERS'; Y1:,Y:~ 

IHM N;;(3), L:2i: (1000), T (9,4) ,L$ (5',)0) 

FOR G:, '" 1i: TO 3:,: 
ON G% GOTO 176,180,288 
PRINT\PRINT'SAnFLE ONE,'\G010 184 
PRINT CHRS(l:)\ PRINT 'SAMPLE TWO,' 
PFdNT'------ ----'\P..:Irn 
INPUT 'HOW MAN( PAIRS OF VALUES IN THIS 
N%=N;~ (G% ) 
DIM L%i500i,X\5JOJ,Y(500)\ M~T L~=ZER(N%l 
PRINT'TYPE IN THE'N%'~NIM~L NUMBERS,' 
MAT INPUT L$\ P=l 
FOR F:=l% TO 5ao~ 
LS=lS(F%l\ H%=LEN\L~(r%ll 
FOR t\:~=l:_ TO Hi; 
IF M:II ( L ; d.;; , u = ' -' The N 
NEXT tG; 
L%(P)=V~l(L'I\ P=Ptl\ IF P 
23:' 
N% THEN 252 
SAMPLE';N%eGZI 
ELSE 	 248 
N 1 = Vt.. L ( LEF T (l i , t,;: -1;: ) ) \ r~::'=v "L ( R I GH T (L $ , t;:;';, 1 ;;) ) 

FOR H=Nl TO N::'iO,1 

L%(Pl=H\ P=P+1\ IF P~N% THEN :5::' 

NEXT H 

NEXT 	 F;: 
I PRINT'CHEcr.' ';(P-l);'ANlnALS ENTERED, THEIR NUM~[RS ~E~E:-' 
PRINT USING·~~~t.t' L%\Q~); FOR Q:=l% TO N% 
i PRINT:PRINT'I~ TH~T COPRECT? TYPE YES OR NO' 
I INPUT A.',IF AI='YES'THEN 268 ELSE IF ~S='NO'THEN 776 ELSE 260 
ON G% GOTO 272,:80 

L2%(K%)=LZ(~~) FOR K%:l% TO N~ 

G010 304 

L::::i;O';.,N:I.(l;;i'=L.::(h%) FOR 1,;:,"1;; TO N;~ 

N~(3%)=t~Z'1~)+NZ\2~): GOlD 304 

PRINT CHRt(1:)\PRINT'F'OOLED SAMPLES,' 

PRINT '---------------'\ PRINT 

N%=N:(3%): MAT L%=ZER(N~) 

L%(L9~)=L:%(L9%1 FOR L9:=1: TO N% 

DIM S(11),WZ(5,5l\PRINT 

MAT S=ZER\ S(O,=O\ B91=O% 

N9:~=N;" M=O 

FOR I\i:= 1 % TON;: 

p. Z= ( L;; ( r...;: ) -t 4 j~ ) / ,:.;~ \. s;.,;:; L ;~ ( t ,,;~ I - 5 ;;:f ( E: ~~ - 1 ;~ i 
REM B% IS ,'LOCt', i. Si_ TilE ::Ul:;--'-,[C[,):;:'. 
IF BZ=B9% THEN 330 
GEHli:,RECORli f:i; 

1:<9;:=I';: 

X=CVT~F(S~(S~,fl:);: )=[VTifcSJ\Sl,Y:Z)) 

IF X~=O AND Yj=O THE~ 350 

PRINT'VALUE.S) MISSING - ANIMAL'L1IKl)' ­
N9%=N9-1/'\X(~~)=-1\GOTO 364 

ANIMAL DELETED,' 
~ 	 X(K%)=X\ YCK%I=Y\ M=MtX 
) S(11%)=SCll:)tY3Y 
NEXT 1\%\Ol~O\IF G% .. 3~ THEN 
CLOSE li:\F9oc 1 
2 M=M/N9;:\f'RINT 
~ FOR K:~l/' TO NZ 
.' 	 IF ~~d\;;>=-l THEN 3";'~ EL:iE 
S(PZ).S(P%}+~C":)-P~ FOR 
372 
',\l,;:)"X,"i;)-M 
p~.O% TO 6% 
S S<F'i:+7iO=S(F';;'F,%i+'(Ki:):t<Xil·,~.)"f';; FOR F'i;"'O;; 10 3i~ 
:2 NEXT Ki: 
b W=S(11}-S(7\'S(7)/N9~ 
) PRINT: DIM A(4.4),II4,4).B.4l,:,4J 
Ml$~'NEW TERM IS NOT SlC~l~l ~NT AT l~ LEVEL,' 
9 M2$.'NEW TERM IS SIGNlrJC~Nr AT 1: LI.VEL.' 
2 For, 0"'2 10 4 
6 MAT A=ZER(O,O)\MAT B=ZER\O)\MAT Z=ZERCO) 
o A(J,K)=SeJtK-2) FOR J-l TO 0 FOR K~l TO 0 
4 BeJ)=SeJt6) FOR J-l TO 0 
B GOSUB 628 
,­
0­
4 
------PRINT'TO FIT'O·COEFFICIENTS,' PRINT'-'; FOR H=l TO 22:PRINT:PRINT'FORM IS - ';:T=O 
ON 0-1 GOTO 444.448,452 
PRINT·Y=A+B. eX-M) WHERE'\ GOTO 456 
PRINT'Y=A+B. eX-M)+c.(X-M)-2 WHERE" GOTO 456 
452 PRINT'Y=AtB.(X-M)+C. (X-M)~2+D.(X-M)-3 WHERE'\ GOTO 456 

456 PRINT CHR$C64tH);' :::: ';Z(H) FOR H=1 TO 0 

460 PRINT' AND WHERE M IS '; M 

464 FOR J;'=1i.: TO N~~ 

468 IF X(J~)=-l THEN 484 

472 VUi.) =Z ( 1 i~ ) 

476 V(JZ)=V(J%)+Z(K%+l%)*X(J~)-KZ FOR K~=l% TO 0-1 

480 T~T+eVeJZ)-Y(JI.»~2 
484 NEXT J%:PRINT:NX=N9Z 
488 l=W-T: ll=O-l: L2=L/Ll 
492 Tl=NX-O: T2=T/T1: F=L2/T2 
496 f"~::::3%*GI.+0-4 
::,:,;00 TeR,1)=T\TeR,2)=T1\TCR,3)=T2 
':504 PRINTI ON a GOTO 604,508,5281548 
:;;08 Fl::::6. 63+24.767/1'1+93, 333/Ti .... 2: IF F<F'1 THEN 52A 
~'12 PRINT'LINEAR FIT IS SATISFACTORY AT 1% LEVEL,': 01=1 
516 Z=(S(8)*NZ-S(1)*S(7»/SQR«S(2)*N%-S(1)-2'*(S(11)*N%-S(7)-2)~ 
520 PRINT"CORRELATION COEFFICIENT IS'; :PRINT USING' t,tt'Z: GOTO 568 
524 PRINT"LINEAR FIT NOT SATISFACTORY AT 1X LEVEL,'IGOTD 568 
528 Fl=4.61t20.333/Tl+91.667/Tl-2: IF F<rl THEN 544 
532 PRINT"QUADRATIC FIT IS SATISFACTORY AT 1% LEVEL,' 
536 rp(6.63+24.767/Tl+93.333/f1 .... 2»R~VT2 nfr.r~ F'f"\INT MB 
ELSE PRINT M2$\01=2 
540 GOTD 568 
'::;44 PRINT'QUADRATIC FIT NOT SATISFACTORY AT 1% LEVEL.':GOro 568 
548 IF(3.78+19.033/Tl+86.667/Tl-2)~F THEN 564 
PRINT"CUBIC FIT IS SATISFACTORY AT 1~ LEVEL,' 

556 rF{6.63+24.767/Tlt93.333/Tl~2»R3/T~ THEN PRINT M11 

ELSE PRINT M2S\01=3 

::,",·50 G01'O 568 

":,;b4 PRINT'CUBIC FIT IS NOT SATISFACTORY AT 1% LEVEL,' 

568 PRINT\PRINT\ Q3=L\Ql=L1\Q2=L2 

572 NEXT 0 

;'j76 PRINT' CONCLUSION. "i: ON 01+1 GOTO :;';80,584,588,592 

590 PRINT 'NO SIGNIFICANT PATTERN HAS BEEN FOUND, "GOTO 596 

584 PRINT-BEST FIT IS LINEAR,"GOTO 596 

588 PRINT'BEST FIT IS QUADRATIC, "\GOTO 5Q6 

592 PRINT"BEST FIT IS CUBIC.' 

596 T(R14)=01\NEXT OX 

600 GOTO 616 

~04 P~INT -ERROR HAS OCCURED. LINE NO,'ERL" & ERROR NO.'ERR 

608 PRINT'CURRENT DATA-BLOCK MAY HAVE BEEN CORRUPTED,' 

612 Y,mSYS(CHR$(6%)+CHR,e-7X») 

~16 IF F9-1 THEN 624 

(·20 CLOSE 1i:: 

~24 IF 01-0 THEN 772 ELSE 720 

628 MAT I=IDN(O,Q)\MAT W%=ZER(O,O~ 

632 PDR 11=1 TO 0 

f.l,~6 X,P,Q""O 

~40 FOR J1=1 TO 0\ FOR Kl=! TO 0 

644 IF ABSCACJ1,Kl»<nX OR W~(Jl,K1),O~ THEN 652 

648 X=ABS(A(Jl.Kl»\ P=Jl\ O=Kl 

652 NEXT 1<1 \ NEXT J1 I (F',Q) IS THE PIt)OT. 

656 FOR Kl=l TO 0 

660 W%CP,Kl),W%(K1,Q)=1% 

664 NEXT K1\ WX(P,Q)=2% 

668 FOR Jl::::lTO 0 

672 IF Ji=P THEN 696 

676 R=AeJl,Q)/A(P,Q) 

680 FOR K1=1 TO 0 

684 A(Jl,Kl)=A(Jl,Kl)-R*A(P,Kl) 

688 ICJl,Kl)=ICJl,Kl)-R*I(P,Kl) 

692 NEXT K1 

696 NEXT Jl\ R=ACP,Q) 

700 FOR Kl=l TO 0 

704 A(P,Kl)=ACP,K1)/R \ ICP,K1):I(P,Kl}!R 

708 NEXT K1 

.'12 NEXT 11 

716 MAT Z=!*B\ ~ETURN 

720 PRINt CHR'C12,i 

724 F'fttXN1~· SOURCE sO's 1:tF' VI~R t:'. 

728 F'R!NT".,...· f FOR Ki'=:LX ,0 3'9~ \PRINT 

732 PRINT USING' RES.i •••••• 1+. tt••• t'r 01,1),T 01·2,.T{Ol.JI 

736 ~~Ol+3'L.OI+6~~ 

740 F'RINT USING" RESt2 •••••:. 4U "U.U·i{K.lhHt'~',TtK.3) 

744 PRINT --", F'OR K;':-l" ,0 39"\ F'FUNT 

i'48 pRINT USING 'RES. POOL.ED .tnt. t+."", n'h H' TeL r1) ,T ( ~ 2,' • T(L. 3 1 
752 PRtNT' "-- f FOJil: KiC lIl l" TO 39~1.\ PRINT 
756 Tl=T(Ol,1)+T(K,1)\T2=T(Ol/2\+T(K.2'\T3~Tl/T: 
760 fl!lIlITJt..,3>/T3
764 PRINT USING'SUM RES.l&2 .t.,lt tt~ ttl.'. Itt.tt'Tl.T2,T3·R 
76S p~:J:Nr POF~ K=1 TO 3 
'772~·RlNT~ENP OF ANAl. YS!a. "' aOTO 800 
'7~ ~itjli~!;}i!'WHrCH ARe: TO DE RE-ENTEREtl? TYPE 
THEN 784 ELSE ;76-
IN U::-:T ~ l~m:Rrt'T VALUE.' 
I'KP;" INFUT M 
2~2 ELSE :- .... ;,; 
-247-
~l.L OR SOME.· .""$ 
113~tilt,~"lIII"t<f;LL~ . THiEN lee ELta' IF A$=' SOME· 
im4~,ltfr~,rrjitt,t£ P,O.t1'lQ'N Of!' INCORRECT In:M 
7$'S ",M1";112:(\l,."( H1::r;) -M2ri: 
79,2, ".' ,r~~NY (}TM!:R CORRltCTIONST YES OR 
79~m:~4~$~~~'y;!.~JTHJil:M 7134 I;l..S£t If' A$='NO· THEN 
- '''''-- :~ ,~u. t." ' 
DA6 EXAMPLE 

~TRTI5TIrAL P~OGRAM TO PROCESS PYKNOS. OAT FILE. 
5ECTION 1. 
CORRELATION & CURVE FITTING. 
~HICH 2 Y'S ARE TO 
N. B. FIRST Y 15 
~' NUHBER5? e,17 
BE COMPARED? 
YCS). 
5A~IPLE ONE. 
HOW MANY PAIRS OF VALUES IN THIS SAMPLE? JB 
TYPE IN THE lB ANIMAL NUMBERS. 
? 283-3'12 
CHECK' 38 ANIMALS ENTERED. THEIR HUM8ERS 
28J 284 285 286 287 288 289 
295 29£. 297 298 299 3eB 391 
JB7 "ee J09 JiB 311 l12 
IS THAT [ORRECT? TYPE YES OR NO 
? VES 
I<ERE:­
290 
3132 
291 
:nn 
292 
304 
29l 
]05 
294 
HE: 
TO FIT 2 COEFfICIENTS. 
FORM 15 - V=A.8. (X-H) WHERE 
A 23.388 
B .7:?8224 
AND WHERE ~ 15 32.95B7 
LINEAR FIT IS SATISFACTORY 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT IS 
AT 1% 
B.99 
LEVEL. 
TO FIT 3 COEFFICIENTS. 
FORM IS - V-A+S. (X-H)+C. (X-M)-2 
A 23.1971 
B .746262 
[ .447178£-2 
AND WHERE n IS 12.9se7 
WHERE 
nUADRRTIC FIT IS SATISFACTORY AT 1% LEVEL. 
NEW TERM 15 NOT SIGNIFICRNT AT 1% LEYEL. 
TO FIT 4 COEFFICIENTS 
FOPM IS - V=RtS. (X-"'+C. eX-H)R2tD 
R 21. 1~68 
E: .734486 
C 4825%E-2 
[\ . 1B4241E~3 
AND WHERE H IS 32.95B7 
(X_H)R] WHERE 
rUBIC FIT IS SATISFRCTORY AT 1% LEVEL 
NEN TERn IS NOT SIGNIFICANT AT 1% LEVEL. 
COHCLUSIOH. BEST FIT IS LINEAR. 
-?48­
• 

5A~lPLE T~O. 
HOW MAN¥ PAIRS OF VALUES IN THIS SAMPLE? le 
TYPE IN THE sa ANIMAL NU~BERS. 
? 229-258 
CHECK! 3a ANI HFILS ENTERED. THElI< HUI1BERS WERE:­
229 ne. 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 2}9 240 
241. 242 24s 244 245 246 247 249 249 25e 251 252 
2S? 254 255 256 257 258 
I 5 THAT CORRECT ? T¥PE VES OR HO 
? YES 
TO 	 FIT 2 COEFFICIENTS. 
FORM IS - Y=R+B. (X-H) WHERE 
A is 4797 
8 	 . ne717 
fHID IolHERE M IS 26.2757 
LINEAR FIT IS SATISFACTORV AT 1~ LEVEL. 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT IS B.98 
TO 	 FIT 3 COEFFICIENTS. 
FOR ~1 IS - V=A+B. O:-H)+C. (X-ln-2 WHERE 
A 18.4645 
8 .772416 
C .622676£-2 
AND WHERE ~ IS 26.2757 
RUADRATIC FIT IS SATISFACTORY AT 1~ LEVEL. 
NEW TERM IS NOT SIGNIFICANT AT 1~ LEVEL. 
TO 	 FIT 4 COEFFICIENTS. 
FORll 15 - Y=A+B. (X-~O+C. (X-~)-2+D. (X-In-] I~HERE 
A 18.476 
B . 792E<19 

( = -.129671E-i 

[) = -.19BEl25E-2 

AND WHERE t1 IS 26.2757 
CUBIC FIT IS SATISFRCTORV AT 1~ LEVEL. 

NEW TERM IS NOT SIGNIFICANT AT 1% LEVEL. 

CONCLUSION. BEST FIT IS LINEAR. 
-249­
POOLED SAMPLES. 
TO 	 FIT 2 COEFFICIENTS. 
FORM IS - Y=R+S. (X-M) WHERE 
A: 2E1.8938 
B 	 = . n1Sei 
AND WHERE M IS 29.6132 
LINERR FIT 15 SRTISFACTORV RT 1% LEYEL. 
[ORRELATION COEFFICIENT IS B.99 
TO 	 FIT 3 COEFFICIENTS. 
FORM IS - I'=A+S. (X-Ml+e. (X-M) ft 2 WHERE 
R = 28. S476 
8 .731848 
r .156477E-2 
AND WHERE M IS 29.6132 
QUADRATIC FIT IS SRTISFACTORY AT 1% LEYEL. 
NEW TERn IS NOT SIGNIFICANT AT 1~ LEVEL. 
TO 	 FIT 4 COEFFICIENTS. 
FOP-II IS - I'=A+8. O-M)+C. <X-H)~2+D <X-I1)~J WHERE 
A 2B.8372 
B . 719442 
C .191365E-2 
D 118827£-3 
AND WHERE" IS 29.6132 
CUBIC FIT IS SRTISFACTORY AT 1% LEVEL. 
NEW TERn IS NOT SIGNIFICAHT AT 1X LEVEL. 
CONCLUSION BEST FIT IS LINEAR. 
SOLlf:CE SOS DF VAR F 
RES.1 5. B 8 28 B. 21 

RES. 2 6.18 28 B. 23 

-------------~-------------------------
PES POOLED 12. 18 58 e. 21 
~U" p.ES. 1&2 12.38 56 B. 22 B. 97 
OW OF ANAU'S J S. 
-2. 

